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INTRODUCTION
The problem to be considered in this study is that of the basis,
nature and role of the principle of social correlation as found in the
writings of Francis Greenwood Peabody. An attempt will be made to
determine the factors leading to the formulation of the principle, the
ends toward which the principle was directed, and the place of the
principle in the writings of Francis Greenwood Peabody in general. This
«
of necessity involves a comparison of these writings with other writers
in the field in an attempt to fix the position of the writings upon which
the principle of social correlation was predicated. Finally, though the
principle is essentially a contribution to social theory, an attempt will
be made to determine whether the motive v;as primarily social or primarily
religious.
No great amount of attention has been given to the works of
Francis Greenwood Peabody. The previous works in the field are limited
to two B. D. Theses. The first of these entitled Francis Greenwood Pea-
body 1847-1936 And His Role In The Social Interpretation of Chri stianity

2was vrlttexL by Bobert Henry HblmeB at the Meadville Theological School*
March. 1945. This theeie states as its purpose an attenpt to bring Dr.
Peabody's works the attention they merit in the hands of the modern
scholar, and to clarify somewhat his place in the social gospel movement.
This work is divided into two major parts. The first deals largely with
a biographical account of Dr. Peabody. The second part is largely a
defense of the contribution of Unitarlanism to the social gospel movement.
Neither of the parts deal directly with the writings. The thesis contains
an excellent bibliography of the writings of Peabody* and this is perhaps
its major if not its sole value.
The second thesis was submitted by Stephen Williams to the Chicago
Theological Seminary. 1934* carrying the title The Social Ideals Of F« G.
Peabody. A determined effort has been made to secure this thesis for
review. However, the Chicago Theological Seminary Library has had some
difficulty in trying to locate the copy dei>0 Bited there, and the effort
has not been successful.
Other than these two works bearing directly on the subject, the
treatment of the writings of Francis Greenwood Peabody has been limited
to scattered references in a number of works dealing with the social
gospel movement. Of all such references to the writings the two most
careful, though partial, treatments are The Early Days Of Christian
Socialism In America by James Dombrowskl
. sind The Rise Of The Social Gospel
In American Protestantism 1865-1915 by Charles Howard Hopkins. Dombrowskl
refers repeatedly to the writings of Peabody* and he is on the whole quite
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3critical of the position maintained hy Peehody. The position taken in this
study very closely approximates that taken by Dorahrowski, namely, that the
religious point of view was central in the thinking of Peabody, He charges
Peabody with being principally concerned with Christian apologetics rather
than with social reform or regeneration. The strong socialistic flavor
of Dombrowski *8 work on the whole tends to give a much more one-sided
interpretation of the meaning and purpose of the writings of Dr, Peabody,
This tends to limit the effectiveness of the author's criticisms by blind-
ing him to much that was of value in the writings.
The treatment of Charles Hopkins differs greatly from that of
Dombrowski, It is largely expository in nature, Hopkins limits himself
to a presentation of the works of Peabody, and the role he played in the
movement as a whole. This work is valuable for the aid it renders in
helping to place Peabody among his conten^oraries, and the relation of the
group of writers to the general field. Its value is largely historical.
Most other works in which reference is made to Peabody merely mention
him, and this is largely done in connection with a list of writers in the
field. It is surprising to note the spare! ty of attention paid to Peabody.
A possible explanation of this fact is offered in the main body of the
study.
In an atten^t to deal adequately with the material covered in the
following pages, several methods have been utilized. The expository method
has been adopted for the presentation of the author's own position. This
was adopted in order that the author might speak for himself, thus reducing
the possibilities of misrepresentation. The historical and comparative
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4approaches serve to locate the work of Peabody in the field* and aid in
showing the change in the development of his thinking and the influences
upon this thinking by other scholars. !I3ie analytical and critical methods
are employed consistently throughout the work in an attempt to more clearly
understand the position taken by Peabody and as a means of evaluating the
various aspects and the work as a whole. U*he employment of these various
methods is desired to make for a careful and thorough study of the problem.
Pepeated reference is made to the social gospel movement. This term
is used to include all those persons concerned with the application of the
teachings of Jesus to social* economic* and political life as well as to
the individual. It refers to those religious writers who wrote during the
period between the Civil War and World War I* and does not mean to imply a
formally organized group. It was a social movement in the sense that it
was a gradual change in human affairs originating out of the conditions
prevailing during the latter half of the nineteenth century and the begin-
ning of the twentieth century. This does not mean to imply a definite
planned series of stages and phases. Sather* the movement constitutes a
number of separate contributions seeking to adjust the principles of
Christianity to a specific social situation.
The Social Question is a term used to designate the sense of malad-
justment which existed in the social order as viewed by Peabody. It is
used to designate a deep and stirring discontent within the social order
which reaches to the very bottom of social life. In addition it is used
to denote the vast unorganized movement which sought to obtain Justice*
equality* and brotherhood. The term is an inclusive one* there are many
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5social questions* 'but there is but one Social (Question.
By social conscience is meant the collection of individual duties
on the social level. It is the enlargement of duty to Include its social
relationships. This definition is limited to the use made of the term by
Peabody* and does not mean to imply any disembodied social force existing
independently of individual consciences.
By correlation of the social questions is meant that these questions
bear the relationship of mutual dependence and transferability. Each
question is made iq> of other questions in part* and there is no such thing
as any one being wholly cause or wholly effect.
In the history of the Social Gospel Movement in the United States
the year 1381 stands out as a most important year for it was this year
that marked the beginning of the courses entitled "History <f Ethics" and
"Practical Ethics" at Harvard University. These new courses were offewd by
Francis Greenwood Peabody* the young thirty-three year old pioneer in the
field; a man who might well be called the father of Social Ethics in America.
It was largely through his trail-blazing work that the field of Social Ethics
was brou^t to the rank of a separate discipline.
Francis Greenwood Peabody was bom in Boston* Massachusetts on
December 4* 1847. He was the distinguished son of the distinguished parents
Ephraim and Mary Jane (Derby) Peabody, He was an ardent admirer of both of
his parents, and interestingly enough* his years of early manhood bore a
striking resemblance to those of his father.
Ephraim Peabody was born March 22, 1807 in Wei ton* Hew Hanpshire. He
was the son of a blacksmith and one-time member of the state legislature.
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6His parents were of English stock. He was graduated from Harvard Divinity
School in 1830, having done his undergraduate work at Bowdoin College where
he was elected to the Phi Beta Kappa Society. Ephraim Peahody hegan his
active ministry at Meadville, Pennsylvania where he was called to sei^e a
new Unitarian congregation.
Mary Jane Derby Peabody was born in Salem, Massachusetts on January
30, 1807. She was the daughter of a wealthy Salem merchant. The Derby
family had established a long and honorable record of merchant-navigation.
Her father, though not himself following the sea, still maintained the
trading business and lived largely off the inheritance of the Derby
fortune, Mary Jane on a vacation trip to Meadville, Pennsylvania met
Ephraim Peabody, and after a comparatively short period of courtship the
two were married.
Prom Meadville the coii^jle moved to a church in New Bedford,
Massachusetts. Here the health of Ephraim was broken and he contracted
tuberculosis. He went south to Mobile, Alabama for a year after which
time the young pastor was sufficiently strong to resume his parish duties.
Pive children were born to the Peabody-Derby marriage, the first of whom
contracted fever in an early visit to Cambridge and died. Two daughters
and two sons survived the death of the father in 1856. One of the
daughters, Ellen Derby, was later married to President Elliot of Harvard,
In 1845 after seven years of work at the New Bedford parish Ephraim
Peabody accepted the call to King's Chapel in Boston. His sons were later
to write of this change to Boston as follows;
There emerged in the preacher's consciousness a sense both of
TO
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7the "brevity of his life and of a message which he had to give,
and these convictions combined to direct his mind to a larger
exercise of the preacher’s gift. If he could in the short
time left to him, convey to others the word of God which had
been spoken to him, and through his preaching make their
religious life more genuine and effective, he might leave to
others the problems of church administration and expansion,
and feel that he was accomplishing the work which was given
him to do* With these solemn anticipations and desires he
finally accepted a call to the ministry of King’s Chapel in
Boston, where the established tradition of piety and reverence
seemed peculiarly favorable for the work he had at hand*^
The eleven years remaining were fruitful years, and a great deal of success-
ful work was carried on. He was at one time the editor of the Christian
Register , he published several books, the most lasting was Christian Days
And Thoughts . He was particularly interested in the new approach to
Christianity which was beginning to take roots in the Unitarian fellowship.
His sons write:
More prophetic of the approach of sociological Christianity
were hie contributions to the new science of social service,
which his friend Joseph Tuckerman was already creating by
his constructive and epoch making schemes.^
Ephraim Peabody died on (Hianksgiving Day, November 28, 1856 in his
home in Boston. The task of rearing a family of four growing children then
fell wholly onto the shoulders of Mary Jane Peabody, who with limited
financial means proved more than equal to the task as later history was to
show*
Perhaps the most beautiful description of his parents comes from
the pen of Francis Greenwood Pea"body himself when he wrote:
1 John D. and Francis G. Peabody, A Hew England Romance , Houghton
Mifflin Conqjany, Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1920, 1, 4, 5.
2 Ibid. . 121.
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8The Spartan conditions of rural life among the New Han^ishire
hills; the anq>le luxur7 and large experience of the merchant-
navigators of Salem; the meeting of these two diverse tradi-
tions; the growth of spiritual power from the hard soil of
Puritan discipline, as a stately pine roots itself in a
crevice of the rocks; the still more surprising growth of
unworldly affection among circumstances of luxury and ease;
the union of hearts which seemed divided hy training and
taste, and their glad acceptance of missionary service with
its isolation and privation-all this made a domestic drama
of sunshine and shadow, of education and consecration, which
illustrates the fiber and force of the New England character.
Down from the hills comes the dreaming boy to college, and
finds his satisfying idea in the Christian ministry; and from
her finery and frivolity steps the brilliant girl, and
encounters the vicissitudes of the frontier. Bereavement,
poverty, and falling health attack them in vain. The husband
remains an unworldly and spiritual seer; the wife, a cultured
and masterful woman, of worldly experience and charm; the two
traditions of New England, the idealism of the hills and the
commercialism of the cities, find themselves happily Joined
in the common desire for service*®
After the death of the father the family, because of poor circum-
stance. was forced to move to much smaller quarters which were located on
Beacon Hill. Fortunately for the family the problem of education was taken
care of before the death of the father* The two daughters were soon to
marry, and the education of the two eons had been arranged for through the
genesrous gifts of two devoted parishioners.
The house on Beacon Hill was small yet comfortable. Mrs. Peabody
proved to be an excellent manager so that the family lived well in spite
of limited means. The children were surrounded with good literature,
paintings, and music. The mother tried to regulate her household, and to
3 Ibid, 6-7
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9conduct it in a fashion as she helieved her husband would have wanted it
conducted.
In speaking of this influence, Francis in later years wrote:
Yet, in fact, the influence of my father’s character was felt
by his children with imperative command long after he died,
and the parental guidance which I just failed to receive was
revived and perpetuated through the unremitting devotion of
his remarkable wife.^
Though coming of a family of limited means, and though living in a
wealthy community, the young Francis lived a very happy life, and one which
did not consciously carry any scars directly traceable to this peculiar
environment. He states: ”Kost of my playmates were from luxurious homes;
but I cannot recall any sense of contrast or inclination to envy.
The capability of Mrs. Peabody, as well as her good taste and charm,
drew many distinguished visitors to the home. This gave to the young boys
an excellent opportunity to know and to observe men and women of achieve-
ment in many walks of life*
The major portion of young Peabody’s grammar-school education was
received at a private school on seacon Hill known as the Dame School.
However, he recalls that:
The real education of a little boy is not in the completely
mechanical routine of the Dame School, but in the untutored
intimacy of good books half understood, and in good pictures
half appreciated. The hearth rug was my academy, and the
Mus^e Francai
s
, Women of the Bible , or Homan Antiquities , my
4 Francis G. Peabody, Reminiscences of Present Day Saints ,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston and New York, 1927, 2.
5 Ibid., 5,
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text books; and the pupil in that school of the eye and the
heart sprawled before the fire* drag^d down his guides from
their shelves, and made the grand tour of Europe on his
stomach,
^
Francis Greenwood Peabody was graduated from Harvard College in
1869, While there he had the distinction of playing on the first American
football team. This beginning of the sport is commemorated by a monument
on the Boston Commons, He also played on the Harvard baseball team, and
had a hand in beating Yale 25 to 17 in the first baseball meeting of the
two schools. In addition he was a member of the Harvard crew. This love
of athletics he expressed throughout his life. He was present at practi-
cally all the major sport events of the school, and he always managed time
for sailing hie own sailboat down to his last years.
On graduating from college Peabody went immediately into the Harvard
Divinity School, He was graduated three years later with the M, A. and
B. D, Degrees, He describee this period of work as «.,.A disheartening
experience of uninspiring study and retarded thought.”’^ He felt that
modern thought rarely penetrated the school, and that the work carried on
did little to contribute to the needed equipment of the modern minister.
He goes even further than this when he wrote; “I cannot remember attaining
in seven years of Harvard classrooms anything that could be fairly described
as an idea,*'®
6 Ibid, , 6.
7 Ibid,
,
65.
8 Ibid. 65.
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However, during this period he did come into contact with a book
which was to play a large part in the direction which his life's work
would take from this point forward. This book was Pfleiderer's Religion .
Its Nature and Its History. He felt that: "There is what I have been
feeling after as the work I should like to do. If one might in any degree
rescue religion from provincialism, and verify its philosophy by its
history, that would be a task which would challenge a modem man."®
On June 11, 1872, a date prior to Commencement Day, Francis Green-
wood Peabody married Miss Cora Wells and set sail immediately for Germany.
There he studied for a year at Halle Iftiiversity under the tutelage of
Professor Tholuck, This was a dreary period from the s tandpoint of domestic
relations for the living conditions were poor, and in this winter their
first child was born and died. However, in retrospect of this period Peabody
later wrote:
Tet this disciplinary period was in fact the beginning of a
lifelong association with German thought; the teaching to
which I was soon called was in the main, that of German
theology- and philosophy; and the books I wrote if they had
any value- were in large part applications of German learning.^®
On returning to the United States Peabody accepted a position at
Antioch College in Ohio. This proved to be a very rugged and a very pro-
fitable experience. He was brought into contact with a much less
sophisticated and less conventional group of minds. He was able to or^nize
his materials and also able to gain some much needed teaching experience*
9 Ibid. . 67.
10 Ibid. . 71
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This venture which had teen made on the advice of Edward Everett Hall waa
of great worth to his later success as a teacher.
The Antioch experience was a short one, for in March of 1874 Peahody
was ordained, and shortly thereafter he was called to the pastorate of the
First Parish Church in Cambridge, This work was carried forward for six
years. It waa brought to a close by the entrance into a period of ill
health. In 1880 the young pastor was forced to resiga and to seek his lost
health in the much milder climate in California, Fortunately the climate
was conducive to a speedy recovery, and Peabody was again ready to return
to active work. He returned to Cambridge to take a position at Harvard
Divinity School, and he later wrote of this assignment thus:
In 1880 after a prolonged absence from pastoral service, it
became evident that the parish ministry must be abandoned,
and I was, as it then seemed, demoted to teoporary duty in
the Harvard Divinity School, where I mi^t perhaps communicate
to youths just arming themselves for the ministry, the lessons
of my own defeat,
H
In this new position Peabody became a lecturer on Homiletics and
Ethics, He offered courses entitled "The History Of Ethics" and "Practical
Ethics. " The following year he was appointed the Parkman Professor of
Theology, James Dombrowski asserts that this was the first course in social
ethics to be given in a university in the United States,
In 1886 Francis Greenwood Peabody was appointed as the Plummer
Professor of Christian Morals, It was through this appointment that full
recognition was given to this young man who had waged a tremendous uphill
11 Ibid.
.
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fight to hring into the training of the young minister some practical tools
of social service which would fit him for service in the modem world.
The need for such training hecdme officially recognized, and the value of
such training hecame an accepted fact in the training of the theological
school.
Perhaps the best summary of the contribution which Peabody made to
the University and to the university student in general can be found in
his own modest words4
Pew intellectual satisfactions are more substantial and permanent
than that which is found in doing, or in having a slight part in
doing, something really new, I have had the rare privilege during
the experience of academic service of being associated with not
less than three such ventures of faith; each of which was met by
much skepticism or opposition, but all of which, through the
persistent devotion of a few competent advocates, have become
institutionalized, or even venerable. One of these academic
revolutions was that which transformed a denominational seminary
into an undenominational school of theology; strictly analagous
with the other professional schools of the university, and de-
manding as a first qualification of its teachers not sectarian
zeal, but adequate learning and religious catholicity. Another
such venture was in the introduction of studies in modern social
problems, as appropriate, not only for professional experts, but
for young men about to enter the varied careers of the modern
world. Still another step into the unknown was taken when the
conduct of worship in Harvard University was freed from compulsion,
and offered as a privilege for young men, under a plan of uncon-
strained and unsectarian religion- a plan which forty years ago
was regsirded with much apprehension, but which ^s become not only
thoroughly established but repeatedly imitated,^^
In the above mentioned three ventures in faith, Peabody has been
given credit as the moving force responsible for their success. The work
connected with the development of a Department of Social Ithics began when
13 Peabody, SRSUS . Independent, January 14, 1886 37.
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he first came to the school. He hegan with a small group of divinity
students and later he worked with a group of about fifty undergraduate
students. Ehe work was concerned with an examination of some of the
ethical problems and needs of the modern world. Since there was no such
study preceding his own in American universities outside of the v;ork of
Professor William J. Tucker at Andover Theological School, the way had to
be chartered as the work advanced. He wrote in 1886:
I was led to my subject by a somewhat different road from most
of those who deal with it. As a teacher of ethics I became
aware of chasms which exist between such abstract studies and
the practical application of moral ideals; and it seemed to me
possible to approach the theory of ethics inductively, through
the analysis of great moral movements, which could be easily
characterized and from which principles could be deduced. I
studied thus with my class the problems of Charity, Divorce,
the Indians, the Labor Problem, Intemperence, with results of
surprising interest. My class, under an elective method, grew
from ten to fifty and was made up from five departments of the
University. Each student made written reports of personal
observations of some institution of charity or reform; and from
this data thus collected I endeavored in each case to draw out
the ethical principles involved. The results of the examination
showed that the students showed a living interest in the subjects
treated; and I think they will be more public-spirited as citizens
and more discreet as reformers by even this slight opportunity
for research.^3
This department grew rapidly, and it proved to be a most popular
department in the University. By 1926 it had e^^anded to include ti^o pro-
fessors, eight instructors and other officers, and there were more than
twenty courses being offered. Dr. Richard Cabot succeeded Dr. Peabody in
1920. The student enrollment had grown to some three hundred and sixty.
13 Peabody, 117-118.
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with th« facility for a special library of more than six thoasand volumes.
One philanthropist who was a personal friend of Dr. Peabody's had contri-
buted over |3i000,000 to the department which included the building of
Emerson Halit a building designed solely for the housing of the department.
In connection with this work, he later wrote:
It was the singular good fortune of a teacher of social ethics
to be concerned with subjects which envolved contact with
practical schemes of social reform and industrial experiment;
and I was led to make several journeys to Europe to learn at
first hand how such undertakings were prospering - once to
meet the cooperators of England and to attend their Congress;
again to examine welfare work in Prance and Belgium and yet
again to observe the progress of social amelioration in Germany
and Switzerland,^^
Up until the year 1886, compulsory chapel was a stsindard among
endowed American schools. At Harvard the compulsory services included
morning prayer daily and a Sunday service, A very interesting picture of
this is furnished by Dr, Peabody himself:
At 6:45 in the autumn and spring, and at 7:45 in winter the
summons to prayer dragged a half-clothed mob through the dark
to the chapel where proctors sat along the sidelines to watch
for indecorum or insufficient attire and monitors stood up
with their backs to the pulpit to check absentees,
Having resented this conqoulsion very much himself as a student, Peabody as
a teacher saw the opportunity of a positive approach to religious observances,
and he worked to have it realized, Iherefore, on being made dean of
Appleton Chapel, Dr. Peabody set out to win the approval of the overseers
of the college for permission to attenqjt this rash scheme of freedom of
religion. Ho worked out his plans in close cooperation with Phillips Brooks,
14 Ibid,
,
179.
15 Ibid. , 25.
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and presented a board of preachers of different denominations to servo in
rotation* each being responsible for a week of services including office
hours where the students might come in and discuss their problems*
Peabody records his feelings on the matter in the following words:
It seemed to me* ...on the other hand* possible that the
necessary transition might be so made as to be not a
retreat but an advance* and that liberty in worship might
reinforce rather than defeat its purpose*^®
The effort was a highly successful one. Students rallied to the support
of this new approach* and the religious observances became vital. The plan
worked so well that never again did the overseers find it necessary to
return to the compulsory form.
Professor Peabody's service to Harveird University was a long and
varied one* In addition to the above mentioned positions and activities,
he served as acting dean of the Divinity School in 1885-86* and in 1893-94,
He served as dean of the Divinity School from 1901 to 1905. He served
actively with the school until 1913* and as professor emeritus until his
death in 1936,
In 1905 it was proposed that an exchange of professors be made
between Harvard and the University of Berlin, Peabody wrote of this:
To my great astonishment I found myself designated to begin
this novel undertaking of academic reciprocity Ihe
problems of philanthropic and social reform* as they were
being met in America* provided material which had at least
the merit of novelty; and I had the privilege of lecturing
during one semester at Berlin on Social Ethics in the United
States,^”
16 Ibid. * 159.
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This marked the point of full maturity for the work over which PranclB
Greenwood Peahody had labored so long. It was accepted as a discipline
in its own right.
The Peabody home was a happy and tranquil one. Its residence was
maintained for so many years at 13 Kirkland Street in Cambridge. Dr. and
Mrs. Peabody were a devoted coiq>le. They were never separated for more
than a day in more than forty years of married life. To this union of
faith four children were born - William Rodman. Gertrude Wald. Francis Wald,
and John Derby. Peabody can be characterized by our Christian standards
as being both a successful husband and father. He was devoted to his
family, and even though leading a very full and busy life he found time
to serve his children and wife.
Francis Greenwood Peabody was an ardent follower of the Christian
faith. Yet. like so many of his contemporaries, he was severe in his
condemnation of the theology generally adhered to in his day. He was by
no means a denominatlonalist. rather he sought to further the idea of the
Church universal. His criticisms were at times biting on the subject of
orthodox theology. He wrote in 1913;
Yet it is painfully true that the teaching of theology has been
so restricted by ecclesiastical tradition, mistaken reverence,
and denominational zeal, that it has little of this flexibility
and transition,^®
This fight for freedom from traditional religion became a life-long
affair with Peabody. Throughout most of his writings this attack is
18 Francis G. Peabody, “A New World and Its Religious Leaders "
Religions Education . Yol. VII, Number 4, October 1912, 367.
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carried on. In seeking to return to the teachings of Christ himself,
Peahody could find no room for narrow denomi nationalism, or encrusted
orthodox theology.
In addition to Pfleiderer's work and the teaching of Professor
Tholuck at Halle University, Peahody came strongly under the influence of
the whole German school of theology. Throu^out his writings there is also
a strong leaning toward the work of Mazzini. Just what part his contemporary
social gospelers played is difficult to determine, for there is a noticeable
lack of references to their works, and yet in many respects the basic
principles and presuppositions are the same.
Peabody in return played a very important role in influencing his
generation in the direction of fully accepting the social gospel movement
and its program* His contributions to the growing body of literature
during the period were read widely. His work in his first major contri-
bution Jesus Christ And The Social Question , served as a model for many
similar efforts.
That Dr. Peabody was highly respected as a scholar, and that to some
extent he was given recognition becoiries evident when we recall the honorary
degrees conferred upon him. The Doctor of Divinity degree was conferred
upon him by Yale in 1887 and by Harvard in 1909. He also received the
LL.D from Western Reserve in 1907.
A fitting summation of this biography is found in the article written
at the death of Francis Greenwood Peabody and published in the Christian
Register for January, 1937.
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By and large it was a life radiant with sunshine, full of love
given and received, full of constructive and rewarding achieve-
ment. In his influence upon ministers and the evolution of
American preaching Dr. Peahody ranks with Bushnell and Beecher
and Brooks of the older, and George Gordon, Harry Fosdick, and
Hufus Jones of the younger generation. 19
Dr. Peahody after a long life of service in which he remained alive
and active up to the very last, died at the age of eighty-nine. He wrote
constantly, "both hooks and for newspapers and magazines. His was a full
life and a long life of service to Christianity and to his fellowmen.
19 Eliot, Art 10.
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chapter II
THE SOCIAL TEACHINGS OF JESUS
By one lesson at a time,—through types of beauty or strength
or righteousness, through instructions in intellectual liberty,
or \;arnings for the lust for power,—the Master of the ages
seems to have directed the education of the human race.l
Like so many of his contemporaries around the turn of the century,
Francis Greenwood Peabody felt very keenly the needs of the times. The
coming of the Industrial Revolution to America had left in it wake a
flood of human suffering and misery. The mad rush for power, the mass
displacements of populations and their relocation in crowded urban slum
areas, gross inequalities and injustices on the one hand, and a strong
sense of need for the amelioration of such conditions on the other, brought
together the characterization of the age as being that of the social question.
People in many walks of life were concerned and desirous of doing some-
thing about the problem. Among those concerned were many of the clergy.
1 Francis G. Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Chri stian Character
.
The Macmillan Company, 1905, New York and London, 1.
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Peabody* as one of the clergy, sought to approach the problem of the Social
question through a discovery of the social teachings of Jesus. He was not
satisfied with piece-meal solutions, nor did he accept the older thesis
that Jesus was only concerned with the salvation of the individual, and
therefore had nothing to say on the social level.
Peabody believed that the Master of all ages had had something to
say to every preceding age, and He therefore must have had something for
this age as well. The problem was not that of discarding Jesus, but rather
that of re-examining the Scriptures to find that which was relevent. The
fault must not be with the Teacher, but with the reading of his teachings.
He therefore fell into step with earlier scholars who had attempted to do
this rediscovery and built upon their efforts.
Renan was one of the first of modem scholars to attenrot such a
rediscovery. Peabody found in Renan an attempt to make of his rediscovered
Jesus an agitator. ”His conception of the world was 'socialist with a
Galilean coloring. ' 'A vast social revolution in which rank should be
leveled and all authority brought low was his dream. Jesus was in short
a revolutionist who was limited in his social environment, and the perfect
example of the modern socialist. Rudolf Todt, a German pastor, anticipated
Renan by some thirty years. He felt that Jesus was definitely a socialist*
and because of this he fought to orgsinize a Christian socialist movement to
counteract the atheism of the mainstream of socialism of his day, Peabody
2 Francis G. Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Social Question , The
Macmillan Company, New Jork and London: 1901, 58.
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said of Todt: "He found, as he helieved, in the gospels, not only general
principles, hut positive and concrete Judgements for the solution of social
questions.
Unfortunately, Todt felt it necessary to react to his discovery hy
going into politics, and for Peabody this killed his effectiveness. Of this
mistake Peabody would seek to profit by avoidance.
In passing, Peabody also mentions such men as Pastor F. Kaumann of
Germany, F. S. Nitti, the author of Catholic Socialism , and George Herron
of America. In all these writings he points out their concerned efforts to
swing from the Christology of the early Church "which ignored the social
question to one which finds the social question the centre of the gospels. "4
In keeping with this trend Peabody turned to search the Gospels for himself,
and the following will be a presentation of his findings.
In his efforts to discover the social teachings of Jesus, Peabody
finds some characteristics of the Gospels which the student is forced to
take Into account if he would fully understand what Jesus wishes to convey
concerning the social life. These characteristics serve as the guide to
lead the reader far deeper than the surface approach of the literalist, for
because of the very nature of the Teacher and his teachings such approaches
are totally inadequate. Perhaps to some these general characteristics
though serving to escape literalism, leave the door open so widely that any-
one is free to put into the mouth of Jesus whatever he wills. The immediate
3 Ibid. , 58.
4 Ibid. , 63.
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task is the presentation of Peehody's position, and criticisiri and comment
will have to be reserved for later chapters.
However, before presenting the characteristics, it might be well to
allow the author to defend himself concerning his desire to discover the
social teachings of Jesus, His interest was that of reversing the trend
so long followed by the Church in regard to Jesus, He was vitally
interested in establishing the Jesus of history as a prophet who had a
message to the modern world with its growing social consciousness, while
at the same time protecting him from confiscation by the modern agitators.
Peabody asserts;
The theological and philosophical interest of the life of Jesus
has for the most part quite overshadowed his human and social
significance. It has seemed more important to determine the
relation of the person of Christ to the mystery of the Godhead
than to determine his attitude toward secular problems of the
modern world.®
The first of the characteristics is that of the direction of the
mind of the Teacher. Jesus was first of all, not a reformer but a reveals*;
he was not primarily an agitator with a plan, but an idealist with a vision.
The relation of man as the child of God to God the heavenly Father was the
first and foremost concern of Jesus. To overlook this point is to miss
the framework into which all that Jesus had to say was fitted.
Hopkins in commenting on this position says:
This evidence of the basic religious character of the social-gpspel
movement was well phrased by Professor Peabody when he declared
5 Ibid.
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that the doctrine of fatherhood was the cardinal point of Jesus’
teaching and that the idea of the brotherhood of man depended
upon it.^
Peabody maintains the position that the social teachings of Jesus
were the by-products of his teachings of the relation of the human soul to
God« Always the center of his teaching is the person. He writes on this
point:
Concerning the machinery of the world he has little instruction
to give. His teaching is misapplied when utilized as a manual
of social mechanics. Even his own social ideal of the kingdom
of God* is not for him* in form or method* to define... When*
however* we inquire for the instrument of social redemption, the
teaching of Jesus becomes explicit and undisguised. Hie care is
for the person. He has what has been called a passion for
personality. He is concerned* not with devising ways of social
reden^jtion* but with creating people applicable to social
redemption. The Kingdom is the end of hie desire, but a person
is the means to that end.*^
In view of the fact that Jesus was primarily turned in his thinking
in another direction* one seeking to understand the teachings of Jesus must
bear in mind this point if he would get an accurate picture. If the social
teachings were a by-product* as Peabody asserts* then an entirely different
light is thrown upon the effort at interpretation.
Thus the teaching becomes universal because of its relationship
between God and man. To assume otherwise would be to mistake the part for
the whole. This is very well expressed by Peabody when he says: "Such a
by-product is the social teaching of Jesus. It was not the end toward which
6 Charles H, Hopkins* The Rise of the Social Gospel in American
Protestantism , 1865-1915 , Yale IMiverslty Press* New Haven* 1940
(2 ed. 1942) 207,
7 Peabody, C C
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his mission was directed; it came about as he fulfilled that mission. '*6
In one of the later works The Chri stian life In The Mo dern World ,
Peabody calls attention to the fact that Trceltsch concurs with his
interpretation of the social teachings of Jesus as being the by-products
of his religious teachings. The mind of Jesus was not directed toward
class struggle nor political structure in the present world. These were
incidental to his primary concern. It is interesting to note that Peabody
points out the fact that he had taken this position as early as 1900. He
does this by quoting from his book, Jesus Christ And The Social Question
published in 1900, whereas Troeltsch's work \vas not published until 1912.
A second cha.racteristic presented by Peabody is the occasionalism
of the social teachings of Jesus.
He considers each case by itself. He is not posing at every turn
as though the future were listening to him. He gives himself,
with con^^lete disinterestedness, to the single person or special
group or specific case before him.*'
This makes for an inconsistency which to the literalist presents quite a
problem. Some of the fragmentery teachings contradict each other, Peabody
points out. This characteristic would cause one attempting to follow the
specific instances of teaching a great deal of difficulty. Peabody presents
evidence of this fact in speaking of the literalist trying to follow the
specific commands as follows;
He accepts the teaching of Jesus concerning non-resistance: 'To
him that smite th thee on the one cheek offer also the other;
'
but soon he hears this same couiasellor of peace bid his friends
8 Peabody, S Q. , 79.
9 Ibid.
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sell their garmente ’and huy a sword.' He Joins with the modern
agitator in repeating the passionate rebuke of Jesast 'Woe unto
you that are rich; • and then he looks again and sees the same
Jesus meeting the young man with great possessions and loving
him, 10
Thus one seeking to understand the teaching of Jesus will find it necessary
to use more than heart; he must also use intelligence as well. The ^irit
of the New Testament is in the final analysis that which is sought* and it
is only through thinking through the whole that one can hope to understand
the message of Jesus.
Thus one wishing to make use of the teachings of Jesus relative to
social life is obliged to see the teachings as a whole and not as a series
of fragmentary statements. Though the teachings were occasional* though
the case method was used by Jesus* beneath this occasionalism were certain
fundamental principles which are universal. To miss these is to miss the
value of the teachings of Jesus, Peabody compares this approach to that
used in the most rewarding approach to the study of history when he says:
The truth of history is not to be discovered in its isolated
parts* but in the relation of these parts to the whole. To
force each incident or phrase into the foreground may be to
lose the perspective which gives the scene its unity and
beauty, , ,ll
With the groundwork having thus been laid by Peabody, we are now
ready to examine the actual social teachings of Jesus as presented by him.
Interestingly enough* there seem to be two complete sets of these prixu:lples
10 Ibid. * 81 ff.
11 Peabody* J C.
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formulated "by Dr. Peatody, The first group was presented in 1900 with the
publication of his book Jesus Christ and the Social Q.uestion and the second
group of principles were presented in his book The Social Teachings of
Jesus published in 1924.
The social teachings of Jesus as presented by Peabody in 1900 were
three in number. The first was that the social order must be viewed from
above, Jesus presents the new approach in the viewing of life and the
world from above, this gives to the follower a widened sense of horizon.
Peabody offers as evidence of this principle the attitude of Jesus
himself. His detachment from the world gave to him this necessary insight.
"And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto myself, "^2
"His leadership in the affairs of earth comes of his being lifted from
it; his religious mission created his social authority." Jesus was not
entan^ed with the social questions of hie day, instead "he moved through
them with a quiet authority and even a delicate irony. His conversation
was in heaven; therefore the world was at his feet." Jesus unlike the
prophets of the Old Testament who labored in the midst of the struggle,
"surveys this struggle as it were, from above, as an incident of the great
canqjaigi of God." The difference between Jesus and the prophets "was not
so much of socleJ. intention as of social horizon." "The work of a reformer
is for his own age; that of a revealer for all ages. "^3
12 John XII . 32
.
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Perhaps few men in any age reco^lzed in Jesus the quality of
sagacity* That he was a revealer no one doubted, hut generally this was
thought of as a process of revelation from God, Though this he accepted
as true, the breadth of intellect has been given little recoil tion in the
reconstruction of the person of Jesus, Peabody maintains that this
approach to the world from above, this walking through the earth with a
mind not shackled to the earth or limited thereto gave to Jesus unusual
wisdom, tremendous insight, foresi^t, and con^jrehension. Thus the first
principle becomes that of viewing the social scene with this detached
wisdom, this objectivity which then causes all aspects of the scene to
take their proper proportions in terms of the whole. To any one who would
follow the Master the first social principle is that of viewing life as a
whole from above thus gaining the necessary wisdom for dealing with the
separate problems of the modem social question.
The second characteristic or social principle of the teaching of
Jesus was his approach from within. It is on this point that Peabody never
quite escaped the charge of being an individualist, A consideration of this
point will be presented in a later section, but let it suffice for the
moment to present the principle as Peabody extracted it from the general
teaching, First of all, he offers as evidence the fact that through-out
the record Jesus deals with individuals in his work. His teaching is
generally presented through the case method, he heals Individuals, he
usually seems unwilling to deal with the crowds, generally going aside from
the multitude,
Peabody, on examining the materials of the Gospels, comes to the
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conclusion that what Jesus had to give he gave to the world through the
instrument of the individual.
His way of approach to the life of his age was not by external
organization or mass-movements or force of numbers, or in any
way from without; but by interior inspiration, by the quickening
of individuals, by the force of personality, or, so to speak,
from within.^^
He goes on to submit as evidence the fact that with all the temptations
there must have been to set him \:q) as a political leader, Jesus not only
refused this, but made few efforts at most to try to convert the masses.
There was no organization, no plan for systematizing his work nor his
teachings, all was incou^lete and fragmentary. However, Peabody writes:
"He trusted to the capacity of individuals, if only their hearts should
have received the spirit of truth, to deal with problems of form and
organization, Jesus offers regeneration by inspiration."^®
The human personality thus is presented as the vehicle by which the
teaching of Jesus is to be transmitted, and the means by which any building
of a better world is to be carried out. Jesus was satisfied to deal with
single persons trusting to the spread of his ideal for the whole of humanity
upon the contagion of personality. Beneath humanity as a whole there lies
the individual person, the Christian character which must be changed first
if any change is to come on the social level. In another connection Peabody
discusses the two forms of social amelioration, namely, that of bringing
about external change or the manipulation of the environment of a social
14 Peabody, S Q,. , 89.
15 Ibid.
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group, or the amelioration from within through the remaking of the internal
or personality. He then presents the arguments of the advocates of external
correction. An example of his refutation of this position, and a very
modern statement, follows which is striking in its proximity to the present
day position on man in the atomic age:
Organizations, consolidations, combinations, federations, we have
in prodigal abundance, and the wheels of the social world re-
volve with a speed and smoothness never before attained; but the
age of machinery has brought with it a new demand for persons
con^etent to control the intricate mechanism of a new world.
Civilization has had the skill to harness social forces which it
has not had the time to tame; and it is by no means certain
whether the present age can control the runaway steeds which it
is convened to drive. The pace of modem life demands at
every point new alertness, new sobriety, new integrity in those
who administer its affairs; and the need of the time is not so
much for be
engineers,^
Jesus was neither a social engineer nor an industrial mechanic. He
had no teaching concerning the complexity of the modem social life. He
Was ready, however, to offer a solution and that was the working through
the transformation of the individual human personality who was the
instrument for changing the stultifying conditions of modem life. In
short, Jesus* approach was from within. This does not mean that Jesus was
not concerned about external conditions, nor do his teachings ignore them.
Bather Jesus is first of all concerned with the personality development.
Those things which tend in the environment to foster and further this growth
are good and should be continued, and those things which tend to thwart
and hamper the growth are to be done away. However, the externalist goes
I
ter social machinery as for coE5>etent social
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only half the distance to a solution* no matter how much change is hrought
about in environment* no matter how fine the conditions may be* if the
inner man is not changed there can be no growth. Therefore* Jesus* approach
is from within* and the external will follow.
The third social principle of the teaching of Jesus is the ideal
toward which all creation ultimately moves* namely* the ideal of the king-
dom of God. The major trouble with the modem social life and the ultimate
solution to the Social (Question lies in this ideal. Man has lost his way,
whether rich or poor* strong or weak* when the ideal which makes life on
any level worth living is not present. Jesus offers to mankind this
spiritual ideal* and it is this ideal which is the very core of all the
teaching of Jesus. Peabody points out that these phrases ^the kingdom of
God" or "the kingdom of heaven" occur more than a hundred times in the
first three Gospels.
In the development of this idea Peabody* at the outset, readily
admits that at times it is clearly spoken of by Jesus as within the immediate
possibility* and at other times it is couched in apocalyptic langus^ge. Ee
then goes on to deal with the various interpretations by modem scholarship
based upon the Gospels Indicating the strong and weak points advanced by
each group. Finally he arrives at the conclusion that to Jesus the concept
of the kingdom was spiritual all the time* but his task was to give to his
followers a clear concept of it and this had to be done by beginning at
their growing edge and leading them carefully to his much broader and fuller
interpretation. By accepting it as being a spiritual kingdom in the mind
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of Jesus, Peatody is then in a position to resolve the apparent paradox.
Being thus spiritual the kingdom is established as quickly as it is
accepted in the hearts of men, "Wherever, then, this spirit of God finds
welcome in a human life, there, immediately, unostentatiously, yet
certainly, the kingdom of God has already come.,,"!’^ Ho goes on to assert
that the kingdom already is existent with God and his purposes, it remains
only for h_is will to he done hy men, the kingdom now spiritual and
immaterial will become visible and controlling on earth. This interpre-
tation he bases upon the works of Eoltzmann especially.
This is God’s world, men are God's children, and the kingdom is the
avc
end of God's creation, Th®Se> in summary the social principles of the
teaching of Jesus as discovered by Peabody in 1901: sagacity or horizon,
the view from above; personality or inner power, the approach from within;
and the spiritual end or ideal, the kingdom of God, Through these three
principles modern man can turn to the teaching of Jesus and find there
teaching applicable to, and even further, teaching pointing out the
solution to the modern Social (Question.
In the George Dana Boardraan Lectureship in Christian Ethics at the
University of Pennsylvania in 1924 Francis Greenwood Peabody revised the
earlier view of the principles of the teaching of Jesus, Although there
is a great amount of similarity between the two sets of principles, there
is evidence in the latter group of a deeper grasp of the material. The
#
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most marked difference between the two presentations is the change of the
position in the second group of the kingdom of God concept* In the first
set the kingdom of God was the third principle. In the second group the
kingdom becomes the framework within which the social principles fit.
The coverage of the kingdom is increased to the whole of the teaching of
Jesus, it is the social ideal, it is the central intention of all the
teaching and the purpose of the mission of the Teacher. It is about this
central ideal that the whole of the social teaching of Jesus revolves,
and from this ideal are extracted the social principles.
The first principle then is the rule of the spiritual over the
material, the control of life from within. This means that economics and
politics must take a second place subordinate to the spiritual. Here
Jesus made clear that he was concerned primarily with the spiritual power
rather than external schemes. He was concerned with beginning from within
and working outward into the external world, Jesus speaks '‘not with social
mechanics but with social dynamics,”^®
The second social principle is the instrument of the spiritual
power, the means by which the social ideal is to be built, it is the
human personality. This Peabody makes clear was not in opposition to
social organization and reconstruction, but it was opposed to the modern
idea, so prevalent during his time, of the overvrhelming importance of the
external world, the environment. The inspiration and transformation of
men was the concern of Jesus, the rest will follow. Change the people
18 Peabody, J C, , 35
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and the social order will he changed. Peahody said: "Jesus proposes,
not primarily to change the circumstances of life, hut to change people
into masters of their circumstances. It is for others to serve the world
hy organization; he serves it hy inspiration."^^ Thus Jesus was first of
all concerned with the individual and his salvation, the social order would
take care of itself. Evidence was presented in the parable of the sower.
Here the good and the had seed were allowed to grow in the same field,
the good grain would eventually snuff out the life of the tares, the wheat
would surely in the end come out victorious in the time of harvest. Social
redemption will ultimately come through the instrument of personality.
The third and final social principle is that within the personality
itself which makes the individual serviceable for the kingdom, it is the
will. Earlier Christianity had held either to the intellect or to the
emotions as being the key to the kingdom. Peahody called the attention
of the reader to the fact that;
Neither rationalism nor mysticism, however, represent the
habitual attitude of the mind of Jesus Christ, or his habitual
way of instruction and persuasion. His primary appeal is to
the will. His first demand of those who would follow him is
neither theological accuracy nor mystical ecstasy, but
practical obedience and moral decision.^®
Obedience through the committment of the will to the will of the Master
is of utmost importance to one seeking the building of the kingdom. So,
in ever widening concentric circles, a figure quite often used by Peabody,
19 Ibid. , 37.
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the will lies at the center. Beyond the will in the larger circle is the
individual personality, and heyond this is the all-cmhracing circle which
is the kingdom of God. These go to make up the whole and its parts for
the Christian and his approach to the modem social Question. It must he
added for the sake of clarity that the approach from within is the way in
which this social ideal is to he realized.
Here in the second group of principles the concept of the kingdom of
God is raised from the status of suh-topic to that of subject and has the
position of the whole rather than the part. This new arrangement seems
to he a more satisfactory one, and a more accurate interpretation of the
teachings of Jesus, However, even here there seems to he a strain of
interpretation in order to achieve social teaching or principles and yet
to keep them well encased within individualistic castings. The proverbial
"having one's cake and eating it too" seems to he very much in evidence,
Peabody was a strong individualist, and yet there is evidence that he was
wavering in his position feeling the need and value of the social. He
therefore gives evidence of attempting to bring some compatibility between
the two, or at least, he seemed to be willing to Incorporate the social
but on individualistic terms*
Having thus presented the social principles of the teaching of Jesus
by Francis Greenwood Peabody, the immediate task, now becomes a con^iarison
with his contemporary social gospel writers. This matter will be dealt
with on two levels. First it seems well to look at the general character-
istics of the social gospel movement, contrasting these with their develop-
ment by Peabody. This will be followed by specific comparisons with
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Shailer Mathews and Walter Rauschenhosch. An atten^jt will he made to
show that Peahody*e position lay somewhere between these two more extreme
views. Mathews was more individualistic, and Rauschenhusch more social
than Peabody. It is to be hoped that a study of this nature will help to
throw into sharper relief the place or role of Francis G. Peabody in the
movement of his time. !Phis does not mean to give the erroneous impression
that the three were markedly different. Lest this impression be made, let
it be clearly understood that it is the opinion of this writer that the
three were certainly in the same movement 3>os8essing a number of character-
istics in common and being giiilty of some of the same miscalculations and
defective assumptions.
Like Peabody the movement as a whole agreed that Jesus' social teaching
was dependent upon his religious teaching and was in all fairness merely
an offshoot of these religious teachings* Hopkins states it as follows:
"The discoverers of the social teachings of Jesus were agreed that such
social implications as flowed from the Master's thought depended upon and
were incidental to hie religious presuppositions. "21 Jesus was primarily
concerned with the work of the Father which was only secondarily social,
and had as its primary aim the spiritual transformation of mankind. Peabody
was solidly in line with the general concensus on this point.
A second characteristic was the acceptance of the concept of the king-
dom of God in the affairs of men to the end of the establishment of an
21 Hopkins. RSQ . 207.
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ideal order. Again Hopkins is quick to point out that the apocalyptic
quality of the kingdom was refused as defensible explanation of Jesus'
use of the expression. Earlier this position of Peabody was discussed,
and it was discovered that he, Jesus, had the fuller concept of the
kingdom from the very beginning, but that he had to lead his followers
to this position gradually. Any other interpretation of Jesus' concept
ran into grave difficulties, A common strain of interpretation was the
idea that the kingdom was not only a future event but a present possibility.
There was, it must be admitted, a wide divergence of views as to the means
to be employed in the ushering in of the kingdom, but it was gradually
accepted that the ushering in was an immediate possibility.
Another very noticeable characteristic of the movement was its
strong emphasis on the human being, the human personality. The individual
was set in the center of the stage, and around him revolved the remainder
of the structure. The individual was of supreme value, and the reverence
for personality was strongly emphasized. Prom this general principle the
movement was able to cling to the individualism of the religious tradition.
It is at this point that the movement as a whole received its most severe
criticism; its strong individualism which reduced its effectiveness as the
solution of the ills that so deeply beset the world.
And yet the message of Christ to society turns out to be at
heart no other than his message to the individual. The social
regeneration of the world is to arrive, says Jesus, not through
organization alone, but by the application to organization of
the personal power inspired by Jesus Christ,
22 Peabody, Message to Mankind » 79,
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Let U8 now turn to an examination of the principles as presented
by Shailer Mathews. He makes clear at the outset of one of his hooks
that the social gospel is no separate gospel at all, hut simply the gospel
as applied to groups and social prohlems, TJhus this relieves it from
being identified with either social obligation or with social service.
The force of the gospel on social conditions is the sense of moral in-
justice which the preaching of the gospel creates in its hearer wherever
it is preached. This can be well illustrated by the results of the
preaching of the gospel in lands like Turkey and China. He then goes on
to say: "Moral discontent born of the Ideals of the gospel is just as
powerful in the social groups as in the experience of the individual. "23
This creation of social needs is not the extent to which the gospel leads,
it not only creates a sense of needs, but it goes much further, it furnishes
the ideal which can serve as guide: to the solution of the problems on
which the needs are based. These ideals are guides, and the gospel does
not atten5)t to furnish a form of social organization nor a plan such as
many social reformers have tried to attribute to Jesus.
Mathews makes the first great message of the social gospel: "Men
and women can be saved from sin each by himself or herself. Nobody has to
wait for good legislation or good sewerage or good customs or good food or
good times or a good world, Every man or woman no matter how low or
how evil could be the recipient of the saving grace of Jesus Christ, and
33 Mathews , 2,
24 Mathews, I S G. , 12*
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this grace is free to all. not depending on the regeneration of society.
Every man was able to work out his own salvation, God stood ready to
receive even the most warped of human lives if and when repentance was
declared. Human personality is of supreme value. Every man can therefore
look to something better than his present life, the human being always has
before him the opportunity of regeneration. However, this salvation is not
in a selfish egotistical sense, in order to be really saved the life must
turn to the service of others.
There bas been no little discussion as to whether the individual
or society is the great end of all social development. From the
Christian point of view there need be no hesitancy in the answer
so far as man is concerned; the saved individual is the supreme
end of the divine will. Only it is the saved individual; that
is, one whose life is like God's as it appears in Jesus. And
that, of course, means not a selfish, narrow, egotistic individu-
alism, but one that is social, full of love and helpfulness, a
life that finds its proper expression only in the community of
other lives like itself. In other words, there can be no real
regenerate life that is anti-social. 25
Mathews feels that once the gospel's teaching of the value of human per-
sonality gets possession of the world, the salvation of society will be cared
for in full.
Mathews, though insisting on this individual nature of the gospel, is
quick to point out that it never advocates the abandonment of the social
life. However, this inclusion of the social talces an interesting form,
"A man," says Mathews, "is not merely to be saved out from an evil society-
the world; he is to be saved into a good society- the kingdom of God.
25 Ibid, . 14-15
.
26 Ibid.
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Hi8 idea of the kingdom was that it would he ushered in hy God and
composed of the Christ-like individuals in the world* The Kingdom existed
on earth within those saved followers of Jesus. The complete coming of the
kingdom could not become a reality until sin was completely driven from
the world. For all practical purposes the kingdom existed outside the
present world, and those saved individuals could look forward to entering
in after leaving this world. The social form to he assumed on earth was
that of Christians handing themselves together and working wherever they
found themselves for the ia^irovement of conditions. Here, even though there
is a claim of being social, in actuality the concept of social is far from
the usages sociologists make of it today. In addition, it is far more
(
extreme than the view of Eauschenhusch which will he shown below in another
section.
Francis G-reenwood Peabody, though individualistic, hardly approaches
this extreme individualism. For in the first place, Peabody would go
further than Mathews on the position of the kingdom. Peabody held that it
was a definite earthly possibility, and though coming through individuals,
it was possible to increase the growth of establishment through the changing
of external conditions. He would cling more to the banding together of
those who believe for the aid of those who suffer. Through their labors
the work of the kingdom could progress, and the environmental conditions
as weights on human lives could be lifted, thus making it possible for those
rescued to return to God and his kingdom.
Mathews discovers in the gospel three social principles. More
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explicit* these are principles within the gospel which have social implica-
tions rather than social principles. The first of these is love. This
love of the Christian is more than mere emotion, it is a commitment of the
will. The love of one's neighbor as one's self is paramount in the teaching
as the necessary first step. The neighbor includes not only one’s friends
but one's enemies as well.
The second of these principles is that of fraternity. Mathews
describes it as follows: "Fraternity is love expressed in social action
which involves the recognition of the equality of human life, of the worth
of mankind* in the same way as Jesus recognized that worth. "2’^ This is
applicable in all spheres of a man’s life* political* economic, or social.
The third of these principles is that this better social order is
being brought about by God. This is the great hope of mankind in the midst
of wrong and evil. God is in his world, and all will be made right in the
final analysis. Man is the medium through which God can work, so the task
becomes spiritual as well as social. In addition God works apart from
Christian men in history. Yet the more desirable way is the working through
dedicated, Christian lives. These dedicated lives serve as the leaven for
the entire social world.
Thus in 1910 Mathev/s very closely approximates the principles as
presented by Peabody. Both saw the social order as over against the indi-
vidual, and both tried the approach through the individual. Through the
27 Ibid. , 27
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individual or individuals the social order is effected and improved, (There
seemed to be little awareness of the anonymity of social forces, and the
effect of these forces iq)on the individuals irrespective of intentions of
wills.
It now remains to consider a third exponent of the social gospel move
ment in America, Walter Bauschenbusch,
Walter Bauschenbusch found as the first social principle of the
teaching of Jesus the sacredness of human personality, Jesus the teacher
saw to it that little children were not excluded from his presence, each
was of infinite worth, and no harm should be permitted to come to them.
This value of life extended to every human being whether rich or poor,
whether healthy or leper, all men were of intrinsic worth. This value of
human life makes all men of utmost value, and makes one morally obligated
to do all within one's power to preserve and to further life.
The second principle is that of the solidarity of humanity. The
social cohesiveness of mankind necessitates concern for all that effects
this body. Fraternity was constantly stressed by Jesus in his teaching,
"Thus the instincts of the race assent to the social principle of Jesus,
that fellowship is sacred,"^® That which tends to promote disunity and
disharmony is therefore bad and must be judged as evil.
The third principle is that of the responsibility of the strong for
the weak. It is the principle of love, Jesus was concerned for the poor
28 Waiter Bauschenbusch, (The Social Principles of Jesus ,
Association Press, New York, 1916, 25.
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and alleviation of suffering among the people. He took the side of the
poor and the downtrodden against the rich and the powerful. To him that
hath shall he given the responsibility of caring for him who hath not.
Every man becomes his brother's keeper. All men are brothers, therefore,
all men must care for each other, no longer is one able to shut himself
off from the rest of humanity, seeking his own good at the expense of
others. Jesus took the family as his analogy, all men belonged to a common
family with Grod as the loving Father of all. This meant that none of the
family should be allowed to go wanting,
Rauschenbusch based these principles upon Jesus' concept of the
social which was the kingdom of God. To Rauschenbusch this kingdom was
both of this world and in this world. It was both a present and future
event, and the final consummation was an action of cooperation between God
and men. He held that Jesus' concept of the kingdom was not apocalyptic,
but rather a definite possibility for mankind. The social order must be
Christianized, and this would serve as the means of bringing in the kingdom.
To the Christians themselves, the kingdom already existed in the hearts of
those who followed Jesus and had therefore been reborn. Progress was
highly possible though not inevitable, it was up to men to make progress.
The kingdom was universal and was not to be ushered in by force, but by
the change in the hearts of men. In short, this kingdom was the world as
transformed through the working of the Father and the children in coopara-
tive action. Attention must be called to the similarity of this conception
of the kingdom to that expressed by both Mathews and Peabody. All three
seem to agree as to the nature, its time, and its place. Mathews of the
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three, is more inclined to place the emphasis on the future reali^iation
,
perhans more in the next world than were the other two. Also, Peahody
presents an almost equal weight on "both present and future possihili ty.
However, the three are far more in agreement than disagreement on the
meaning as understood from the teachings of Jesus relative to the kind
of kingdom as "being "both spiritual and material, on the way it was to come
a"bout, and on the form in which it exists at present. The striking
difference seems to "be in the direction taken after the nature and descrip-
tion of the kingdom have "been reconstructed. We will see in the following
paragraphs some of the major differences in interpretation as to the
practical resiults of the ideal as prescri"bed for mankind.
A very excellent analysis of the difference of approach "between
Pea"body and Mathews on the one hand, and Eauschen"busch on the other is
presented "below in a quote from John Wright Bockham, He states:
The movement into the social theology may "be made from either
of two points of approach. The first is that which, as it
relates to the individual, the Greek theology seized,- the kin-
ship of God and man, leading to quickened realization of the
Divine life in social relations. The other is that which
governed the Latin theology,- the alienation of man from God,
or the fact of sin, the consciousness which leads to the
penitential return of man to the right, and the recover;/ of
righteousness in his dealings with his fellows. Both of these
truths are implicit in Jesus’ individual- social message,
’Repent, for the kingdom of God is at hand’. Renent . Why?
Because the kingdom is at hand; "because the Ideal Life,
individual and social, is imminent. Yet theology finds it
difficult to hold the two in just "balance. One or the other
is apt to take precedence in the construction of theology.
With Washington Gladden, as also with Francis G. Pea"body, Henry
C. King, and most others of the American School of Social
Christianity, the ictus has fallen upon the kinship of God
v/ith men as taught "by Christ, the presence of the ideal in the
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human soul, the conviction that society itself is instituted
hy God and will respond to the appeal of the social idea. On
the other hand, the approach from the consciousness of sin,
from the manifest presence of injustice and iniquity in human
reletions and the consequent need of social redefinition, is that
which that great and nohle prophet of a new social order.
Professor Eauschenhusch, adopted 29
According to this analysis the two approaches though different, do
connilement each other, and both arc valid. An attempt to Justify one as
being more important than the other lies beyond the scope of this study.
(This analysis was presented to substantiate the assertion that there were
differences in the approach of contenporaries in the social gospel move-
ment and nothing more. The position taken liere very closely approximates
the one as presented by Buckham, Eauschenbusch, though believing in the
value of individual regeneration, felt very strongly that this approach
was insufficient, and he laid hie major enphasis on the approach from the
social as a means of saving the individual. Peabody, as has been pointed
out, began with the individual and worked toward the social, recognizing
the value of both, but placing major enphasis by far on the former. Be-
cause of this difference of approach it is natural that interpretation of
the teachings of Jesus would take different turns.
One of the problems on which the three men wrote was that of wealth,
and Jesus* teaching concerning wealth. For the sake of clarity, each man’s
interpretation will be presented in its main points with a quotation of
29 John Wright Buckham, Progressive Religious Tho ught In America ,
A Survey Of The Enlarging Pilgrim Fai th , Houghton Mifflin Company, 1919,
Boston and New York, 265-257.
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the central position of each,
Mathews points out that men cannot he Christian and "business men,
"but must be Christian business men, Christ did not attempt to indicate
suitable vocations, nor did he forbid the accumulation of wealth.
Personality must take precedence over material things. This reform must
begin with a small group of Christian men who v;ould follow the social
teachings of Jesus based upon his social principles, and work out until
the whole of industry has been Christianized, This is not only a job for
individuals, but must be supported by the Church, The getting of wealth
is in its very nature a moral question. Such enterprises must be judged
from the Christian point of view, Jesus himself did not counsel the
abandonment of wealth, rather he recognized its necessity and value if
properly controlled. He summarizes the teachings as;
It is not that of contempt, much less is it the attitude of
coniplete devotion. It is rather one which, recognizing the
perspective of goods, sees that a man can afford to give the
whole world in exchange for his life, 30
Bauschenbusch held to a similar interpretation of wealth, however,
he goes a bit further than Mathews seems willing to go, A proper balance
in the task cf acquisition involves the acquisition of both spiritual and
material things. The experience of most spiritual teachers has been that
the acquisition of material things has so often gotten out of hand, this
pursuit eventually takes over the whole man, and the spiritual is lost,
Jesus saw the danger of this so keenly that he set God and Mammon over
30 Mathews, S G. , 84,
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against each other in his teaching. Wealth divides social classes, it
divides men who hy their nature should he brothers. In addition, wealth
makes difficult the living of the Christian life* for wealth is difficult
to give up as was the case of the rich young ruler. Wealth prevents men
from living in the world of their ideals. »But wealth, as he saw it,
flouted the value of life, dissolved the spiritual solidarity of whole
classes and kept the lowly low; the wealthy person has lost the capacity
for an heroic lifej'^^
Rauschenhusch is quick to admit that there are Christian souls who
are rich and who can he saved for the kingdom. These are relatively rare,
however, for the environment of wealth is the great source of danger. Again,
the vast pov;er at the control of the rich is generally too great for sus-
tained level-headedness. Wealth decreases proportionately the numher of
equals, and increases the numher of inferiors. Above all, there are limits
to the wealth that a man may justly acquire, and it is at this point that
Rauschenhusch’ s interpretation differs markedly from the other two writers
under consideration. In speaking of the rich men Rauschenhusch says;
If they hfve suffered in the tragedy of their lives and have
grown wise through it, let them save others from the same
fate, and help to create a social order where the strong will
get all they earn and no more; where the security of each will
he guaranteed hy the good will and help of all; and where
honor and power are not gained hy hoarding wealth hut hy
giving life in the service of the common good, 22
31 Rauschenhusch, S P J. . 125.
32 Walter Rauschenhusch, Christianizing The Social Order , The
Macmillan Con^jany, New York; 1913, 310,
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Peabody held that no specific answers to the questions of private
property* money acquisition, and the like can be derived from the teaching
of Jesus. Some of the disciples of Jesus were en5>loyers, he supped with
rich men, and visited in the homes of many that were well off. However,
Jesus was stem and severe in pointing out the inherent dangers of wealth.
It is here that personality stands to loose most, and because of this,
wealth stands condemned in the main. Peabody then moves on to try to show
the possible openings for those who do possess wealth. He follows the
traditional path of the Church, namely, that of stewardship. One does not
own the wealth, but is in truth the agent of it.
She teaching of Jesus, however, is not a doctrine of economic
justice and equitable distribution; he does not ask of a man
a fair proportion of his personal profits; he asks the whole
of one's gains- and the life which lies behind the gains- for
the service of the kingdom; and the problem of economic
distribution expands in his teaching into the greater problem
of spiritual regeneration and preparedness. 33
In order that a more comprehensive view of the interpretations of
these three writers may be had it is necessary to offer in evidence their
treatment of another problem of modern life and their interpretation of
the teaching of Jesus relative to it. The question now to be considered
is that of the state and government.
Mathews makes clear his position that nowhere in the gospels is there
any prescription as to the government which Christians should establish.
The apostles like Jesus urged their followers to be good citizens. Yet
33 Peabody, S Q,. . 215
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this does not mean that Christianity must have nothing to do with the
state and politics. The gospels though not giving form still make it
necessary for a Christian to see to it that the "best form that can be
devised for the building of persons should be adopted. Though men have
as Christians supported ecpires, monarchies* and the like* it seems that
since democracy places more enqphasis upon the worth of the person that
this is the more Christian and therefore should be supported.
Government is something more than a huge policeman. It must
needs carry on a great many enterprises which are really of
the nature of business*. . .In all such matters* the Christian
is deeply concerned; for nothing is more needed than the
moral transformation of the social mind through the infusion
of Christian ideals. But the moral problem in such phases
of government are to a considerable degree without specific
teachings of Jesus. ^4
On war and peace Mathews points out that Jesus is much more
explicit. Jesus teaches non-resistance. There is no mistaking the
instruction to follow a policy of non-violence* but Mathews is quick to
show that literalism cannot be followed here. It is necessary for the
follower to get at the central teaching of Jesus and to weigh these speci-
fic teachings in its light. Jesus himself though non-violent with his
fists was nevertheless very biting in renunciation of the Pharisees.
Mathews then goes on to show that some wars in history are justifiable,
and that in order to carry out some of the Christian duties it is necessary
to become violent in this resistance at times.
Turning now to Rauschenbusch* the old doctrine that the state which
34 Mathews* S G.
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governe least is the test state can no longer hold in the light of Christian
principles. Against this doctrine he advocates: "...That the finest
public life will exist in a communit7 which has learned to combine its
citizens in the largest number of cooperative functions for the common
good. The first step toward the Christianizing of the state came when
the Constitution ruled out special privilege, and it was based upon the
equal rights and liberty for all. One needs only to look into the past
to get a clear view as to the progress which has been made toward
Christianization, He maintains that politics is the field where two
opposing forces are met in battle. The Christian principles found in our
democracy are at war on this field with the mad rush for profit found in
our business world.
Pour great sections of our social order- the family, the organized
religious life, the institutions of education, and the political
organization of our nation- have passed through constitutional
changes which have made them to some degree parts of the organism
throu^ which the spirit of Christ can do its work in humanity.^®
Thus, for Rauschenbusch, the State and politics were in accord with the
teaching of Jesus so long as they served humanity. He therefore felt that
democracy was the most Christian as it tended to place a higher value on
human life.
The figure of a series of progressively larger circles with the indi-
vidual at the center is Peabody's approach to a consideration of the
35 Rauschenbusch, C S 0. ,
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teaching of Jesus concerning the modem state. He asserts that "because
the circle of the State is a considera"ble distance from the center this is
no reason to conclude that moral idealism and responsi"bili tjr do not extend
so far. The State as well as all other phases of life must "be "brought
under the sway of the Christian religion, for Jesus was aware and taught
of the State as he did of other aspects of human life. Certainly, the
teachings of Jesus were not a teaching of political revolt. He was not
concerned with legislation "but with spiritual regeneration. However,
Pea"body then goes on to point out, Jesus drew up the plans for a Christian
commonwealth which surpassed the dream of the greatest of le8,ders of his
time or any other time. The ideal of the kingdom of God was his dream.
This ideal he left to his followers to "bring forth on the earth, «The
Gospel of Christ is the charter of spiritual democracy which. .. still remains
the political idea which commands the imagination of the world, '*37
In 1924 Pea"body was a"ble to say that the concern of the Christian must
"be more than mere self protection and welfare. Our Christian responsi"bility
included not only our own state and nation, but the world as well. Because
of the solidarity of the human race, whatever affected one eventually
affected all. We should not remain isolationists in America and call our-
selves Christian. V/herever God's children were in difficulty there should
be the Christian heart and will. The world was a single unit, and we could
not turn our backs on the rest of humanity. Christ was interested in the
establishment of a universal kingdom, and this was the core of his teaching.
37 Peabody, M W, , 174 .
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therefore, his disciples must work toward universality, and tov/ard the
well-being of mankind in general. The Christian has a definite responsi-
bility to the Christianizing of the State, and the politics of the world.
The social principles of the teaching of Jesus as found by Francis
Greenwood Peabody have been presented. These have been conipared with those
discovered by two of his contefl5)oraries. In addition a comparison has been
made of the application of the principles of the three to various problems.
The next problem to be considered is the relation of the social teachings
of Jesus as discovered by Peabody with the social reforms advocated by him.
For this purpose the teachings of Jesus will be examined as applied by
Peabody to the family as contrasted with the teachings as applied to wealth
and socialism.
Peabody on several occasions goes into detail as to the deplorable
status of the family in the modem world. He speaks of the rising statue
of women, the legal system with its provision for easy divorce, the
tendency toward decreasing the number of children brought into the world,
and the general increase in lowered appreciation of things formerly
practiced as being outmoded and therefore of no value to modem life. The
spiritual unity of the family is often reduced to a mere matter of legal
unity.
In comparing these conditions with the teachings of Jesus, Peabody
is quick to point out that! "Thus the teaching of Jesus is essentially
domestic. His theology is parental; his sociology is fraternal. All human
experience is in his mind covered by the relations of the family."^® The
38 Peabody, J C. , 54.
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fanily was for Jesus the "basic unit out of which the kingdom of God was
to be built. Peabody was a strict interpreter of the teaching of Jesus
on the subject of the family. He saw divorce as not only a menace to the
stability of the family, but it was directly opposed to the teaching of
Jesus in which no divorce was to be permitted.
Attention must be called to this strict interpretation, for it is
here that the position of Peabody varies from his interpretations concerning
the possession of wealth, and his position concerning socialism. Peabody
was a family man, and as was mentioned in an earlier connection, he and
his wife were never separated more than a day in forty years of married
life. Just how much his ovm life influenced his social viev;s and his
interpretation of the teaching of Jesus is impossible to assert. It is
interesting, however, to note that there is a striking parallel between
what he advocated and what he saw in the teaching of Jesus with the circum-
stances of his own life. For the present le t it suffice to say that Peabody
was a strict constructionist in his interpretation of the teachings of
Jesus as related to the family.
In examining the position of Peabody on the question* of wealth, we
find his picture of the modern world as one of increasing wealth. He points
out that it is not true that as the rich are growing richer that the poor
are growing poorer. Both classes in modern life are rising.
The concentration of great wealth in a few hands is accompanied
by an extraordinary distribution of comfort among many millions,
so that conveniences and resources, which two generations ago
were the luxuries of the few, have come to be within easy reach
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of the homhlest*
This does not mean that the distribution is equal, however, and this is
one of the main interests of the modern social question.
On examining the gospels one cannot escape the stem teachings of
Jesus concerning the accumulation of wealth, Jesus himself, was poor and
remained so. He constantly took the side of the downtrodden. There is no
mistaking the teaching on the deceitfulness of riches, Peabody asks if it
is possible for so narrow an interpretation as this which so closely
resembles the message of a modern agitator can be an adequate interpretation
of the breadth of the teaching of Jesus. To accept these teachings on the
surface would be to fall into the fallacy of easy literalism. The gospels
must be understood in their entirety, and not as a series of aphorisms.
Hot the letter but the spirit of the teaching must be sought.
Peabody then proceeds to build his case concerning riches. He calls
to the attention of the reader the fact that there are two different strains
of teaching concerning the question of wealth. These two strains are con-
centrated for the most part within two of the gospels. John has nothing
to say on the question. Mark does not present any material concerning wealth
that does not appear in Matthew or in Luke or in both. Turning then to
Luke and Matthew, where the two present the same incident, Luke almost
always is far more severe and condemning than is Matthew. In addition, the
most radical sayings and teachings concerning the perils of riches are
exclusively found in the third gospel. Peabody’s explanation of this is a
39 Peabody, S Q.
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two-fold one. He maintains that where two different reports of the
teaching of Jesus appear* the more spiritual of the two is most likely
to reflect the actual words of Jesus. Also Luke, in his connection with
the Palestinian Christians where poverty was so wide-spread, would
naturally he more severe in his reporting than Matthew in the churches of
the provinces interested in missionary work, for these churches were much
more able financially. However, more important than explanation is the
fact that cannot he overlooked that there were two distinct views found in
the New Testament writings. Since two strains are clearly visible, the
interpreter must go hack of both to the habitual mind of Jesus, viewing
his position as a whole if he would find the final attitude of Jesus toward
wealth and the rich,
Jesus, says Peabody, was born and lived in a society which was far
from being a poverty stricken one. There is no indication that the social
danger of wealth was bothering him. Those who were attracted to him were
of no particular class but came from all classes. Jesus moved on a level
which was not concerned with classification of wealth or poverty. He was
concerned with the establishment of the kingdom of God, whatever character
served this end was gladly welcomed no matter whether he was rich or poor.
Further, Peabody reminds the reader that a national belief among the
Jews was that the pious always prospered. In the history just prior to the
coming of Jesus the national standard of living had dropped a great deal.
This embittered the Jews against the rich. The later Old Testament writers
had preached against the rich most bitterly. However, Jesus came focusing
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the minds of the people in another direction. He reminded the people how
difficult it was for the rich to go to Heaven, so that attention should
not he fixed upon them for they were already taken care of, no time should
he Wasted in envy.
The teaching of Jesus concerning the rich fall into two distinct
groups; those which admonish the careful administration of one’s possessions
and the other group taught the abandonment of one’s possessions. These
two seemingly divergent lines of teaching are not opposed to each other in
the interpretation by Peabody, They rather complement each other. The
first line de.'nanding careful administration of one’s possessions is the
source of the doctrine of stewardship, one is but a trustee of his wealth
and he is obligated to administer it with scrupulous care. The second line
of teaching points out the danger in allowing wealth to become the end of
one’s endeavor, man can serve but one master. ”In short, the doctrine of
Jesus is one of solemn alternatives, in the presence of which each man must
test the secrets of his heart.
With this foundation laid, Peabody then asks whether there is any
place in the teachings of Jesus for the proper use of wealth. He offers
three possible uses which will be consitent with those teachings. The use
of wealth in alms giving, its ministry to happiness and to beauty, and
the scrupulous and honorable use of wealth in the work one is called to do,
these are the three uses found in the teaching of Jesus. In speaking of the
Christian rich men and women Peabody says;
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If Jesus Christ should come again* he would know what it has
cost a nm-n to put Under his foot the lust of riches, or a
woman to keep her heart clean from the teir5)tations of self-
indulgence. Into the homes of such men and women , however
splendid their homes may he, Jesus would enter gladly, as
he entered the home of Zacchaeus or that of Martha and
Mary. On such a man, on such a woman, he would look with
a peculiar love, as he looked on the young man with great
possessions. The conflict with Mammon has prepared for
such a soul the way to eternal habitations. The servant
stands ready for the Master's reckoning, and the Master
comes and says; 'Well done,. ..enter into the joy of thy
Lord. '41
It is interesting to compare this position with the relations of Peabody
with the rich. Alfred White, a friend of Dr. Peabody's, was the donor
of over $3,000,000 to the department of Social Ethics, In this series of
gifts one was sufficiently large to provide the building to house the
department which is the present Emerson Hall at Harvard University. Pea-
body, though not a rich man himself, was associated most of his life with
rich persons. To some this appears as grounds for the strong defense he
made for the rich. However, in all fairness, it is equally sufficient
grounds for defending the position that all rich persons are not selfish
and immune to the sufferings of others, Peabody certainly had a first
hand knowledge of the so-called 'Christian rich'. The primary interest
here is not to take either position. Mention of the above was made as an
offering of further evidence to support the working hypothesis to be
presented at the close of this section.
The third con^jarison of the social teachings of Jesus with the social
reforms supported by Peabody has to do with socialism, Peabody, in
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practically every one of his hooks, devotes space to the question of
Marx and Engels, and to the later socialist movement. He accuses I4arx
of deriving his theory from the results of economic circumstances rather
than from the revelations of absolute truth. That Christianity is the
product of the present economic order and must vanish when the new order
arrives was the position of the Marxists. Socialism undertakes to offer
a substitute for religion, admonishes Peabody, for it accuses Christianity
of being the instrument of private property. Many persons in the modem
world have pointed out the similarity between Christianity and the modern
social movement. Both are concerned with the poor and the downtrodden,
therefore the two movements are conpatible. They go further and assert
that the social movement is but an extension of the Christian religion.
Reconciliations betvreen the two movements have been sought time and again.
Many persons have pointed to the early Christian Church and its
communal ownership, Peabody is quick to show that this early band of
Christians did not abolish distinctions between rich and poor. It did not
attempt to develop an industrial order. Each of the believers held their
own possessions though they willingly gave to those who were in need.
The conclusion of Peabody is; "In all this, however, there is no warrant
for identifying Christian faith with a single system of economic distribu-
tion,"^^ Jesus was not primarily concerned with economics. He was a
revealer and walked among the society of his time without seeking to promote
reform, Jesus was a saviour and sought to save men.
42 Ibid.
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In the teaching of Jesus one who would he a literalist would find
some isolated statements which might sanction any given system of economy.
However, Peabody calls the reader’s attention to the fact that if equal
weight were given to each isolated statement that there would result
nothing but contradiction. To fix one saying as being the center of the
gospels and all else as being supplementary to it would be to miss entirely
the whole meaning of the message of Jesus, When the spirit instead of the
letter is taken it becomes apparent that Christianity can not be limited
to any political or economic scheme, Jesus' primary concern was for the
recruiting of souls for the kingdom, and not for the presentation of a
new economic order.
On the basis of these findings Peabody then proceeds to point out
the fallacy of socialism, a system to which he is so strongly opposed.
The major short-coming of socialism, he states is its externalism. It
tries to accomplish with the change of mechanism that which can be
accoirplished only by the change in the hearts of men. Brutality and
ruthless selfishness cannot he abolished, it can be converted. However,
Peabody stands firm on his belief in competition. He says:
It is the natural expression of the desire to achieve, to
accomplish, to measure one's powers, to do one's best. If
not directed to money-making, it may be directed to the
attainment of place or power; and an industrial order which
prohibited commercial competition might offer an unprecedented
opportunity for political or administrative strategy. The only
practical problem, therefore, is to apply the principle of
competition to beneficient ends... Business under any conceiv-
able economic readjustment will remain a scene of contention
and self-seeking unless it be lifted to the level of it spiritual
opportunity and utilized as an instrument for the Kingdom of God,"*^®
43 Peabody, M W, , 82-83.
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Having thus built hie case, Peabody finds justification for defending
the present order. He shows that the business world is filled with good
Christian business men. This ties in with his position on riches, emd
he affirms the claim that as long as these men scrupulously administer
the possessions which they have been given things will work themselves out.
The captains of industry are to this generation what the great explorers
and men of military genius were to other generations. The present economic
order of capitalism has within itself the necessary elements to make for
a great civilization working progressively closer to the realization of
the kingdom of God. In speaking of his friend, Alfred White, Peabody makes
his very pointed statement:
A life like Alfred White’s- modest, sagacious, and discriminating,
-
thus provides the best defense that can be offered for the
present system of industry, A rich man who regards himself not
as a possessor but as a trustee, who is conscious of owing his
wealth as much as of owning it, is more likely to be judicious
and far-seeing in his benefactions, than the schemes of
politicians or the judgments of less competent men... The
system of private capital which may be so easily misused offers
the best of opportunities for magnanimity and wisdom; but if,
on the other hand, self-aggrandizement and vulgar ostentation
shall supplant simplicity and self-sacrifice as the habit of
the prosperous, the capitalistic system- now under severe
strain - is likely to be found wanting and to be displaced.^
It is clear from the above quotation that Peabody was a staunch defender
of the present economic order, and it is also clear that he was bitterly
opposed to socialism. Here again there is evidence of the selectivity of
support of his position from the teachings of Jesus,
44 Francis 6. Peabody, Reminiscences of Present-Day Saints ,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston and Hew York: 1927, 150-51.
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On reading this material from the writings of Peahody the reader
cannot escape notice of the marked difference in interpretation of the
teaching of Jesus when presenting different aspects of the modem life.
On the consideration of the questions of the family and. the State, Peabody
is much more of a strict constructionist in his interpretation than he is
in considering the problems of wealth and the present economic order. As
stated previously, the only purpose of this analysis is to establish the
fact that such a form of a working hypothesis is needed for later use in
atten^jting to understand the works of Dr. Peabody. Criticism on the
positions taken by him are beyond the scope of this chapter.
On the basis of findings of this investigation the following working
hypothesis is offered: the character of the writings of Francis Greenwood
Peabody on the social gospel movement is essentially that of Christian
apologetics. This is evidenced here at the outset by the choice of the
scriptural supports for the positions maintained by him. Defense of
Christianity seems to be the key to an understanding of the writings
whether a part or the whole of the writings be considered.
Francis Greenwood Peabody in the final analysis was a true son of
his theological heritage, his approach was the same though his findings
might have been somewhat different. The conclusions were prefabricated,
and the evidence was a second step rather than a first one, Peabody in
his interpretation of the teaching of Jesus was a social conservative, and
he may well be remembered for his serious and strenuous atten^pt to find a
compromise between the old and the new rather than as a contributor to the
new movement
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CMPTSR III
THE ROLE OF THE SOCIAL QUESTION
This is the age of the Social Question. Never before were
so many people concerned with problems of social amelioration
and programmes of social transformation; never beofre were
social solutions so freely proposed or social panaceas so
confidently prescribed. 1
During the latter part of the last century there arose in America
a movement of the people concerned in.th the well-being of the masses.
It was a natural response to the tremendous impact of the Industrial
Revolution on American life. This movement is known in history as Pro-
gressivism. It was a movement of many widely different groups and
included within its ranks many different classes of citizens. Into this
movement crying out against the inhumanity of the present order to the
mass of people, the social gospelers were naturally drawn. They represent
the religious aspect of the movement. The gross inequalities between the
rich and the poor, the increasing widespread character of the modern slums
the breakdo’vm of the f amily unit in this era of mechanism and rapid change
the abundance of political greed and corruption, all served to bring to
1 Francis G, Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Christian Character
,
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1905, 1.
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the fore this movement in American life. Gabriel describes the movement
as follows;
Progress!vism was a no tponrri of social theories and beliefs.
It was frankly humanistic. The progressive leaders took for
granted the power and di^aity of man. Their central thought
was the welfare of human beings. They believed that man, by
using his intellect can re-make society, that he can become
the creator of a world organized for man's advantage,
^
The qualities of human brotherhood, pity, justice and equality were
characteristic of the movement. The religious branch known as the social
gospel movement took as its main concept that of the Social Question.
Into this framework was poured the meaning of the time. The age was called
the age of the Social Question,
Francis Greenwood Peabody was one of the foremost formulators of
this approach to the age. He wrote several books on the Social Question,
and did much to popularize its use in Protestantism in America around the
turn of the last century. Our purpose in this chapter will be to examine
the Social Question and the meaning it held for Peabody. The scope, the
characteristics, the major parts, and its working in American Protestantism
will be presented and examined in the sections which follow, Peabody was
one of the first of the social gospel writers to apply the concept of the
Social Question to the life of his time. He does this by i>ointing out
that behind the achievements of the modem world lies a tremendous sense
of social maladjustment in the minds of the people which creates the Social
Question, This strangely enough is not the reaction of a civilization on
2 Ealph Henry Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic Tho ught
An Intellectual History Since 1815, Ronald Press Con^any, Hew York,
1940 , 333.
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its way down, but the reaction of a civilization on its way up. The people
in viewing the modem world with eyes trained through the advantages of
the complexity of the modern industrial system, the great advances of
scientific discoveries, the vast political machines, all these, are de-
manding a more equitable and just share of the bounties. Working men see
what can be done and grow restless because wealth is being concentrated
in the hands of a few when all should have more than a mere subsistence
share.
In actuality, says Peabody, the main spring of the present restless-
ness is moral in nature.
The social questions are, in their main scope and interest,
manifestations of the moral life of the time. They are ethical
questions. They appear in forms which are political or
industrial, but behind these diversities of form works the
one spirit.... The social questions occur sioply because a
very large number of people are trying in many different ways
to do what is right. The moral life is written across the
face of the time in the language of the social question.
^
A strong sense of right and wrong, an ideal of a better world, these lead
one to the very bottom of the Social Question, for the motivation is moral.
The various forms it takes in action are but manifestations of this moral
motivation. So, in essence, the Social Question is an ethical question.
Peabody is willing to go even further in his interpretation of the
4
Social Question as an ethical question. He asserts that the Social
Question is an attempt by ethical idealism to find a place for itself in
the modern world. This, if it be true, forecasts a return of practical
3 Francis G. Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Social Q.uestion , The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1901, 346-47.
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religion no matter how unreligioas many of its manifestations may he.
Admittedly much of this effort at regeneration is utterly unconscious of
a religious aim, and many deny any such possibility; nevertheless, this
strong surge of moral idealism is present thus making for cooperation with
God whether consciously or unconsciously carried out. Though there he
an abundance of theoretical indifference, there is a mass of practical
religious practice. There is an abundance of souls to do the will though
they be completely unconscious of the doctrine and dogma. Thus the
Social Question becomes a fulfillment of religious duty, it is at bottom
an ethical question.
When one becomes aware of the fact that he is more than an individual,
that he is the part of a group, when his ethics expand beyond a mere
individualistic ethics, he is at the threshold of the discovery of the
Social Question. Man is a group animal, he is born into a group, only
rarely are cou^jletely isolated lives found* The individual finds his life
in the social whole, apart from it he ceases to live. Peabody describes
the scope of this Social Question as the ocean which lies around the
individual who is the island. The Social Question extends in all directions
Just beyond the edge of the individual. This is by no means a new idea
in the world, for the Greeks conceived of it as well as the early Christian
writers such as Paul. However, in recent times it has Just begun to emerge
from a previously strong individualism. The individual life and the social
life are but two aspects of the same whole. Thus the scope of the Social
Question is in essence the adjustment of the individual to the group. The
problem of the development of the person and the maintenance of the common
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good* this in whatever terminology, is the scope of the Social Question
for Peahody. He says that the end product of the adjustment is when the
fully developed person “meets the completely consistent world, and the
two are perfected in one."^
One might on first reading get the in5>ression that the above outline
of the nature and scope of the Social Question holds within itself an
inherent contradiction. On the one hand the Social Question is in essence
a sense of the gross maladjustments of modern life, and on the other, it
is a need for the adjustment of the individual life to that of the social.
On the surface these do appear entirely different if not contradictory.
However. Peahody in going further into the subject shows that the Social
Question stands as the center similar to the City of God found in the Book
of Revelation, it has some four ways of approacJi, All of these ways lead
to the city from four entirely different directions and converge upon the
Social Question. These four ways are: first, by way of social science;
the second, by way of sociology; the third, the way of economics; the
fourth, the way of ethics. The road or way most workable from Peabody's
point of view is through ethics. This does not discount the other ways,
nor does it deny the problem of the individual and the social group men-
tioned above as an entirely different definition of the question. Peabody
shows that in the ethical road the progress is made from the ethics of
the individual to the more mature ethics of the "self-discovery through
4 Francis G. Peabody. The Approach to the Social Question . The
Itocmillan Company. New York. 1909, 20.
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loyalty and self-realization in self-surrender, which marks the ripening
of individual experience "5 No matter how. misdirected, or passionate,
or inarticulate this cry for social justice may he it is unmistakably a
moral cry against the injustices of the age.
By way of further amplification of the concept of the Social
Question. Peabody describes the flavor and breadth of the modem form of
the Social Question. In the past the social and industrial reforms plowed
much more closely to the surface than at the present time. It is true
that there were some violent uprisings, but these for the most part were
exceptions to the rule* In general there were philanthropic ventures
and schemes of amelioration which served to smooth over the troubled sur-
face, and to patch up the machinery, ’’But for the most part the desire
to relieve the unfortunate and improve the condition of the hand-worker
has satisfied itself with deeds of charity and with industrial expedients
which calm the surface of social life,*’^ This is totally different from
the modern manifestation, it is a deep and stirring discontent which
reaches to the very bottom of social life and incorporates within itself
people of every class and position.
The new movement is far from being placated with patchwork reform.
It seeks to go beyond cure to causes. It does more than question existing
conditions, it questions the right of the social order itself to exist.
5 Ibid. , 134.
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Ho institution, no matter how old or how respected, can feel itself free
from scrutiny and possible alteration or elimination. Moderation dees
not go far enough, the Social Question hits at the very foundation of the
social structure itself. The Social Question covers in its breadth every
phase of human life, all its institutions, and penetrates to the bottom
of each. To mistake the present discontent as mere blind reaction is to
escape the signs of the time so clearly written across the face of the
modera world,
At the very heart of the Social Question and at the very heart of
the social organism there is, according to Peabody, the social conscience.
He says:
The most characteristic discovery of the present generation is
not the telephone, or the automobile, or the aeroplane, but the
social conscience; the new acceptance of duty as beginning in
social obligation and ending in social redemption.’^
This discovery changes con^letely the old way of approaching social problems.
Based upon the teaching of St. Paul that we are all the members of
one body, and the concept of one humanity presented by Aristotle, there
is an increasing awareness of the solidarity of the human race, Hollowing
in the wake of the first usages of the word "cooperation” by Robert Owen,
the word "sociology" by August Comte, and the phrase "social organism" by
Herbert Spencer, the idea of the social conscience evolved. It was a
result of the awareness of the social role of man. It follows in the wake
of a more socialized economics and a more socialized ethics. There are
S
7 Francis G. Peabody, The Christian Life In The Modem World , The
Macmillan Company, Hew York, 1915, 215.
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social duties as well as individual duties, and these social duties as a
whole become the social conscience, '’Euty" , says Peabody, “has been
enlarged and clarified by recognizing its social relationships and adopting
the new title of the social conscience.”®
It is difficult to determine from the writings of Peabody just what
Was actually meant by the phrase "social conscience”. It is true that at
times he makes a strong case for a social interpretation of the phrase
which is consistent with modern social theory, but at others it seems as
though his idea, in spite of its social terminology, is yet something far
different, something much more conventional. In his presentation of
explanation which resembles the more modern social concept, one can find
such statements as that in which he compares the social conscience with
the new discovery in astronomy of Copernicus as contrasted with that of
the older Ptolemaic theory. Instead of the individual being the center
around which all else revolved, the individual was found to be a part of
a larger system and had its ultimate meaning in terms of the whole.
On the other hand, there is evidence of the social conscience being
the working of the individual in the outer circles found in his famous
figure of the concentric circles. In one passage, Peabody reminds the
reader, that as one moves along the radius from the individual as the
center, the sense of social duty and responsibility lessens until it is
hardly distinguishable. "If, as has been suggested, the area of social
8 Francis G, Peabody, "4 Hew World and its Religious Leaders . ”
Religious Education , Volume VII, Number 4, October, 1912, 363.
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relationships is pictured as a series of concentric circles surrounding
the individual life# then it heconies evident that the sense of duty slackens
as the radius of responsibility is prolonged.**^ Judging from such state-
ments as this the social conscience is little more than a collection of
individual consciences with the same hue that separately agree. There is
no concept of a mass of social duties which though existing th-rough the
contributions of a number of individuals, yet exist independently of the
individual acting upon the individual as are some theories of the social
mind. To the mind of Peabody the social conscience seems to be nothing
more than the social duties of the individual.
Actually, the social conscience as presented by Peabody is social
feeling aroused in .the individual through a sense of injustice. These
feelings of indignation though shared by people in all classes and all
walks of life were not shared by all persons in the society. Many people
arc completely oblivious to the social feelings, and those in the upper
classes stand to lose a great deal as a result of their insensitiveness.
Thus the social conscience becomes an awakening to social duties and
responsibilities on the part of the individual. Human passion and desire,
a sense of wrong, these go to make up what Peabody calls the social
conscience. "The battlefield is the field of production, but the battle
cry is the cry for Justice, humanity, brotherhood, a living wage.
In actuality, the social conscience is the essence of the Social
9 Peabody, M W. . 161.
10 Francis G. Peabody, ** The Labor Question . . .A Social Renaissance ",
( Homiletic Review ,) Vol. 90, Number 3, September, 1925 , 240,
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Question. As has "been stated earlier, the Social Question is an ethical
question. The ethics, serving as the motivation for the action, coE^jrise
the social conscience. It lies behind the Social Question. It is the
sum to tel of all the moral feeling which moves to action those drawn into
the fight. It is difficult to determine where the social conscience begins
and where it becomes the Social Question. At times the two seem to be
used interchangeably. This is true in the sense that the Social Question
is an ethical question. However, when one understands the larger meaning
of the Social Question it becomes clear that the social conscience is the
moral force which lies behind the other activities; it is the core of the
Social Question. This is clearly stated by Peabody when he writes:
Within the general area of the social question is a field for
economic science, and at the sane time a further region which
lies beyond economics; and as one approaches the social
question he passes, as it were, through the country where the
language is that of economics and enters into another country
with a new language of human passion and desire... The social
question is a moral question. As one passes its gateway he
hears the language, not of economic science, but of moral
emotion, con5>assion, pity, or hope.^^
So for Peabody the Social Question has at its center the social conscience
which is the sum total of social duty and responsibility.
According to Peabody, the social conscience is a collection of moral
awli
feeling which cam work for good or It is itself merely a neutral
force, and if it will be used for good it must be directed; or else, it
may do as much harm as it may do good. As it needs direction; the social
conscience also needs control, for Peabody feels that it can easily get
11 Loc. cit. , 240 .
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out of control. ”...While this expansion of social feeling may he viewed
with much satisfaction..., the time has plainly come when the new movement
of altruism is in special need of direction and control. Peahody further
feels that there should he special social engineers trained to guide and
K
direct the force created in order that it might not get out of control.
In his writing in general there is a strong flavoring of the idea of the
maintenance of the status quo. He is very much opposed to any form of
violent upheaval or revolution. He is directly opposed to the l^rxian
theory, and spends much space in presenting criticisms of the Marxian system.
We will have an occasion to examine his writings on socialism and Marx in
chapter four. It must suffice for the moment to record the fact that he
was strongly opposed to Marx and socialism. In addition, Peahody is a
strong defender of the rich and goes to great trouble to justify their
possessing wealth. This was seen in the last chapter in the section devoted
to the teachings of Jesus on the rich as presented hy Peahody. Perhaps
it might appear that the evidence presented in this paragraph is far from
being sufficient to justify a statement of the sort that Peahody was a
staunch defender of the system as it was, and that he spent more time and
energy seeking to justify and to condone than he did spend time in criti-
cally examining things as they actually were. In short, one cannot
overlook this possibility in seeking an accurate interpretation of the
12 Peahody, E N C. , 3,
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writings of Dr, Peabody.
The social conscience though a good thing is yet apt to get out of
control; bad men may take over its control, and the people stand a chance
of wrecking all that had been built up, Peabody seems to be saying, "The
social forces of the time have it in their power to wreck the very frame-
work of American democracy, unless they be directed by disciplined minds. "13
As will be seen later Capitalism and the captains of industry, ^the practice
of philanthropy and much of the irresponsibility of the poor, all these
are stoutly defended by Peabody. Such evidence gives credence to the
charge that Peabody was distrustful of the social conscience, or more
specifically, distrustful of the rising discontent of the masses. This is
further evidence to 'support the position that Peabody's conception of the
social conscience was not that of the later sociologist's, that is, some-
thing more than a mere collection of individual consciences. This is
evidence to support the position that to Peabody the social conscience is
the social responsibilities of the individual conscience, for as had been
shown, the social conscience rather than directing must be directed.
Thus for Peabody, the social conscience is the center of the Social
(Question representing the social duty. It is a mass of moral indignation
brought about by the inequality and injustice existing in modem society,
and this mass of feeling must be controlled and directed for the common
good.
The Social Q,uestion is according to Peabody, the conten5)orary form
13 Peabody, Ibid, . 5,
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of social evolution* There is no fixity, no static condition which one
can designate as the Social Question. Bather like all of life, it is in
constant flux resembling a stream o ver-flowing, never at rest. Peabody
speaks of this in the following statement;
An answer to the Social Q,uestion is like an answer to life. It
assumes that life is a fixed fact, it is in reality a fact in
motion. The meaning of life shifts with its moving desires.
The problem of childhood is not the problem of manhood. To read
the riddle of life one must run as he reads. To catch the
present moment one must catch it on the wing,^^
One therefore must be concerned with facts in motion rather than those at
rest. Social life is a process, and if one would understand society and
the Social Question, one must view them in motion. Social process is the
form, apart from it one cannot hope to understand the Social Question,
Stemming from the concept of society as an organism developed by
Herbert Spencer, Peabody as did other social gospelers, adopted the idea
that society was a living organism and therefore in constant motion. The
unity of the world is an established fact. It is like the body spoken of
by St. Paul to which all men belong. Peabody says: “Social life,
whatever its specific character may be, is not a disconnected series of
incidental events, but the unfolding of continuous unity whose total
progress and destiny each part may promote or retard.
In passing it must be noted that Peabody is very clear in his con-
ception of evolution. This is evident in the above quotation. He
recognizes the fact that progress may be accelerated or retarded depending
14 Peabody, A S C. , 5,
15 Ibid. , 17-18.
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upon the actions of the various memhers. This is quite afield from the
charge laid at the doorstep of the social gospel writers. In commenting
on the Times editorial on the opening of the World War in 1914 Gabriel
says:
The philosophy behind the Times ' editorial had now acquired a
venerable antiquity in American thought. It was that old theory
of social change which affirmed that the advance from savagery
to civilization had been at least in part the result of a more
perfect apprehension of the underlying moral law.^^
Inevitable progress seems to be foreign to the writing of Peabody. Neither
did he maintain that progress was always upward toward the ideal. On many
occasions he warns against this kind of thinking, and he repeatedly asserts
that we must direct this moving force for it can lead to destruction as
well as toward the ideal. The numerous references from Peabody' s writings
in the last section having to do with the necessity for the direction of
the social conscience are evidences of the lack of a naive conception of
social progress. It must be admitted, however, that Peabody did share the
belief that the direction of the movement of society thus far has been
steadily upward from animalism toward the ideal society. He shared the
belief that our civilization is far superior to that of primitive peoples,
A characteristic statement of this is to be found in such writings as the
following:
Human society, in short, is not a fixed condition, where a single
law is adequate for its interpretation; it is a living, moving
organism, a process of growth, from the animalism and brutality
which still threaten its advance, to the humanity and altruism
which are already real possessions,^’^
16 Gabriel , D T. . 358.
17 Peabody, C C. , 222-23.
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TMb, it must "be pointed out, thou^ accepting the higher place of modern
civilization, is not the unqualified optimism so generally charged to this
group of writers, and gives to Peahody a much more modern place in the
field of sociology.
l^on granting that the social order is a process in constant motion,
and that society is a living organism, it hecomes clear that social reforms
are a necessary function of such a process and such a society. The Social
C^uestion is con5)osed of the moral sense of injustice, the sense of social
responsibility, and the demend for action. Those who would answer the
call and seek ways and means of answering must not only be awaare of the
social process, but must use this concept in order to promote effective
social reform. Otherwise one might easily mistake the apparent for the
real, A coii5)rehension of this process gives to those seeking to help a
much broader perspective. The past and the future are included, and one
becomes conscious of the whole. Cause and effect are taken into account,
and the Job done becomes much more competent as a consequence. As Peabody
puts it; “They deal, so far as they may, with the whole of life’, not with
a fra^ent; with the organism of society rather than with the isolated
atom,
Since society is an organism, and the strength of the whole depends
upon the strength of the parts, social reforms become of the utmost
importance. No longer can the strong ignore the cries of the weak and
helpless, no longer can classes be pitted against each other, rather, where
18 Peabody, M V. , 217
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these things existt Peabody is quick to warn that social reforms are of
the utmost importance. We can no longer ignore war in any form simply
because it happens to be taking place in some remote part of Asia. !The
disease of the slums eventually affect the rich as well. ¥e cannot live
for today* and ignore the lessons of the past. Life is a moving process,
and we effectively deal with the present by studying the past. We are not
living in an isolated segment of history, nor are we living in a vacuum.
To turn one’s back on the world is to ignore the great lesson of history.
The answer to the Social Question lies through the field of the social
process and on the road of social reforms. Here is evidence of the
modernity of Peabody's social thinking. It is remarkable to note the
similarity of such views with the views of sociologists of recent times.
Time and again the attention of the reader will be called to this striking
parallel. V/hatever else may be said of Dr. Peabody, he should be credited
with anticipating contec^orary sociology at many points,
Althou^ mention has been made on several previous occasions of the
individualism of the writings of Peabody, space has not been alloted to a
detailed study of his position. In order to seek a better understanding
of such things as the Social Q,uestion, the social conscience, and the
social theory advanced by Peabody in general it is necessary to try and
determine his position on an individual-collective scale. The general
charge has been repeatedly made that the social gospel writers were highly
individualistic in their approach to society and a social interpretation
of the world.
Dombrowskj wrote as follows:
vv
"io ©1/iE X/iicoa inaw Jrfoiiro »J‘ ,JeJht»a Si^aJW;^ asari^
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It is a curious fact that while the leaders of the Social Gospel
attacked the individualism of Protestant theology, they them-
selves never con5>letely transcended that tradition. Men such
as Josiah Strong* Samuel Z. Batten* Francis G. Peahody, and
Shailer Mathews wrote voluminously on the subject of the social
teaching of Jesus* elaborated endlessly the social theme already
so admirably stated by Canan Fremantle; yet in the end they
remained individualists,^^
Repeatedly Peabody uses the conroarison of the individualistic
concept with the social and the cornparison of the older Ptolemaic with
the later Copemican theory of the universe. Thus the philosophy of
individualism has been supplanted by the more comprehensive social
philosophy where the individual is a part of the large social world. We
nov; know says Peabody that life is an ever unfolding unity* the individual
is not an isolated atom within this process but inextricably bound with
the whole.
A^in, Peabody points out that the various sciences which propose
to interpret human life deal with the individual as though he were a
single isolated unit. Physiology* psychology* ethics* economics each take
separate parts of the whole as though it alone were the real. He then
asks if this apparent detachment of the individual is real. He answers
this as follows;
The universe of the isolated self is an imaginary universe. By
the very conditions of human infancy one is born* not along but
into a community of three; his parents and himself, Nor does
he live alone* but in a group* a village, a clan* a town* a
university* a nation. The name he bears indicates his descent,
his race* his social tradition. Man is a social animal, 20
19 James Dombrowski * The Early Days of Christian Socialism In
America * Columbia University Press, New York* 1936* 18,
20 Peabody* A S Q., * 10,
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There are only rare instances of completely isolated lives, this is the
exception to the rule. Even Rohinson Crusoe in his isolation was a social
being. He was bound to the social order. His body is the result of long
social heredity, his mind the witness of the whole process of intellectual
development, and the product as well.
The Greeks through the writings of Plato and Aristotle gave to us
the truth of the oneness of the political life, St. Paul, as did Jesus,
presented the same idea from the religious point of view. All men are
members of the one body, or the individual is the member of the kingdom
of God, These were all social conceptions, and saw clearly the unity of
the human family says Peabody, The great thinkers of every age have
pointed out this same truth. However, within the present age the idea
has taken on new vividness. "Within the memory of persons still living
there has occurred this transition from a philosophy bounded by the
individual to a philosophy covering the social order. "21
With the coming of communication and transportation on such a vast
scale in the modern world, the unity of the world has become an established
fact. The individual can no longer exist as a solitary unit, but thrives
as the social order thrives, for the two are actually one.
One might easily conclude that Peabody is unquestionably a collecti-
vist in position. His concept of society, his position on the relation
of the individual to society as herein presented might well lead one to
such a conclusion. However, this would be a mistake for only the more
21 Ibid. . 14.
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extreme of Peal^ody's social writings were selected.
Peabody is in no sense of the term an environmentalist. He makes
very clear his opposition to such a view. If he were to be classified
at all» he might well be classed as one adhering strongly to character.
He says on this subject;
God's chosen instrument for social amelioration is man. This
does not mean that external organization or a<i®iiiistration is
unimportant. What is frankly opposed is the doctrine- never
more prevalent than today- that character is the product of
circumstances, and that change of environment will create
change of heart.
Character always precedes social conditions. Peabody cites examples of
the Christian lives that come from the most deplorable of slums. The
character of an individual will largely determine what kind of individual
*
he will become. You can change all the economic and jjolitical machinery
you like, and unless you change the hearts of men, all will be for naught.
This is the mistake so generally made by the socialists, and the big
fallacy in their entire system. On the other hand, Peabody is very severe
indeed on the drunkards and the beggars. The condition of these unfortu-
nates he cha-rges to a lack of character rather than to a consequence of
envirorunent and social conditions.
This position however one-sided it may be is nevertheless not the
characteristic position of the contenporaries of Peabody, The general
position was that human nature in its original state was good, end that
it only became corrupted through the degrading effects of a debased
22 Francis G. ^eabody. The Social Teaching of Jesus Christ , The
Press of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1924, 36.
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society* One here must admit the consistency of Peabody's case, for he
did not assert on the one hand that the individual cha.racter must be
changed if social reform would be successful, and on the other maintain
that the individual was corrupt as a result of the actions of society.
Itombrowski lays the charge upon the movement as a v;hole when he says:
"Granted this major assumption of the Social Gospel, that human nature
in its given state was essentially good and only became corroded by ex-
ternal pressure from a corrupt society "^3 por Peabody the will of
the individual would be much more responsible for corruption than society.
He writes: "Ho mechanical or external change can surplant this social
dynamic. It is in vain to try to make a better world except by the
antecedent creation 'of consecrated people. "24
Peabody on another level finds much to substantiate an individ-
ualistic interpretation from the teaching of Jesus himself. He states
that Jesus was not interested nor concerned with social mechanism. Jesus
was not by any means indifferent to social reforms and welfare, for the
interest he manifested in the kingdom of God shows this. Jesus rather
sees a vast difference between the form and the spirit, he is more
concerned with motivation rather than mechanism. He seeks first the
saving of individuals, these will automatically turn to the redemption
of the social order. Change the hearts of men and the rest will follow.
23 Dombrowski , C S. , 19-20.
24 Francis G. Peabody, The Message of Christ to rianho od , The
William Bolden Noble Lectures for 1898, "The Message of Christ to Human
Society," Houghton Mifflin and Conroany, The Eiverside Press, Cambridge,
1899, 74.
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The Kingdom of God is within the person first of all. Peahody is careful
to distinguish between a position of individualism and one of an individ-
ualistic interpretation.
The religion of the individual is not the religion of individualism.
The one makes the person the beginning of the social process;
the other makes him the end of it. Individual religion is the
most powerful of social dynamics; individualistic religion, ... .is
unapplied power. . . .25
It is impossible for any age to outgrow the religion of the individual, but
this age has at last escaped the religion of individualism. By so doing
we now are returning to the real meaning of the teaching of Jesus. Peabody,
though holding that the center of religion has remained individual as it
always has been, the difference of its modern manifestation is the extension
of the radius to include social obligations and desires. According to
Jesus the fault lies not with the social order but from the mistakes of
human individuals themselves. Jesus' first concern is with the individual.
Perhaps some of the strongest statements defending the individualistic
position are to be found in Peabody's earliest book. He writes with much
more firmness to his position, a characteristic not so easily discovered in
his later writings. There is even some ground for believing that he became
more social in his thinking as he developed. Hov/ever, the following
statements very clearly show his strong support of individualism. In
speaking of the attitude of Jesus, Peabody writes:
The fact that he approaches, first of all the individual
indicates how large a part of social ills proceeds, in
his opinion, not from social malajustments
, but from the
25 Peabody, A S Q.
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fault of human "beings themselves, in their own interior,
misdirected, and redeema"ble lives.
Further Peahody uses the analogy of the human "body and the effects of
diseases stating that there is no need to determine external or internal
causes as "being more important, rather:
In the same way it may "be affirmed of a vast amount of social
suffering, that its cause and prevention are to "be in large
degree determined hy an inquiry into one's own heart, and
that the "beginning of a great part of social amelioration is
in the recogaition of that personal responsibility which the
Bible does not hesita.te to ca.ll sin
No tendency in modern life, however, is more destructive to
social progress than the tendency to weaken the sense of
personal responsibility for social in5)erfection , and to fix
the blame on unpropitious circumstances. The obvious fact
is, that for a very large part of social disorder, the
chief responsibility lies in the passions and ambitions of
individual men,' and that no social arrangement can guarantee
social welfare, unless there is brought home to vast numbers
of individuals a profounder sense of personal sin.^”
He supports this by maintaining that drunkenness, for exan5)le, is not the
fault of society, but a sin directly chargeable to individuals. Again,
in speaking of relief, he holds that nothing can be done concerning the
problem of the poor until the range of self-respect and initiative is
enlarged.
Such a position as this is quite consistent with the movement of
Progressivism which was the spirit of the time of Peabody. This can be
clearly seen when con5)aring the above with the summary statement on this
point made by Gabriel in his estimate of the doctrine of Progressivism:
26 Peabody, S Q,. . 115-116
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"laspliclt in Progressive thought was that doctrine of responsibility which
declared that the individual must take the consequences for his deficiencies
and failures.'’*^ In spite of all admissions as to the effects of abnormal
environments which Peabody offers in his writings, there is an over-
whelming en^ihasis placed upon the individual and his responsibility. It
is quite obvious on examining his writings that the sense of social
responsibility for wrecked human lives was practically non-existent even
though he did use the terminology.
This brings to the fore an attempt at appraisal of the overall
position of Peabody relative to individualism-collectivism. As has been
shown above, within the writings of Peabody there are to be found statements
which are unmistakably social in their flavor, and on the other hand, there
are statements which are very individualistic in character. The problem
therefore becomes one of determining which of the two is the more typical
of the position of Peabody. On the surface, Peabody seems both individual
and social in his outlook. However, on a closer look it becomes apparent
that though there is an abundance of passages supporting the social view-
point, in the final analysis Peabody remains an individualist.
In Chapter Two it was shovnti that the interpretation of Peabody
concerning the teachings of Jesus was individualistic. It was shown that
though social principles were discovered, it was the opinion of this
writer, on the basis of the evidence examined, that the individual still
remained the center of Peabody's thinking, and the social was merely the
27 Gabriel, D 3^^. 334
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extension of the individual into other realms of activity. In this chapter
it has "been shovm that the concepts used hy Peahody, such as the social
conscience, the social organism, socialization, all these were viewed
from an individualistic point of view. In other words, the social is the
result of a number of individuals operating in unison. The idea of social
forces operating completely independent of individuals was con5)letely
outside his thinking. Social duty is the duty of the individual on the
social level end nothing more,
A more accura,te evaluation of the position of Peabody seems to be
that Peabody stood approximately midway between the two extremes of
individualism and collectivism. Although his theological heritage was
that of individualism, the times were changing brought on largely by the
strong advances of such ideologies as Socialism, The social interpretation
was gaining ground rapidly. Sociology as a science was taking on increasing
in^jortance, and it was lending more and more credance to the socialist’s
interpretation of the world, Peabody's position in viev; of these two
opposites was one seeking a synthesis betv;een thesis and antithesis, Ee
clings to the individual and at the same time sees value and truth in the
social, A purely individualistic position would have soon become com-
pletely out-moded, and a v;holly social interpretation v/ould have meant
acquiescence to the radical position of his day. If this hypothesis be
accepted, then much more insight can be gained on Peabody's position. As
in most of his writings he sought even here to strike the middle ground.
The pure individualism had proved ineffective to him, the V'holly social
was frightening, he therefore sought to take the good of both without
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being identified with either.
The position taken here is entirely different from the one taken
"by Doaibrowski who held that Peabody along with the other social gospel
writers were purely individualists who couched their thinking in social
terms. This in^jlies either that these writers were pretending to maintain
that which they could not accept, or it implies that they were unable to
go further. This latter position is held by both Sandall and Gabriel,
Ihey both agree that these writers were children of their age and could
not go further. Speaking for Peabody alone, this does not seem the case
as was pointed out in the above paragraph. Social theory was pretty well
developed by the beginning of this century which means that a man as well
read as Peabody could have been quite familiar with it. Peabody seems
much more a middle-of-the-roader by choice than by necessity. Granting
the validity of positions of Dombrowski, Randall, and Gabriel, then
Peabody might well be called the exception to this incapacity to accept
a social position. This can be more clearly shown in the treatment of
the Social Question and the church which will follow immediately.
A groat deal of concern was expressed by Peabody throughout his
writings for the Church in this modem social transition. A large portion
of the total space is given over to a consideration of the Church and its
relation to the modern social question. Has the Church outlived its
usefulness? Is the Social Question a substitute for the functions of the
Church? Can the Church make a contribution to the present social upheaval?
Is practical Christianity to move beyond the Church in its modem mani-
«x:o wlJ r.tnl fi«’>f -'5^ xtoi^iaoc i>cfX,
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festations? ITo such questions as these Peabody devotes a great deal of
thou^t and effort in his general writings. Such questions lead to a
very thorough treatment of the subject, Peabody gives as the general
purpose of the Church: "...To perpetuate and transmit the Power and
light derived from Jesus Christ. This purpose has in part been fulfilled,
says Peabody, but there have been periods of^great failure of fulfillment.
Persecutions, asceticism, superstitions, mercenary aims, immorality, other-
worldly sainthoods, can be found in abundance in the history of the
Christian Church. These sei^e to prevent the realization of the noble
purpose for which the Church was founded. Denominational rivalry, spiritual
pride, and intolerance are still very much in existence. These serve to
drive out of the sacred fold many a Christian character to seek refuge
elsewhere, Peabody offers as an explanation of this condition:
Undisciplined zeal may generate persecution, ignorant piety
may promote animosity: a great institution is always likely
to become an inorganic form rather than a quickening soul,
a historical monument rather than a propelling force, ^9
Intolerance and spiritual pride are the two great short comings of the
Church in the past, and these two things have done more to make ineffective
the work of the Church than any other factors. Unfortunately these two
major defects are continuing in the modem Church,
Peabody offers as an explanation of the lost power of the Church
the tendency to intellectualize its discipleship. He offers in evidence
the history of the Christian Church with its formal creeds. The warmth of
28 Peabody, M W. , 195.
29 Ibid. , 197.
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fellowship of the Christian character has "been overlaid hy a mass of cold
formal statements which shat out the moral strain almost wholly* and deal
rather with doctrine and dogma. In speaking of these creeds he says:
•With scarcely an exception they intellectualize discipleship . assume the
primary obligation of doctrinal agreement, and imply that the Christian
religion is a dogma rather than a life. He calls attention to the
Apostles* Creed as an illustration of this tendency. From the birth of
Jesus it leaps to his suffering and death with no mention of the life in
between. The kingdom of God is excluded, and there is no mention at all
of the social responsibility of the Christian. This is also true of the
Nicene and Athanasian Creeds, the Augsburg Confession, the Thirty-nine
Articles of Faith of the Church of England, and the Westminster Confession;
all of these completely ignore the obligations of brotherhood and deal in
intellectual considerations exclusively. One could adhere to all laid
down in these official dogmas of the Church, says Peabody, and still be
by no means a follov/er of Jesus. These collections of intellectual
opinion have subordinated the doing of the will of God the Father which
must be always the first consideration of the Christian. As a way out of
this ponderous intellectualism Peabody offers: first, that the teaching
of Jesus as presented by the Church be sin^jlified. The con^^lexity of
theology is far afield from the simple teachings of the Master. Secondly,
the Church must become socialized, this is the point which most concerns
a discussion of the Church and the Social Question , and this will be
30 Ibid.
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discussed more at length in the following paragraphs. Thirdly, a
spiritualizing of the Church is of utmost importance, this serves to
"balance the socialization and to distinguish the Church from a mere secular
social movement. These three things will serve to bring the Church back
on the track of its intended mission.
With the coming of the modern age and its strong concern for the
sufferings of the downtrodden, the Church has found itself forced to enter
into the spirit of the times or be faced with elimination. Most churches
have responded in some fashion to this new demand, Peabody admits, but in
the main these new efforts have been in the form of an adjunct to the
main purpose. These new efforts have been given the status of foreign
offices rather than a part of the major function, maintaining that the
main purpose is the preaching of the Gospel, This has denied to those who
would follow Christ on the social level any suitable form of expression,
the result has been that many sincere Christians have been forced to seek
other means. This has been responsible largely for the rapid growth of
secular social movements, and the Church has lost a great deal as a result.
Peabody warns that the Church must become socialized, and by this
he means that the horizon of the Church must be broadened to take into
account more than the immediate, rather it must include the past and the
future in a kind of historical continuum. It is more than mere social
service, the view must include the community, the general good, the totality
of causes and consequences must be taken into account. He describes this
socialization in the following passage:
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Bound the problem of personal salvation sweeps the problem
of a world to be saved. ...Instead of an individual rescued
from a perishing world, like a sailor from a sinking ship,
the socialization of religion sets the sailor to the more
heroic task of joining with his fellows to bring the world,
like a battered but still sea-worthy vessel, safe to its
port.
The Christian Church, Peabody repeatedly points out, is the organization
of Christians for social redemption. No institution has greater right
to the position of leadership of a troubled world. The socialized Church
is one which lays emphasis on the external as contrasted with the internal,
from individualism to general welfare, from inner examination purely to
action. The spirit of the times will no longer permit an aloof, disin-
terested, other-worldly view of the world. The interest in theological
discussion must be supplanted by a genuine interest in humanity and the
world which was for Jesus the present field of the kingdom of*^d. This
socialization is not merely an adaptation to the modern world, it is a
return to the teachings of Jesus Christ. Peabody speaks of the Church as
a source of power to be used in the service of mankind, and he states:
The ample channel, thus provided, waits for the power of the
Christian life, and as the sufficient stream leaps forth
into the varied activities of the world, it sings as it flows,
•I came that they may have life, and may have it abundantly.*^
The Church has had the call from the social question to launch out
into the deep of life, and it can no longer afford to stand timidly on
the shore. The time for the protected harbor life of the Church, says
Peabody, is now over. The Church must be found riding the waves of
31 Francis G. Peabody, The Socialization of Reli.°:ion
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economic and political life, it must "be in the world as well as heing
apart from the world if it is to hope to se.ve the world. Religion cannot
function in a compartmentalized world. "Either the whole of life is
ruled hy religion, or religion becomes formal, technical, fictitious, and
substitutes for religion must be found which shall control the whole of
life."^ The Church has been a provincial affair, this has been the main
cause of the rise of a materialistic religion such as socialism. Either
the Church will serve, or men will find other means. Politics like
economics must be a sphere of religious concern. "The detachment of
political expedience from religious ideals is the greatest indictment which
can be made, not only against the politics, but also against the religion
of a land.
Peabody calls attention to the downward trend in the numbers
recruited to the service as ministers. He attributes this to the lack
of challenge to young men formerly found in the Church, However, the
socialized Church can have no such difficulty for its call will be for
* ministers to be concerned with all phases of social amelioration. The call
is for the redemption of the world with all its needs and desires.
This socialization of the Church, Peabody is quick to point out,
does not mean that the Church is to go overboard in its work of social
amelioration, and thereby to become a religion of deeds exclusively. It
can still and must maintain its principle that life is more than mere meat
end bread. It is on this point that so many devout Christians fear this
33 Peabody, C C. . 289.
34 Ibid., 291.
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new trend in religion. The spiritual still is dominant in Peabody's
thinking; he simply insists that the Church must follow the example of Jesus
in caring for the material needs of his people as veil as their spiritual
needs t siid that the two are mutually hound.
In the mind of Peabody, a far greater danger than this materialistic
threat is the disunity which exists within the Church itself. With the
many divisions over dogma, and the still further branches caused by organi-
zational disagreement, the Church has a leakage of power which makes its
efforts far from being adequate. This not only weakens its force for good,
but even worse, it offers a very uncon^limentary picture of those seeking
guidance in a troubled world, and offers food for denunciation on the part
of anti-Christian forces. The Social Question offers to the Church a new
unity based on a common ideal on which full agreement can be reached, and
it results in a consciousness of a common enemy. Peabody warns:
...If religion is fenced in by separatism and provincialism while
tfie rest of the world is taking down its fences and discovering
the unity of human life- then, even though religion concerns
itself with the loftiest of themes and contemplates the broadest
horizon of human thought, it must forfeit the right of primacy
among the creative influences of the new world, and must become
simply the refuge of the ^ostic, the mystic, and the prudential. ^5
Having reviewed the nature of the Social Question and the position as
well as the duty of the Church, the final problem is that of determining
the relation between the two. Some hold that the two are opposites, striving
toward different goals, thus making it ioqpossible ever for the two to meet
or to become compatible. Those who adhere to such a view are charged by
35 Ibid. , 282
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Peatody with "being con^jletely foreign to the real nature of the social
question and that of religion. He admits that there is a wide gulf between
discussions of immorality or the orders of clergy and the discussions on
such things as the wage scale or labor. This is true, but he then goes on
to point out:
But if, on the other hand, both religion and the Social Q,uestion
are primarily concerned with life, conduct, duty, feeling, hope;
if both are interpretations of experience in the vrorld that now
is, - then it is not only needless, but it is impossible, to
hold them asunder. The religion which is fit for the present
age must be a social religion; the social question which the
present age has to answer must be a religious question ;,, ,36
Ideals which in the past were the exclusive property of the Church arc now
a part of the Social Question, emotions which found expression through
prayer are now finding expression in action connected with the Social Question.
Eeligion, if it would justify its existence, must include not only a function
of worship, but also a function of service, of works. The two have practical
consequences that are so much alike that they suggest a common cause. For
Peabody, the Church is the great power house of spiritual energy, the Social
Question is the channel through which this pov;er of spiritual energy can
flow. Further, he conqjares the Social Question to the language of the age,
and he calls on the Church to recognize this accent of the spirit no matter
what the language may be. The Social Question is the language of this age
and must be recognized as the efforts of this generation to express its
high spiritual aspirations. He goes on to say:
The first test of a saving faith must be, not orthodoxy, but
reality; not conformity, but efficiency; and the gravest
indictment which could be brought against the religious teaching
36 Peabody, A S Q., , 171-72
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of any age would te, not that it failed to express the whole
gospel, hut that it failed to hear the real voice of the soul,
or to see the way which a life had to go.^"^
The Social Question in the final analysis is the way of a people
seelcing to find religious satisfaction for their own needs. He concludes
that the two are successive steps in the education of the human race, they
are e^eriences which follow in the on-going movement. According to
Peahody, every age has its means whereby the religious nature of man seeks
expression. The Social Question is the means of this age whereby the
religious nature seeks to express itself. Unfortunately, many he.ve gone to
the extreme in secular movements such as socialism and have thus lost sight
of the motivation responsible for the mass stirring. This stands to be
remedied if the time comes when men can recognize the real nature of the
Social Question, and when the Church can corr^jrehend its larger mission to
humanity.
On viewing the position of Francis Greenwood Peabody on the Church
in the modern world, one’s first opinion might be that this position
though somewhat in advance of a purely personalistic Church was little
more. He spoke of a socialized Church and the need for the taking of a
place of leadership by the Church in the new movement, but such changes
in themselves are not a radical departure from the traditional Church,
Prom another direction could come the criticism that this new position
advocated by Peabody and his contemporaries was little more than an
expediency measure to guarantee the survival of the Church in a rapidly
27 Ibid. , 175
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changing world. Again, the critic could point to the methods proposed
hy Peabody to he used hy the new socialized Church such as stewardship,
remaining aloof from the actual struggle to serve as mediator purely,
philanthrophy as the means of social service, and the like; such methods
as these are far from a radical departure from the older tradition.
Granting all these criticisms as he.ving some validity, the fact still
remains that a great deal of credit must he given to Dr. Peahody, for his
position was something entirely different from the traditional view in the
sense that it came at a time when a socialized Church was out of the
question in most quarters, (This took a greet deal of courage, and even
more, it was even prophetic of what was to follow. It must he remembered
that the kingdom of God idea was applicable to the future life almost
exclusively. The mission of the Church was generally agreed to he a
mission of salvation from the world. The efforts of the social gospel
writers gave new meaning, or rather restored the original meaning of Jesus*
teaching on the subject.
In addition, when viewing the Church some forty years later, in
spite of the multitude of new discoveries and the vast increase of know-
ledge, there remains in the Church a strong strain of individualism. In
our modern Church there are many persons who still adhere to the view that
the Church has no business dabbling in secular affairs, and that such an
intent is an intrusion into spheres over which it has no authority. In
view of such considerations it becomes apparent that a great deal of credit
must go to the writers such as Peabody, Gladden, Strong, Herron, and others
who dared to rethink the function of the Church in the face of such strong
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opposition. Their thinking: may have been tinged with naivete, and it may
have been far from accurate, nevertheless, they thought and were courageous
enough to advocate their thoughts.
It must also be recognized that as far as can be determined, the
position of Peabody on the Church was his most radical position. As has
been shown in earlier sections, his role was generally that of seeking a
middle ground between conservatism and radicalism. This does not happen
to be the case in his consideration of the Church, He is most sharp in
his criticisms of the traditional Church, and he comes out in unmistakable
language in support of the social role of the Church, and its need for
being overhauled to meet the greater needs of the modem x^orld. Here he
is an internal critic, and perhaps this accounts for his stronger stand.
There is far less effort at reconciliation with individualistic religion.
He relies much more on the discoveries of other sciences to support his
position, and finally, he draws heavily on biblical criticism to establish
the fact that this was the religion of Jesus, This does not mean that
there is conplete exclusion of individualism, he sin^jly refuses to accept
this as the principle or sole role of the Church, Instead he establishes
the social, as paramount though leaving a place for the personal. This is
so strongly advocated that it leaves little doubt in the reader's mind.
In conclusion it might be well to state that Francis C-reenwood
Peabody deserved to be classified as a true pioneer of Social Christianity,
His development of the concept of the Social Question is a distinct contri-
bution to the movement. The meaning which he poured into it was a fairly
accurate capturing of the characteristics of the period. It cannot be
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denied that he gave a great deal of thought to an accurate analysis of the
times, and though some of his conclusions may he faulty, a great deal of
credit must he given him for the effort. Che Social Q,uestion, whatever
else it may he, serves as a means of spanning the gap between earlier
individualistic and later social interpretations. When viewed as a social
theory it is a rather simple task to find weaknesses and defects in the
Social Question, hut when viewed as a departure from the thinking of his
day within his field, the Social Question stands out sharply. It brought
together many of the earlier isolated thrusts in this direction into a
consolidated unit, big enough to cover the whole and strong enough to
serve as an adequate lever of interpretation*
t.
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Chapter IV
THE IRINCIHLE OF SOCML CQRBELATION
Thus the relation of the social questions with each other
is not that of mere sequence or eX|)ansion; it is one of
mutual dependence and transferability. Each problem which
we have considered turns out to be, in one or another
asrject, another problem in disguise, and it becomes im-
possible to speaic of any one as wholly cause or as wholly
effect.^
I’he following pages will be devoted to a study of the correlation
of the social questions which may be well classed as the most distinctive
contribution of Francis Greenwood Peabody. Althou^ the ideas expressed
in this principle had been conceived by other thinicers prior to the
writing of Peabody, the credit must go to him for being one of the first
in the social gospel movement to formulate these ideas and to place them
together in a worlcing princiijle for the interpretation of social reform
technique.
In an examination of the principle of social correlation it is
necessary first of all to try and determine the historical antecedents
which directly influenced the formulation by Peabody. It becomes clear
on reading those portions of his woric directly relevant to the principle.
1 Francis G. Peabody, Jesus Christ ana the Social C^estion .
The Macmillan Company, New Yorlc, 1901, 328.
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that he was strongly influenced by two earlier works. The first of these
influences, the more recent of the two, was the new discoveries of the
physicists. The next paragraph will deal directly with the details of
this influence. The other antecedent was the teachings of Jesus himself.
Peabody holds that Jesus had inferred long ago this principle of correla-
tion as a key to the interpretation of the phenomena of the world, and
this anticipation was largely responsible for the later discovery of the
principle in the physical sciences. Finally, the responsibility fell
upon him to formulate the same principle in terms of the social sciences.
It is, he asserts, the same principle at work whether in the spiritual,
physical, or social worlds. It is in fact, the unifying principle of all
phenomena.
Although it is difficult to determine which of these two antecedent
factors came first, in the thinking of Peabody, it seems most likely that
he was made aware first through the discoveries in physics. Shortly be-
fore his initial work on the subject, it is interesting to note that the
work of Clerk Maxwell was oiade known relative to the energy in the electro-
magnetic field, through the application of the law of the conservation of
energy. This was followed by a disclosure of the discovery that the
various forms of energy were convertible without any change of quantity,
i^atter, energy, and ether were the three forms which served as categories
into which every known phenomenon could be classified. In the year 1900,
Max Planck made known hie quantum theory showing that energy was not a
continuous flow but granular in nature. This served to fix more strongly
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the principle of the convertibility of matter. Hovever, it is hardly
likely that Peabody had the benefit of this work before his own work on
the principle of social correlation was published. Much more likely his
inferences were drawn from the work of Maxwell , and even more surely
from the study of the steam engine and other such heat producing machines
finally concluded by Joule, Mayer and Helmholtz in the law of the conser-
vation of energy. Peabody was very strongly influenced by the idea of
the transmutation of physical forces and their conservation in new forms.
He says of the scientific observer that: "...He is observing, not
intrinsically different phenomena, but various manifestations of a single
force. "2 Thus, there are no such things as the social forces; heat, light,
motion are merely manifestations of the one single force.
Peabody attributes to the work of John Fiske the importance of
being the direct influence on his own thinking on the subject. This New
England scholar who had used the principle of correlation of physical
forces, had in actuality used the law of the conservation of energy.
Fiske had applied this physical analogy to social forces, but this was
done merely in passing, his main interest being in the placing of theology
in the evolutionary process. This is also true of Herbert Spencer who
was aware of the principle of the correlation of physical forces and applied
it to society. However, Spencer's concern was the establishment of a
cosmic unity, and to this end he bent his employment of the principle. It
2 Ibid. , 343.
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remained for Peabody to employ this concept to an understanding of the
working of social forces. This he did purely on the level of social action;
nevertheless, it was a distinctly new application of a fifty year old idea,
and for this he must he given credit. It remained a task for later
sociologists to carry this principle to its fullest utilization.
The second source upon which Peabody drew in the formulation of
hie principle of social correlation was the teaching of Jesus. Peabody
admits that there is a wide difference between the teachings of Jesus and
the principles of science, and he further admits that searching of the
gospels will give no striking parallel of the teachings of science. How-
ever, throughout the teaching of Jesus there are visible traces of
correlation of social activity and the transmutation of social power.
It is true that there is no definite formula laid down in his
teachings, but the formula is definitely implied as one observes Jesus'
teachings to his disciples. The giving of a cup of water to a little one,
the receiving of a little one, the doing of some kindness to the least of
men, all such acts will not be lost but are a service to the building of
the kingdom and will, therefore, reap appropriate rewards. This is the
positive side of the conversion of forces. Peabody sees also, the negative
approach of the teaching as well as the positive evidence. Those who
neglect the poor- and the sick will be banished. Peabody says of Jesust
"He deals with the mere obstructionist in social life as one v;ho is in
reality thwarting the ends of the kingdom and whose life is worse than
wasted." Peabody uses the figure of the pebble thrown into the lake with
3 Peabody, S Q. , 342.
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its ever widening ripples to show how even idle words move out until they
touch directly or indirectly most remote social areas. In other words:
"Jesus, that is to say, announces as a spiritual principle the same quality
of radiation and convertibility in moral forces which we have considered
in terms of a physical analogy.
Peabody is quite frank in admitting that the principle of social
correlation is nothing more than a modern form of the principle already
laid down by Jesus so long ago* The little services, no matter how widely
separated and unalike, are yet all taken up in the greater whole of the
discipleship of men to Jesus. The world in the mind of Jesus was one, there
could be no isolated acts which would not affect any one beyond the doer.
Eather, every act in a unified world has its effects on the rest of the
world whether these single acts be good or bad. Here again Peabody is
careful to point out that this doctrine is not the central theme of the
teachings of Jesus. It is not primarily a message of social welfare, it
is addressed to the needs of the individual. However, the test for the
salvation of the individual rests in his contribution of his service to
society.
The social counterpart of the physical energy is called social
energy. Since the Social Q,uestion is a moral question, he makes this
social energy moral energy in essence. This moral energy is directly
traceable to Christianity, Although it does not all stem from the teach-
ings of Jesus, it is a result of these teachings. This spiritual power
4 Loc, cit.
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can te served "by the humblest of men, and every contribution aids the
total, on-going process of the realization of the kingdom of God. Jesus
foresaw this fundamental principle in the working of the world long before
the modern Social Question was born in the minds of men, and his example
laid down the methods for the working out of the Social Question.
Within the Social Question there are many social questions. The
many social problems confronting society are the many social questions,
and these are combined in one over all question which Peabody refers to as
the mutual dependence and interaction. No single problem is a single cause
or its solution a single effect. The many problems are involved in each
other, thus making each much more complex than it is often thought of,
especially among modern reformers. As an example, Peabody asks whether it
is the industrial order which corrupts the rich or whether the unscrupulous
rich corrupt the industrial order. It is true that there may be specialized
forms of social reform dealing with special social problems, but in the
final analysis these special forms or problems are but manifestations of
a single whole, and the forces used to deal with these problems are con-
vertible forces, parts of a single coapjrehensive social force. In short,
Peabody affirms; «Each has a part in the solution of all the rest, and
all are in a measure dependent on the progress of each.
Both the physical sciences and the social sciences have concluded
that the world is a single unit, says Peabody, this means that even the
remotest of acts have their effect on the whole for all are inextricably
5 Ibid.
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"bound together. The improvement of housing may have very definite effects
upon the drink ha"bit, or increased eiaployraent can directly effect the status
of the family and its stability. Each act of industrial Justice serves to
postpone possi"ble industrial revolution. "The momentum of one plan of
service is transformed into the heat or light of another, and the energy
expended reappears as energy in some new form of endeavor or hope."^
The mistake is often made of assuming that the various forms of
social service are distinct wholes; however, Pea"body maintains that this
is a fallacy. Just as medical aid to the "body is carried on in specialized
forms of treatment, so there are specialized forms of social service.
These many forme are isolated for practical purposes. There are specialists
in charity and in industrial reform, there are even specialists in su"b-
divisions of a special form of social service, "but in the final analysis
these are correlated and transmuta"ble social services. This truth is of
utmost in5)ortar.ce , and unfortunately, Pea"body states, this truth has failed
to "be recognized "by many ardent souls who would atten5>t to solve the many
complex social pro"blems. Instead of realizing this interrelation, many
reforms have "been guilty of the error of assuming that one specific
solution is the key to the solution of the total Social (Question. The
world is full of people who in all sincerity advance scheme after scheme
as the right way to the curing of all the ills of the modern world.
It is here that Pea"body escapes the single causation schools so
prevalent in his time. He recognized the complexity of the modern social
6 Francis G. Peabody. The Approach to the Social Q.uestion , The
Macmillan Company, llew York, 1909, 40,
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world, and was far from being guilty of the error of many of his inmediate
predecessors who saw in one particular factor the solution of the entire
problem. More will be said on this point in the section dealing with other
social theories prevailing during his time. For Peabody, the complete
solution of the Social Question will probably never be solved. Men were
under obligation, however, to do all possible toward achieving a complete
solution. Men with all their panaceas could only hope to reduce the mass;
never should one labor under the illusion that his was the one and only way.
The correlation of the social questions gives to the scattered
movements of social reform a unity and interdependence so vast
and coirplex that one must dismiss the notion of a panacea for
each separate social ill, and content himself with an imperfect
and contributory sei^ice,’^
As was stated earlier, Peabody saw that the social energy is in
actuality moral energy on a social level. Basically, Peabody is an ethical
idealist. He adheres to the view that there exists within the universe
a moral law very similar to the physical law. This law is eternal and
objective Just as is God himself. Whether man has become aware or not of
any particular phase of the law, it has nevertheless existed and will always
exist. Man is governed by this law Just as surely as he is governed
physically by the natural law,
Man is subject to this moral law. He is so constituted that obedience
to the law is within the realm of possibility. Further, within every human
being is the desire to do good, to help others, this is nothing more than
the nature of things. Whether or not man is able to do good depends upon
7 Op. Git. . 335.
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his state of being; it is possible to become so encrusted with evil or the
results of the acts of evil that he cannot respond. Also, it is possible
to retard the in^julse. However, in the normal human being this is a part
of the natural equipment for living. The social conscience is a direct
result of the apprehension of the individual conscience. Thus in actuality,
social energy becomes the social manifestation of moral energy. This moral
energy is as fundamental a part of humanity as is physical energy. The
social questions of the modern times are mere manifestations of this moral
energy appearing on the social level.
This would seem to mean that the principle of the correlation of
the social forces is grounded in the philosophy of moral idealism. The
social forces become manifestations of the single moral force-moral energy.
This is analagous to the principle that heat, light, motion, are but
manifestations of the single physical force- physical energy. Thus in
discovering reality, one discovers that moral energy is real and a very
definite part of human nature itself. In every age the moral energy has
always been present. The problem has been the harnessing of this energy
for the solution of the major problems confronting any given age. Because
of the many discoveries and Inventions, because of the furtherance of the
pursuit of knowledge, men are more aware of the availability of this force
as generated by mankind. In the past it has largely been used in almost
as many different directions as there were individuals. This age is
different in that mankind is now learning to combine this force, and to
transfer it from one direction and level to another. In short, Peabody
would maintain that man is a moral animal as well as being a social animal.
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Mention must "be made of the striking; resemblance of the theory of
Lester Ward (1841-1912) and the views of Peabody relative to the theory
of social correlation. Ward developed a theory of social forces which
could very well be the parent of Peabody's concept of social forces because
of their similarity. The difference seems to lie in the agencies responsible
for motivation. Ward divides motivation into two distinct categories, the
dynamic which are the blind forces of desires and feelings, and the guiding
agency which is the human intellect. One is responsible for the energy,
the other is the directing factor by which ends are attained. Peabody does
not hold to the blindness of the desires as a source of social force.
Instead, he bases his theory on a kind of intuitionalism emerging directly
from the emotions and desires which play a major determinant role. This
is no doubt due to his philosophy of idealism which lies at the bottom of
all his thinking, and which colors all of his concepts. Character is a
key idea in an understanding of Peabody; this is a unified factor, and
there is no atten^t to divide it into intellect and desire. It is true
that he relies very heavily on the factor of will, but even this is
determined to a large extent by the development of character. Ward was
a much stronger supporter of rationalism than was Peabody; the latter was
much more inclined to rely upon the will and the natural benT of man for
doing good. With this major exception, the two men seem to have thought
along the same lines. Both were essentially reformers rather than social
scientists. Ward being largely interested in social philosophy, while
Peabody was largely interested in social ethics. Finally, Ward's dynamic
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of society is very much akin to Peabody's principle of social correlation.
They both accepted the concept of social energy as the motivation within
society, a force distinct from that of physical energy though the two were
similar in function in their respective spheres. Although Ward does not
go into the convertibility of the force from its various manifestations,
there is none the less a strong implication of it for he asserts that the
force can and is directed by intellect, and he further asserts that the
social order is becoming more and more artificial as a result of this
direction of social energy. Here again, there is an absence of reference
to Ward in the writings of Peabody. Yet on the basis of the evidence, it
seems likely that either Peabody was indebted to Ward since Ward wrote
earlier, or the two men drev/ very heavily on the same source for their
separate works.
This gives to his theory of social forces an entirely different
slant from the theories of Lester Ward and E, A, Boss, These latter thinkers
held to the theory that the social forces were the result of desires on the
one hand, and intellect on the other. However, this made for several levels
of social forces while Peabody held to the single social force operating
on various levels. Ho grounds are given in his writing to substantiate
this position. It is at this point that his principle of social correlation
is weakest, for its moral quality seems to be little more than a supposition,
in so far as actual evidence is presented to svq)port the position. The
strength or weakness depends, however, on the strength or weakness of the
position of ethical idealism; it is therefore necessary to reserve final
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Judgment until an analysis of the position of ethical idealism, can he
made. This will follow in the next chapter.
Within society which was conceived hy Peahody to he an organism lay
the various classes. Each of these classes was as capable of producing
moral energy as any other, for the moral energy proceeds from within the
persons comprising the class. It was here that Peahody had his greatest
difference from the Marxian theory. As a matter of fact, Peahody might
well he thought of as an ardent defender of the middle class as contrasted
with the Marxian defense of the proletariat. Prom these two entirely
different focal points these two writers developed theories of social
dynamics which might well he classed as opposites.
In viewing the social order of his day, Peahody first of all was
strong in his conviction that Marx had made a mistake in predicting the
results of the capitalistic order on society. He reminds the reader that
Marx predicted that it was inevitable that in a short time society would
he divided into two groups- the few that have much, and the many that have
nothing, Ihe result would inevitably he that the two would he in constant
conflict until finally the many would win hack the wealth that they had
done most to create, Peahody charges that not only was this faulty analysis,
hut in actuality the opposite is true, "This is not to deny the fact that
the two extremes are still with us," says Peahody, "hut the mass has steadily
risen in possessions and power, and this rise has not taken the form of a
new class." He goes on to state;
...But a much more remarkable characteristic of the present time
is the unprecedented increase of the middle class, above poverty
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and "below wealth, and q^uite unaware of that chasm which,
according to Marx, is ever widening between them and a
sta"ble competency. This middle group is indeed not so
much a class as a movement; not a fixed, "but a fluid mass.
As a whole it is on the way up rather than on the way down,
a rising rather than an e"b"bing tide. It is vigor and hope,
and has, on the whole, the "best chance of personal and
domestic happiness.®
Pea"body further points to the increase in the numbers of savings
accounts, the growth of corporations with their many stock holders, and
the increase of the numbers of persons owning modest homes, as evidence
of this steady rise in the standard of living, and the growth of the middle
class. This has made the Marxian theory of increasing misery a meaningless
phrase. It is interesting to read Peabody's description of this ever-
growing class for it helps to make even clearer his position.
They find themselves living in a mobile, hopeful, expanding
world. They expect much for themselves, and still more for
their children. They educate their children for a higher
social standing than their own. They observe not only that
many of the very rich began life without money, but that
many of the most distinguished of inventors, administrators,
and politicians began life without exceptional opportunity
...The appeal to class-consciousness fails to touch them
because they have not resigned themselves to the consciousness
of belonging to a class. The way up is open to the humblest
of them, if he be sober, frugal, honest, and sound in health,®
From this point of departure, which is a stout defense of the American
system, Peabody launches a strong attack against Marxism and later-socialism.
This attack can be found interspersed throughout most of his writings.
This seems to be based on a belief that human nature is essentially good
8 Francis G. Peabody, The Christian Life in the Modern World , The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1914, 108.
9 Ibid.
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irrespective of class affiliation, and American society is indisputable
evidence to support this belief, Hovever, the choice of data lends further
support to the charge made in an earlier chapter that Peabody was far more
a defender of the status quo than an objective analyst of the social order.
From the above, it is clear that Peabody completely rejects the
Marxian doctrine of class struggle and conflict. Instead, he maintains
that there is a spiritual unity which goes beneath the more obvious surface
examination that sees in the give and take of external relations, the key
to the interpretation of society. Beneath the surface lies a common
consciousness of kind which is to be found in the spiritual nature of men.
Out of this spiritual nature common to all there springs this moral or
social energy which is the one social force which becomes external in the
many forms of social service. Therefore, Marx was in error from the very
outset in the development of his theory.
The second point of disagreement Peabody has with the Marxian theory
is the doctrine of economic determinism, Peabody charges Marx with being
guilty of the same mistaken judgment as the older economic teaching which
it aimed to replace, namely that of laisser-faire . Marx, like Adam Smith,
adhered to the principle of the supremacy of economic law. The difference
between Marx and his predecessors lay in the inferences drawn from this
principle. Marx saw in the doctrine the inevitable revolution of the
oppressed rather than the acquiescence,
Peabody says of the Marxian doctrine: ..."The nev/ social order was
to be interpreted by a new economics; and this new doctrine proved to be
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quite as rigid as the teaching which it was designed to supplant.”^® Both
men made the mistake of assigning to economics the dominant role in
determining the character of the social order, "This doctrine of economic
determinism", says Peahody, "gives simplicity and directness to action,
and regards all other schemes of social amelioration as superfluous
obstructions of the supreme end of economic change."^^ This simplicity
made it ineffective for the interpretation of modern life with its many
con^lexities. Peahody readily admits that the form of production does
effect the status of the working class, hut there are many other factors
heside this single one which may play a role or roles in the shaping of
their lives. The machine has affected many lives, hut to make of the
economic factor the sole determinant is to mistake the part for the whole.
Education, organization, class-consciousness, the sense of
wrong, the demand for justice,- these, and a hundred other
extra-economic motives, enormously complicate the Labor
Question. Conditions, it is quite true, often determine
consciousness, hut quite as often consciousness determines
its conditions, ,.
Peahody further admits that religion and philanthrophy both concur
with the social revolutionist in demanding that human suffering should he
alleviated, hut to apply this same form of change to the entire social
order is to submit to a form of economic fatalism, and it is far from being
a true picture of humanity for it fails to take into account the ability
of the human being to recover under adverse conditions. To fail in such
10 Peahody, kSQ , 61,
11 Ibid,
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12 Ibid,
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an estimate is to miss the greatest of the lessons which history has to
teach. This criticism is expressed in different terms hy Edward Bernstein
as follows:
The purely economic causes create, first of all, only a disposition
for the creation of certain ideas, hut how these then arise and
then spread and what form they take depend on the co-operation of
a whole series of influences. ...Modem society is much richer
than earlier societies in ideologies which are not determined hy
economic and hy nature working as an economic force. Sciences,
arts, a whole series of social relations are today much less
dependent on, economics than formerly, or, in order to give no
room for misconception, the point of economic development attained
today leaves the ideological, and especially the ethical, factors
greater space for independent activity than was formerly the case.
Of course, it must he pointed out, Bernstein was defending the
position of Marx and atten5>ting to broaden its interpretation for the
twentieth century. However, this lends further and stronger weight to the
criticism of Peahody for Bernstein clearly admits the inadequacy of a single
determinant theory. Irrespective of the point of view, Bernstein unquestion-
ably supports the charge of Peahody, namely that of oversin^^lification.
In general, Peahody was an ardent foe of Marxism. He went to great
lengths to discredit the positions taken hy I4arx. No doubt this was largely
due to Peabody’s defense of the Church and Christianity, and his fear of
Marx and Marxism as an enemy of religion, and it is possibly due in addition
to the threat the doctrines of Marx represented to the democratic form of
government as existing in the United States. However, the immediate concern
in this consideration is not with the causes for opposition, hut with the
13 Edward Bernstein, Evolutionary Socialism , B. W. Huehsch,
New York, 1909, 12 ff.
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opposition itself. V/hstever else may "be said of the principle of social
correlation, the one thing most obvious about it when comparing it with
Marxian theory is the approach it makes. It is the direct opposite of
tha.t of Marx. The two theories approach the social order from directly
opposite points. The difference is as great as the two philosophies which
serve as the bases—materialism and idealism. Marx places a one-sided
dependence on the economic factor while Peabody tends to give m^och more
wei^t to the moral factor.
Again, Marx was definitely guilty of developing a single causation
theory. This is not quite true of Peabody. He at least makes allowance
for other factors playing in5)ortant roles in the shaping of the social
order. He does not attempt to rule out the economic, for exanrole, in his
interpretation of the social order. In reading Peabody, the impression can
easily be gained at first that this principle of social correlation is
basically a single causation theory. It must be admitted in passing that
it is true that the most weight was pieced on character or the moral, but
this does not mean to imply that this was by any means the sole factor.
In all fairness, one could not lay the charge on Peabody as was laid on
Marx by Sorokin:
It (Marxian theory) is outdistanced and repudiated in its
specific traits by numerous careful and factual studies.
Only a metaphysician could now be busy with the I'ferx-Engel
s
conceptions. A scientist will pass them over and will turn
to the inductive and factual studies of the correlations
between economic and other sides of social life,^'^
14 Pitirim Sorokin, Contemporary Sociological Theories , Harper
and Brothers, New York, 1928, 546.
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This one-sided rectilinear causation is far afield from the principle
advocated hy Peabody, for whatever else may be said about Peabody, he was
an obvious adherent of a multiple causation theory. This is implied in the
very nature of his principle, as well as the abundant evidence showing his
recognition of many factors in social causation.
It is highly possible that Peabody could be charged with the advocacy
of a theory which like Marx’s, was a single causation theory. Such a
charge mi^t well be based upon his insistence on moral energy as the
source of power inherent in all social change. Ifowever, vrhen it is clearly
seen that Peabody was operating on an entirely different plan v;hen advancing
this theory of social correlation, it then becomes apparent that one must
look further to find his position on causation.
The principle of social correlation was concerned with social reform,
and moral energy is the fuel envolved in this social reform. Whether this
is true or false is an entirely different issue from that of social causation.
Thus, the principle of correlation cannot be compared with the I'ferxian theory
of economic causation. To equate the tw'o is to be guilty of mixing categories.
On the other hand, when going beneath the principle itself, we find evidence
of multiple causation in the writings of Peabody serving as the basis of his
principle.
Such statements as the following show the position of Peabody very
clearly;
Shall we say, for instance, that it is the ill-ordered and
ambitious home which leads to poverty, or shall we say that
it is the strain of poverty which shatters the peace of the
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home? Is it the industrial order v/hich creates the sins of the
rich, or is it the unscrupulous rich who pervert the industrial
order? In neither case can we affirm that at one point the
social malady invariahly "begins and that all other symptoms come
of contagion. Each pro"blem may begin anywhere,
Again, in dealing with the drink habit for example, Peabody points out the
number of different factors being worked on in trying to solve it. These
have shown some results, but when the problem is examined more carefully,
it becomes apparent that there are many more factors which may help or
hinder any satisfactory solution.
Domestic, economic, even psychological and racial , conditions
are intimately correlated with the problem of drink, Ho social
problem can, in any absolute sense, be dealt with alone. It is
but one aspect of the general evolution of social habits and
ideals,^®
Fortunately, or unfortunately, Peabody does not seem to go beyond the level
of social reform and social service in his work. However, such a theory
in social reform cannot be developed without some adherence to its ramifi-
cations on the deeper level of causation. It therefore seems Justifiable
to assert that Peabody differs from Marx on the very point of causation
even though this be merely implied.
As he was a foe of Itorxism, Peabody was equally a strong foe of
later socialism. An examination of his objections to this movement will
serve to bring out more clearly the essentials of his own position and the
differences with that of Marxian position.
15 Peabody, SC., > 328,
16 Ibid. , 333.
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One of the major theses of Peahody is that character cha.nges environ-
ment far more than environment changes character. At heart Peabody is
unquestionably an advocate of heredity over environment* yet he is willing
to admit that unhealthy, degenerate conditions do have some effect on the
development of character. However, the greater weight lies on the side of
heredity. Thus for him, character can exist under the most adverse of
conditions. He therefore, constantly advocates that the major need of the
times is not for change of conditions but for strong characters to guide
the inevitable upsurge or moral force. For tv;o decades or more men have
made unusual strides in the improvement of external conditions, but this
has in no way solved the many pressing problems with which humanity is
faced. From this beginning he launches a strong attack against scientific
socialism as an attempt to solve the world's ills through economic means.
The truth of history is precisely reversed when it is affirmed
that economic changes must invariably precede moral progress.
Fetter social engineers is the major need of the time, and not
better social machinery. Disinterestedness and integrity are
the qualities needed to convert the newly massed vast aggregates
of capital into instruments of social peace. Circumstances
wait on character. . .E^er methods may sin^jlify the Social Question,
it can be solved by nothing less than better men.^*^
This leads to the number one objection of Peabody to socialism, namely that
of its externalism.
Socialism, charges Peabody, attempts to accomplish by economic means
that which only spiritual regeneration can do. He points out that socialism
17 Francis G. Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Christian Character ,
The Kacmillan Company, Hew York, 1905, 13 ff.
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depends for the working out of its program on such things as hrotherliness,
unselfishness, and love of service, and there are no means provided for
the development of these characteristics. Surely such characteristics are
not developed through economic means, Peabody does not wish this to be
understood as his rejection of all external change, his objection is
launched against the advocacy of this externalism as the sole means. He
states:
Here is no issue between environment and personality as factors
in social progress. The material and the spiritual, the ex-
ternal and the personal, are as essential allies as hands or
wings. The teaching of Jesus is not a substitute for hygiene
or recreation or industrial partnership; but it recalls a
generation which fancies that external change will insure moral
redemption to the spiritual conditions of effective reform,
This does not alter the fact, however, that good men make healthful condi-
tions far more than do healthful conditions make good men. It is also a
fact that most great changes in history have come about not through
mechanical or external changes, but through personal moral or intellectual
leadership. The development of the Social Question is not the reaction
of conditions upon men, but the reaction of men upon conditions. Duty,
compassion, service, qualities so apparent in the present times are qualities
of a regenerated social conscience, and not of a degenerating social order,
A second criticism Peabody repeatedly directs at socialism is its
creation of an ideal out of ends which are non-spiritual and material. The
ideal is nothing more than an external rearrangement of material possessions.
Yet it admittedly attracts thousands of souls. This loyalty, Peabody
18 Peabody, M W, , 84.
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declares, is an emotional one which in itself is due not to a program of
industry hut to the ideal elements involved. This evidence Peahody presents
in order to show that men have not outgrown idealism, for it is through
idealism that the doctrines of industrial revolution tsJce hold on the masses.
It must he further admitted that the creed of socialism has served for
many as a substitute for that of Christianity. This has been the fault of
Christianity, for it failed in many quarters to meet the real needs of the
people while busying itself with dogma and theological discussions. How-
ever, Peabody does not stop here, he goes on to distinguish between the
social ideal of Jesus and that of socialism. This can be clearly shown
in the following passage:
The ChJistian doctrine of the social order holds the programme
of the socialist, and holds much more. There is a place in
the gospel for the principle of equal con5)ensation; but there
is also a recognition of the opposite truth of unequal endow-
ment. The relation, therefore, between the two social ideals
is like that of two parallel lines lying in different planes.
There is the same direction in both, and, if one regards their
direction only, the one line of social movement may be easily
mistaken for the other. The two lines lie, however, on
different levels of experience; they ha.ve different starting-
points and different ends, and their paths can never meet.^^
The difference betw^een the tw’o is that socialism builds up the
social life from below, while the other draws it from above. As long as
human beings are being considered, Peabody holds that no ideal which goes
only so far as to rearrange economic conditions or to offer a mere
excellence in materia,! living can suffice. Man by his very nature must
19 Peabody, SQ.
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"be concerned with more thanmeat and drink. This is evidenced throughout
the pages of history. The entire question of the correlation of the
social questions is based on this higher ideal existing in the hearts of
men, otherwise there would be no such thing as a Social (Question to say
nothing of attempts to solve it. The ideal musters and solidifies the
moral energy, therefore, if the ideal is insufficiently lofty and noble
the moral energy so effectively concentrated cannot be maintained in this
state long enough to do effective work. Because of this, socialism must
inevitably fail in the long run.
Socialism needs the view from above which Christianity offers in
its social ideal if it would serve humanity and serve it well. In summary,
Peabody says:
Behind the problem, then, of inp)roving social conditions lies
the problem, for all sorts and conditions of men, of interpreting
life as it is, and as it must be, under all conditions, and of
illuminating that routine which is inevita.ble with a sense of
significance, unity, intention, and worth. 20
The kingdom of God is this ideal, this unifying principle around which all
the activity of the world must move, the end toward which life moves.
Unfortunately, Peabody saw in socialism an enemy, and this can be explained
largely on the grounds that he saw in the modem socialist movement a
continuation of the Marxist position* This position represented a threat
to Christianity. A very obvious fear of Peabody can be discovered per-
meating his writings relative to Marx, that is the atheism which he
attributed to Marxist teaching. Being an ardent supporter of the Christian
religion it is natural that much time and effort be spent in attempting to
20 Ibid. , 120
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destroy this sworn enemy. However, this served to blind him to the good
that could he discovered in the .noveraent of socialism, Peabody's major
criticisms of socialism are based on the theories of Marx; he fails to
take into account the later variations as developed by such men as
Bernstein or the Fabian School. Consequently, the contributions which
socialism could possibly make in conjunction with the cause he himself was
championing were excluded. Howhere in his writings are the later principles
of socialism dealt with. His distrust of the movement left him the poorer
in the development of a consistent and coherent system in connection with
his principle of social correlation. Such things as atheism and public
ownership caused him to reject the movement as a whole. Further, his
reluctance to give up his connection with traditiona.1 individualism may
be offered as another block which served to prevent his accepting any part
of even the Christian Socialism of his day. Though Peabody was thoroughly
familiar with the Christian Socialism of his day, as evidenced in his
writings, he was not prepared to accept even this. He felt that Christian
Socialism was little more than an attempt to supplant the socialists by
assuming the guise, and this for Peabody was far from being a satisfactory
solution. This may be cited as further evidence of the conservativism he
exhibits, and of the strong strain of individualism which permeates his
works. The principle of social correlation, as far as the expounder of
the theory was concerned, must remain disconnected and fragmentary, and
its results which seemed to lead to the position of socialism if carried
through to their logical conclusions were never taken into account.
Before launching into a comparison of Peabody's principle with that
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of Gurxnar Myrdal's, Tsrief mention must “be made of the school of social
energetics. This group of writers includes Ostwald, W.T.U. Carver, and
L. Winiarsky, These men attenqpted to transfer the physical energetic
theories to the realm of the social, and to huild thereupon a system of
social thermodynamics. Mention must he made of this school in order that
it iTiay he seen that Peahody cannot he classified as being a member, and
more clearly to show his position by contrast. Peahody limited his use of
the physical laws pertaining to energy to that of an analogy. He at no
time attenroted to work out a theory by which physical energy could he shown
to he transmitted into social energy, nor was social energy another
manifestation of physical energy. Peahody was an idealist, and he therefore
could never accept such a theory as that held by many of this school, namely.
that life is nothing more than the transformation of physical energy.
Furthermore, there is no attempt on the part of Peahody to subject the
relations of men to any system of mechanical law, Sorokin says of the school:
They study social phenomena only as purely physical manifestations.
All that is specific in social facts, and all that differentiates
them from an inorganic substance, is factually excluded from the
study, Hu.raan beings are simply transformed into a mere physical
mass; facts of social life, human conduct, heroism, crime, love,
hatred, struggle, cooperation, organization, ethics, religion, arts,
literat'ore, and so
"physical mass*", .,..
Peahody was far too personalistic in his outlook to accept any such
theory which made of man nothing more than a mass of physical energy. As
was mentioned earlier, he was guilty of no more than the use of the lav/ of
on,— ail tnese are tran stormed into a mere
21 ^
21 Sorokin, C S T. , 33..
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physical energy as an analogy. It is true that he attempted to parallel
this theory with a social theory, hut this is not the same as trying to
incorporate social phenomena in a physical law. This is the major difference
between Peabody and the school of social energetics. Being an ethical
idealist, he relied on moral energy, and accepted the physical law of the
transformation of energy only as a guide for the interpretation of the
process whereby moral energy manifests itself within the realm of the social
order.
One of the major theses to be developed in this writing is that the
principle of social correlation as presented by Peabody was the forerunner
of the principle of cumulative causation as formulated some years later by
Gunnar Myrdal. For the sake of ease of comparison, the essential parts of
the Myrdal theory will be presented separately, with each being compared
to the possible counterpart in the theory of Peabody.
In the first place, Myrdal bases his theory on the more recent
concept of dynamic equilibrium. He acknowledges his indebtedness to the
physical sciences, and admits that social sciences have repeatedly had to
rely on the more advanced development of the physical sciences. Instead
of the older idea of a static equilibrium, he substitutes the idea of
dynamic equilibrium. He offers three forms of dynamic equilibrium: the
first is that of labile status of balancing forces; a second type is one
that is like the rolling of a pencil across a surface, it may come to rest
anywhere; the third type is that of created equilibrium, this is done through
intelligent social engineering. Such a concept is necessary, according to
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Myrdalf if we are to develop a theory of cumulative causation for the static
concept is entirely too abstract and artificial. The reader may recall
that in an earlier connection it was shown that Peabody was aware of the
dynamic concept of society, and although he does not mention equilibrium
as such, it is implied in his thinking. He holds that life is a moving
stream, and one in order to interpret it, must run as he reads,
Or again in such statements as this which follows the idea is clearly
seen:
Thus the Social Q,uestion represents the gradual evolution of a
stable society; it is the peace movement of the modern world
forever unrealized and to many minds Utopian yet steadily
modifying the conduct and the ideals of the time, 23
Thus both theories assume that life is in motion, and that there is some
form of equilibrium existing between various variables within the society.
As will be shown later, Peabody holds to the belief that a push on one will
Effect the other proportionately, which is an evidence to support the idea
of dynamic equilibrium,
Myrdal adheres to a principle of dynamic social causation. He
constructs a model for the sake of clarity which contains two variables.
He sets up two variables which are the White and the Negro planes of living.
He points out that there is mutual interaction between the two planes, A
push in either direction on one will in its turn, effect the other plane.
Within each plane there are a number of variables such as housing, employ-
22 Compare Chapter III - Note 14.
23 Peabody, A S Q. 20.
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merit I education, etc. This is known as the theory of the vicious circle.
A movement upward of any one of the variables on the Negro plane will tend
to decrease White prejudice which will in turn aid the Negro plane to rise.
Further, says Myrdal:
It is also our hypothesis that, on the whole, a rise in any single
one of the Negro variables will tend to raise all the other Negro
variables, and thus, indirectly as well as directly, result in a
cumulatively enforced effect upon White prejudice. 24
There follows from this that any change in any one of the factors no matter
how this comes into being will cause a cumulative reaction which will by
its sheer weight cause a movement of the whole in one direction or the other
depending upon the case. This is based on the assumption, of course, that
the various variables are interdependent, interlocking in a causal chain.
There is a very striking resemblance between this structure as
fashioned by Myrdal to that presented by Peabody some forty years earlier.
It is not here claimed ths,t the two are identical by any means, for there
are distinct dissimilarities, and the language used by Myrdal is much more
scientific. The resemblance is limited to the broader outlines, and the
claim here proposed is that in the main Peabody anticipated Myrdal. Hie
theory of social correlation may as well be called a predecessor of the
theory of cumulative causation.
Having thus briefly sketched the theory of cumulative causation, the
immediate task is that of sketching the outlines of the theory of social
correlation. As has been shown earlier in this chapter, the principle of
24 Gunnar Myrdal , An American Dilemma , Harper and Brothers, New York
and London, 1944, 1066-67,
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social correlation holds that the various social questions are interde-
pendent and correlated. There is no such thing as single solutions to
single problems, for the various problems blend into each other, are
interpenetrating. Peabody states concerning the solution of social problems
that:
Each has a part in the solution of all the rest, and all are in
a measure dependent on the progress of each. The scattered
social forces, utilized by myriads of men, are taken up into the
coniprehensive unity of the social movement, so that each separate
impulse is transmitted through the whole organic life.^S
Each problem involves other problems upon investigation. All the social
questions are bound together into a single whole so that what effects one
eventually effects all. It is therefore clear from the above that both
men were supporters of a theory of cumulative causation as contrasted with
single causation theories.
Myrdal states: "This conception of a great number of interdependent
factors, mutually cumulative in their effects, disposes of the idea that
there is one predominant factor ,... "26 Compare this with the summary
statement of Peabody and it can be seen how closely the two men approximate
each other. "llo social problem can, in any absolute sense, be dealt with
alone. It is but one aspect of the general evolution of social habits and
ideals.
Both men attacked the dominant economic factor of I-Iarx on the grounds
25 Peabody, S Q. 335.
26 Myrdal, A A D» 1069.
27
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that there are many factors which are responsible for social change. A
movement in any one of the variables may influence in its turn all the
other factors. Both hold that a single causation theory is a misinterpre-
tation of facts as they actually are,
A second similarity is seen in a study of the movement of the total
social order by action. This action may be made anywhere along the line,
the effects will be felt throughout the system. Myrdal remarks; "An
upward trend of Negro status in general can be effected by any number of
measures, rather independent of where the initial push is localized, "28
Peabody seems to be saying the same thing in different words; "Any stroke
of service dealt at any point may have its effect in forms of social
vftction which appear completely detached or remote,
A third resemblance is the interdependence of factors within the
social whole. The name given to the Myrdal theory is based upon this idea
of the mutual interdependence of all the factors. These act and interact
i^jon each other in such a way that each 4.ffects all and all d.x'fect each,
Peabody very clearly sees this same relationship when he says, in connection
with a discussion of the individual reformer;
On the contrary, the enlargement of relations, and the converti-
bility of power thus acknowledged, give dignity and significance
to many a partial and discouraging effort for social reform. To
find, however, one's own limited plan of social service reenforced
by, and in its turn reenforcing, other and larger plans, is to
28 On. Git. , 77.
29 Peabody, A S 0., , 39,
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regain self-respect and hope where one had felt discouraged and
alone, 30
A fourth similarity can he seen when it is noted that Peahody was
ver;'" much concerned in the development of his theory with the elimination
of the false approach of the reformers with their panaceas. He constantly
takes time to show the ineffectiveness of panaceas, and his theory is a
reaction against such misdirected thinking. He offers as a result the
need for social engineering as the means of effectively handling the social
energy that permeates society. Myrdal, like Peahody, makes a strong
attack against panaceas, and offers as proof against such approaches the
hypothesis of cumulative causation. He too, is a strong advocate of social
engineering as the means. In short, both men saw as a basis of their
respective theories, the unity of the social order, Pinal solutions were
therefore beyond the realm of consideration, to work in the present is to
work wherever one could, not hoping completely to solve, but merely to help.
Finally, there is a very striking resemblance between the two
theories in connection with the enphasis placed upon idealism, Myrdal uses
as a basis for his principle of cumulative causation the American Creed,
This he asserts as being one of the strongest influences at work on the
American scene. Peabody constantly affirmed the position that the Social
Question is an ethical question, and that idealism was the motivating force
lying back of the unrest of his day. It is interesting to note the fact
that Myrdal some forty years later would find as a result of his very
30 Peabody, S Q.. 336
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extensive investigation that idealism was a major determining factor.
Here again is evidence of the fact that Peabody had anticipated Myrdal
to a remarkable degree.
As there are similarities between the two theories, there are also
major differences. The most striking of these differences is the end
toward which the two theories were directed, Myrdal 's theory is clearly
one of social causation. He analyzes the social order from the point of
view of one seeking to determine causal factors aimed at an understanding
of things as they actually are. Peabody, on the other hand, was primarily
concerned with social reform. His theory was a mechanism devised for the
purpose of facilitating this reform. Although it inevitably leads to the
level attained by Myrdal* this was not its prima.ry purpose for being for-
mulated, Such statements as the following support this distinction in
Peabody's purpose: "The correlation of the social questions gives to the
scattered movements of social reform a unity and interdependence so vast
and complex that one must dismiss the notion of a panacea..." Again, on
asking whether the doctrine of social correlation is a discouraging truth,
Peabody answers: "...The enlargement of relations, and the convertibility
of power thus acknowledge, give dignity and significance to many a partial
and discouraging effort for social reform, The practical applications
of the principle all center about reforms and social service almost
‘ exclusively. The social questions themselves are problems needing solution,
and these atten5)ted solutions must be viewed as correlated. Thus, it may
31 Peabody S Q,. , 335-36.
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l3e Eaid of Peabody as was said earlier of Spencer and Pis'r::®^ that he was
primarily interested in a special application, and the principle which he
borrowed and advanced from Spencer and Pisisewas not carried to its logical
conclusions, but side-tracked and used for the immediate concern of the
borrower. This is not meant as a sharp criticism of Peabody's work, rather,
it is a mere statement of fact that in the mind of Peabodj’’ the theory had
value for a specific purpose, and he was not concerned with carrying it
further to seek the full extent of its application.
Accepting as true the interpretation given above that Peabody's
theory was designed by him specifically to apply to social reforms, then
there follows a second difference between the tw’o theories. The theory of
cumulative causation states that the cumulative effects of a push may cause
the entire system to move in one of two directions, either up or down,
forward or backv/ard depending upon the nature of the pushing force. Thus
the movement of the total system may be progressive or retrogressive
depending upon the momentum from either end. This is a different conception
from that of Peabody's theory. Since his was primarily concerned with
Social reform there is no attempt at provision for a baclcward or downward
motion in the process of correlation. In this sense, the charge of a
static theory might be raised. In his reference to social action (see
note 29) he states that any stroke of service at any point will have its
effect on the whole. This effect is of course presumed to be good. There
is nowhere mentioned the harmful effects possible by these or other strokes.
In speaking of one of the practical applications of the theory, Peabody
warns: "...And temperance reform is likely to remain provincial and
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temporary if it does not correlate with its own activity the further
demand for better homes, healthful pleasures, wholesome cooking, and
resources for play. “32 jt can he seen from such statements as these
that only forward motion is considered. The charge of statics could well
apply if this were completely a social theory pertaining to the whole of
the social process. When, however, the application is restricted to
social reform, the criticism no longer is valid.
The third, and perhaps the greatest difference in the long run, is
the fact that Myrdal's theory is much more scientific while Peabody’s is
much more philosophical in character. Peabody goes much further, and
attempts to build an ethical system on the basis of his observations.
Peabody breaks with the physical analogy at the point of ercplanation of
the source. Physical energy can only be observed through its manifestations.
He holds that social energy can be more closely observed in human desires
and in human history. Further, the source of social energy is the strong
desires on the parts of human beings to correct the wrongs of the times.
In other words, as has been shown earlier, social energy is moral energy.
“The social movements are not external and meclaanical changes: they are
simply phiases of human life and history, open to analysis by any one who
can inteipjret the motives of masses of men. “33 From this starting point,
Peabody proceeds to affirm that all social reforms or attempts at reform
32 Peabody, A S Q,
,
37.
33 Cit. , 345
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are 'based upon a moral motivation. Thus the social questions are at
bottom ethical questions. One in order to understand the movements of the
time must take into account the ideals of men as being the final motives
by which men are moved. Dombrowski t though a bit severe in his criticism
has dealt with this point as presented by Peabody. He writes;
Put Professor Peabody used the inductive method not to analyze
society for the purposes of isolating practical problems and
their solutions, but to elicit general moral principles. The
hypotheses which he held to be valid as the result of his
inductive studies were closely related to the prevailing con-
cepts of evolution and philosophica.l idealism. All social
facts, he stated, were a manifestation of a rational moral
principle operating in the universe. A 'central cosmic energy'
endov/ed with moral qualities is the expla natory principle for
all social reform. It is identical with the power of the
Christian life. ..and further manifests itself as 'a sense of
responsibility toward the helpless, slowly expressing itself
through economics and through legislation. ' 34
Though severe in its criticism, the above statement serves as an
excellent summa.ry of the position of Peabody. Dombrowski is somewhat in
error in the inclusiveness he ascribes to Peabody. However, this matter
will be further discussed in the following chapter. There can be little
doubt of the charge that Peabody sought to make all social facts a mani-
festation of an over-all moral principle. He therefore sought his solutions
in metaphysics.
Ihere are certain other minor differences such as the speed of change
Hyrde.1 makes allowance for a difference of speed betv;een the vsrious factors
under given conditions, while Peabody does not take this into account at all
34 James Dombrowski, The Early Days of Christian Socialism in
America , Momingside Heights, Columbia University Press, Hew York,
1936, 70.
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Kyrdal also reco^izes the fact that the various variables can themselves
be broken dov/n into their component variables which operate in the same
fashion* Peabody f though recognizing complexity does not break this down
into various levels. However, these various differences, whether major
or minor do not discount the fact that the two theories have a great deal
in common. Much credit must be given to Professor Peabody for his work.
His theory was developed much earlier, and under conditions which were far
less favorable to such a theory. It is very interesting indeed, in the
li^t of such considerations, that the two theories were so much alike.
One seems justified in concluding that the Peabody theory of social correla-
tion did in a rather large measure anticipate in its general outlines the
Myrdal theory of cumulative causation,
A final consideration will be the application of the principle of
social correlation to the practical problems with which Peabody was concerned.
There is little doubt that Peabody used this theory quite extensively in
his v/ork in social service. It is here that the theory was given its greatest
application.
The charity worker no longer enters into her task with a sense of
monopoly, nor does she expect one simple remedy to suffice. Instead, she
comes to recognize that each problem is inextricably tied to many others, and
the solution of one may often envolve the solution of many. There may be
specialists in various reforms, and there may be specialists within a
specialized field, yet all are working within a single whole where the work
of one will affect the work of others, and the solution of one will have to
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run down the line involving^ the solution of many.
A very clear application of the principle can he seen in the treat-
ment of the liquor prohlem. Previously, the temperance movement was
considered to he a single and separate prohlem. "Some few remedies were
supposed in the past," says Peahody, "to he sufficient to take care of the
needs presented in this prohlem," With the application of the principle
of social correlation, Peahody points out:
More and more, however, it has become evident that, heyond
these specific agencies of reform, there are, on every side
of the temperance question, influences and movements which
are among its most threatening enemies or its most powerful
allies. Domestic, economic, even psychological and racial
conditions are intimately correlated with the prohlem of
drink, 35
This seemingly personal hahit is in the mind of Peahody associated and
correlated with almost all the social and economic reform movements.
In applying the principle to the economic order Peahody still clings
to his older concept of wealth as was presented in an earlier chapter. It
is up to the business man to adopt the correct principles of business so
that he may he considerate, just, and benevolent at all times. However,
Peahody is willing to go a hit further with the use of his principle of
correlation. He maintains that the roots of charity lie in the economic
order, and the most effective form of philanthrophy lies in the establish-
ment of economic justice and peace. The worker who is provided good housing
has a greater possibility of doing effective work than one who is compelled
to live in a hovel. Education and good health make for better workers, who
35 Peahody, S Q,. , 333-34.
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in turn so “bolster the economic order that less charity is necessary.
Although Peabody adheres to the doctrine of stewardship, he makes allowances
for other ways of caring for the underprivileged, and through this caring,
no matter what the way, the entire economic order is affected.
Going more deeply into the economic problem, Peabody opens up the
whole question of the labor movement and the rights and responsibilities
of the laboring class. Instead of the older conception of labor and capital
representing two opposing armed camps continually at war, he tries to
minimize this struggle pointing out that all of the people are involved in
the economic order, and that it is not a matter which those not directly
involved can afford to ignore. He states:
In one way or another, as enroloyers of labor, or as laborers, as
stockholders or as consumers, every citizen is inextricably
involved in the industrial struggle, and it is quite in vain for
anyone to assume an attitude bf irresponsibility, or neutrality,
or indifference. What we call the labor question is in fact one
aspect of the general movement of modern society, and one
expression of the prevailing traits of national character. 36
This is in keeping with his general position, but he goes beyond this point
and seeks to prove that there is in actuality no gulf which separates the
laboring and the employing class. The two classes are but manifestations
of the same whole. This is the use of the principle for the achieving of
an end consistent with his own position rather than its application to the
facts no matter what the results may be. This is evidence to support the
charge that has been placed at the door of the social gospel writers in
general, that they were seeking to develop a middle-class apologetics by
36 Vrancis G. Peabody, "The People", Organi zed Labor and Capital
William L. Bull Lectures for the year 1904, George W. Jacobs and Company,
Philadelphia, 1904, 220-21.
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refusing to recognize the "brute fact of the irreconcilable chasm vhich
exists in America between the workers and the en^loying class,
Peabody accepts the concept of energy of John Fisi<?as has already
been noted. This is the idea that whatever energy that is expended in
v;ork must reappear as energy. He uses this concept in his use of the
principle. This can be seen in a further practical application related
to the family. The social service worker approaches the problem through a
study of its history and the present perils to its existence. As he digs
into the problem he discovers that there are many other problems involved
which do not meet the eye on the first examination. Instability may be
due to recklessness, bad housing, low income, and the like. It can soon
be discovered that the problem is tied closely to such problems as the
administration of charity, slums, saloons, social restlessness, and self-
indulgence, to mention but a few of the immediate problems. The investi-
gation will lead to further fields of the rich, the problem of distribution
of wealth, and even to the question of social revolution. Here, where one
of the main tenets is the freedom of women with state care of children,
the family stands to be so effected that it will no longer appear as the
family known to the present world. Thus, for Peabody, the problem of the
family has many ramifications trying it to many other problems. The
solution of this problem is so securely bound that it cannot be attained
without the solution of many other problems, which are correlated with it.
On reading such explanations as these one might be inclined to be-
come discouraged and give up hope of ever doing any good. However, this
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is not the end result of the principle as developed by Dr. Peabody. Instead,
the very fact that the many problems are correlated means that it should
give encouragement to the individual reformer. He can see that at whatever
point that he strikes at a problem that it will have effects far beyond
the force of the blow, dhis is due to the transferability of the social
forces. One may strike at one point and effect a cause far removed from
the original problem. Again, one may unconsciously render a service that
will be of far reaching effects, and may remain completely unaware of the
doing. This principle lends hope to the individual reformer that whatever
he can do, no matter how small, will be of value in more ways than one.
Thus, in actuality the principle is one of optimism rather than one
fostering discouragement.
It is difficult to escape noticing the fact that Peabody was not
too greatly affected by the principle of social correlation which he formu-
lated, The theory was never given full application by him in dealing with
the practical problems with which he was concerned. It is true, in all
fairness, that the principle did receive some application by him. This
application was restricted largely to the function of substantiating his
position on practical problems. In short, the theory was used by him
largely as a support for conclusions rather than a tool in seeking conclu-
sions.
A conspicuous example of this can be seen in the chapter on the
principle of social correlation. In the section relating the principle
to the teachings of Jesus, Peabody makes the following statement concerning
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the prohlem of the husiness world:
A hasiness man may so administer his affairs that they shall
be either a social peril or a social advantage, an obstruction
to the general welfare or a channel of Christian benevolence.
If the business principles to which one conforms are honorable;
if his dealings v;ith his employees are just, consistent, and
personal; if he anticipates the tidal nature of industry and
provides for continuity of employment; if his prosperity brings
reward to all concerned in procuring it; if his adversity is
shared by employer with employed, and the distinction of hands
and head is merged in the corporate responsibility of all,-
such a person may not be known as a philanthropist but merely
as a working-man v;ith whom one wants to work, and his steward-
ship may not be charity in its technical sense, and may,
indeed, lose much of its worth if it becomes tainted with the
patronage or condescension of charity.
This still clings to the naive conception that a man is the master of his
own fate irrespective of external conditions. As Peabody has so often
written, environment is of in^^ortance , but the character is of the utmost
importance, and is in the end the major determinant. This is individualism
which con^jletely ignores the principle which he atten5)ted to formulate and
to put into use.
To present further evidence showing the misuse or disuse of the
principle of social correlation would be to engage in mere repetition.
The section F of Chapter III contains within it sufficient evidence to
support the above conclusions. Although the principle of soccial correlation
was presented in the first book published by Peabody. Jesus C hri s t and the
Social Q.uestion
, it was never utilized as a tool for the interpretation of
social phenomena by Peabody, except where it fitted the underlying principle
of moral interpretation of the facts. This failure to use wha-t might have
37 Peabody, S w.. , 244-245.
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been an innovation in sociology is perhaps largely responsible for the
writings of Peabody having been condemned to more or less obscurity for
so long a period. One cannot help wondering of what value such a theory
miglit have been if it had been given the chance it seemingly deserves.
As has been inferred* and stated on several occasions in this chapter,
it must be concluded that Peabody was first a moralist and only secondly a
sociologist. His theory seeks its explanations in the realm of metaphysics,
Dombrovski ' s criticism that Peabody sought to explain social facts on moral
grounds, and that his use of the inductive method in the study of social
facts seems to be a most valid and fair criticism, on the basis of the
evidence here presented. There is a vague sense of urgency relative to
the selling of Christianity to the modern world which seems to permeate
his writings throughout. More v/ill be said on this point in Chapters V and
VI.
A further conclusion is that the principle of correlation, no matter
how it was applied by its author, is still of utmost importance in the
evolution of American sociological theory. It anticipates the theory of
cumulative causation. One in studying this principle developed some fifty
years ago cannot escape being impressed by its modernity. A great deal of
credit must be given Dr. Peabody for the many instances of accurate
analysis and interpretation of the social order. In spite of his appli-
cations, he must be credited with a distinct contribution to sociological
theory.
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CHAPTER V
THE ETHICAL ASPECTS OF THE VaiTINGS
The Social Question is but the conteiaporary form
which moral progress assumes, a chapter in the
history of morals told in the language of the
present age.l
The primary problems to be considered in this chapter is that of
the relationship of the principle of social correlation to ethical
idealism. An attempt ^vill be made to try and determine whether ethical
idealism is the philosophical basis of the principle of social correlation,
or whether the principle is a means of justifying ethical idealism. In
the writings of Peabody frequent statements are made that the Social
Question is an ethical question. A detailed study of this assertion was
reserved for treatment in this chapter. It is to be hoped that such a
study will throw a great deal of light on the problem of the role of the
principle of social correlation in the writings of Francis Greenwood
Peabody.
In order to establish the relationship between the Social Question
1 Francis G. Peabody, The Approach to the Social Question
,
The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1909, 96.
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and ethical idealism, Peahody first sets the stage hy showing the nature
of ethics and its connection with life. However, when one returns to the
great masters he discovers that ethics is a living moving thing tied to
life in the sense that they "both are in process. As life is moving,
everchanging, the science of human conduct, if it is to he of value at
all, must he a living moving thing. Peahody lays down the field of study
for a living ethics in the following words:
It is not concerned with fixed alternatives of duty, hut with
character in the making, with motives in motion, with the
evolution of right desires, with the education of the will,
with the conversion of an untrained and intermittent sense
of duty into that disciplined character which the Christian
apostle calls a good conscience,^
A true system of ethics must he the study of a series of imperfect
adjustments working toward a stable equilihrium. In truth, an adequate
system of ethics must he a dynamic system which parallels life itself.
Formal ethics has up to the time of Peahody been largely an individualistic
ethics. Fortunately, through the efforts of some serious scholarship it
Was discovered that ethics could not possibly he purely individualistic.
The word conduct means 'leading' which implies the involvement of more
than one person. Ethics in its original form meant custom. Life is not
lived in a vacuum, hut it is a process of interaction between individuals
and groups. Therefore, there must he a consideration of life in relations
if any system of ethics is to he adequate. The older ethics was individual,
self-examining, and introspective; the newer ethics is social.
2 Ibid 97.
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Peabody describes this newer concept as:
All morality is social morality. Ethics is a sociological
science. The moral life is a life in common. The sense of
obligation is a sense of being tied to other people. Personal
character does not grow in a vacuum, but in the soil of the
common life and the atmosphere of the social world.^
This does not mean to exclude the individual, it merely is the study of
the individual in socia,l as well as in personal relations. However,
Peabody states that it is a distinct departure from traditional ethics.
Furthermore, this does not mean to in^/ly that Peabody held to the
concept of a vitalized ethics as a completely new idea. As was mentioned
above, he attributed this concept to a common insight by most of the
great teachers of the ages. It is new in the sense tha.t it is contrasted
with the generally accepted approach which might be spoken of as the
formal school of ethics. The system is new then in the sense that in
recent times the discovery of the masters has been generally adopted.
Granted that there is a great deal of selfishness, intolerance,
hatred, and injustice in the world today, the fact still remains that
there is an overwhelming flow of passion for brotherhood, justice, and
for the human way of life being exhibited. This is the modern social
movement, and even though there be numbers within the movement seeking
aggrandizement and gain, the huge majority are concerned with the well-
being of others and the righting of wrongs.
3 Francis G« Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Christian Character ,
The 1-Iacmillan Company, New York, 1905. 166,
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Misdirected, passionate, inarticulate, the cry for social
righteousness may he; hut after all it is an unmistakable
sign of social progress, when millions of people, in all
lands and of all conditions, are trying, however blindly,
to discover what is right and what is wrong in social
conduct, and to reach some consistency between their social
condition and their social ideals,^
The Social Question does not grow out of conditions at their worst,
but out of conditions at their best, Peabody calls to the attention of
the reader the fact that there is no Social Question in such countries as
Turkey and Egypt. Such demands as found by the people of America are
coming forth from a civilization on its way up rather than a civilization
on its way down. Social justice is the mark of social vitality. Peabody
makes the following significant statement concerning this point;
It is one expression of popular education, intellectual liberty,
and quickened sentiments of synpathy and love, and there can
be nothing but good in the end to come of an agitation which
fundamentally represents a renaissance of moral responsibility.^
This must be coupled with the fact that great numbers of generous people
are attracted to the Social Question, This is further evidence that the
Social Question is an ethical question. It might be understandable if
such people receive as a result of their labors in charity, industry or
labor movements, such things as glamour, prestige, or position. However,
these things are for the most part missing from the drudgery of work with
the poor, or the mass of details involved in administration of charities or
other forms of social service. There is a tremendous amount of time.
4 Francis G. Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Social Question, The
Macmillan Company, ITew York, 1900, 10-11.
5 Ibid. , 11,
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effort, and money expended by these generous souls, far in excess of the
material satisfactions they yield, yet the fact of their work is
indisputable. Peabody holds that this is the attempt of the moraJL life
of the time to find its expression. The joy these people receive for their
many efforts is the association v;ith people concerned with the building of
a better world. The si^ificant fact to be borne in mind in this situation
is th.at these generous minds are from all stations in life and from all
social classes, from the very poor to the very rich. According to Marxism
this would be an impossibility, and yet it is the actual situation. This
is proof, says Peabody, that this mass movement is concerned with much
more than personal gain or with economics; it is proof that ethics is the
undergirding factor.
Peabody compares the Social (Question to an army. The army acts
as a machine. However, it is but an expression of the commander's will.
Likewise, the social forces have their externality and mechanics, but they
are simply the expressions of a single social energy. This social energy
is to be found in the realm of human desires, human hopes, and human
reasonings. The vide range of social questions may include political and
industrial considerations, but these are merely the manifestations of a
single spirit. This ethical motive power is responsible for the many
efforts for the changing of conditions.
Thus there is a mechanism of the Social Question and a motive
power, and while the mechanism may be externally adjusted by
legislation or organization, the motive pov;er is to be found
in human hearts and wills. The Social Question occiu' sinply
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"because a very large numter of people are trying in many
different ways to do what is right. °
Even stronger still is the statement "by Peabody that a definite
outcome of the doctrine of social correlation is the discovery that the
Social Question is fundamentally an ethical question. This leads him to
conclude that social progress is but the expression of moral energy.
Actually the Social Question is but the language of the moral life. The
social conscience expresses itself in the form of social service and
reform. The doctrine of social correlation i therefore, becomes the final
conclusive proof of the fact. This brings to one who would really
understand, the warning that:
Each incident of the Social Question has this two-fold character:
its outward form and its interior spirit, its mechanism and its
motive-power, its economics and its ethics; and until the student
penetrates through the first of these a.spects to the second, he
may altogether fail to understand what is really going on. The
battlefield is the field of economic production, but the battle-
cry is the cry for justice, humanity, brotherhood, a living wage."^
Thus, there seems to be little doubt, if any, in the mind of Peabody, that
the Social Question is basically an ethical question.
Throughout the v;ritings of Peabody this insistence on the ethical
basis of the Social Question seems to be based on a broad generalization
that men are essentially good, and if given a choice between good and evil,
they will choose the good. Although there are repeated illustrations of
6 Ibid,
.
346-347.
7 Francis G. Peabody, "The Labor Question. ..A Social Renaissance",
Fomiletlc Review , Volume 90, ITumber 3, September, 1925 , 240.
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this point to he found in his writings, they usually appear as obvious
truths to he accepted rather than statements to he proved. The assertion
of an ethical basis must he classified in his writing as more of an
assan^tion than as an established fact grounded in reality. Gabriel's
criticism of Progressivism seems applicable as a result. Gabriel states:
Progressivism was the conscious effort of the first American
generation of the twentieth century to save' itself .... The
Progressives assumed - they were con^elled to assume if they
v/ere to believe in progress- that the free individual ivill
exercise his creative power in accordance with moral princi-
ples. They looked upon man as a progressive being in whom
intelligence and virtue are slowly gaining the ascendancy
over animal impulses,®
In all fairness, this statement of G-abriel is only partially applicable to
the position of Peabody. It is applicable in the sense that Peabody seems
to adhere to the principle that men as free agents will exercise tlieir
creative power in accordance with creative principles. There is little
room to doubt Peabody's support of this position. However, the charge is
hardly applicable when one considers that Peabody was principally concerned
with social reform, When the statement of the ethical nature of the Social
Question is applied to the reform movements solely, it is possible tliat
it can be justified. Those concerned with reforms were no doubt in large
measure motivated by altruistic desires. The difficulty comes in the
double use of the concept of the Social Question. This is sometimes used
by him to refer to reform movements, and at other times to signify the
mass of society itself. In the latter use, the criticism of generalization
8 Ealph Henry Gabriel , The Course of American Democratic Tho ught
"An Intellectual History Since 1815", Donald Press Company, Nev; York,
1940
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applies. In such a case Feahody might well he classified as a Progressive
as described in Gabriel’s statement.
This insistence on the ethical basis also seems a necessary adjunct
to Peabody’s strong emphasis upon the importance of character. This lack
of character was the charge he placed at the door of Socialism. If the
Social C^uestion is an ethical question, then much more weight must be
placed upon the development of character; it becomes the major factor in
the social order and in social progress. Accepting this as true, then
the importance of affirming the ethical nature becomes apparent. However,
the question of character becomes the goal, and all else is subordinate
to it. This is a possible explanation of the neglect of a well grounded
support of the claim of an ethical basis for the Social Q,uestion, The
social forces are traced to the controlling agency which is the social
conscience. The social conscience is a collection of moral natures. Thus,
the control of the social forces rests ultimately vjith this collection of
individuals in accord. The Christian character is then the logical outcome.
This is offered merely as a possible explanation. It is likely that this
can be siipplanted by the more general tendency of Peabody to engage in
generalizations. Nevertheless, it seems safe to say, tha,t as far as
Peabody was concerned, the Social Question is an ethical question. It
becomes necessary to accept this assunrotion in order to understand the
philosophical basis of the principle of social correlation.
Hy way of further background, it becomes necessary to examine ethical
positions in order that a better understanding may be had of the ethical
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position of Pealjody. For the sake of convenience, Peabody separates the
various schools of ethics into three classes- egoism, prudentialism , and
idealism. He then proceeds to examine each of these classifications and
presents the main characteristics of each.
In studying these various schools, Peabody maintains, one can compare
them to the various levels of moral progress to be observed in the develop-
ment of an individual. The baby is an unqualified moral egoist. He
reigns over his little world of the nursery as an absolute monarch. The
gratification of his own personal desires is the paramount issue of his life.
He is the center of his universe around which all other beings revolve. Self
assertion is the dominant characteristic. As the baby grows in years and
experience he comes more and more into contact with the social world. He
learns that as a growing youth he can no longer hold the center of the
stage of life. There are other desires sometimes in direct conflict with
his own. He learns to adjust his own desires with those of others about him.
There is an equilibrium established between the demands and rights of self
and the demands and rights of those with whom he must come in contact.
Compromise supplants pure self-interest. On the other hand, conciliation
and arbitration are introduced into the picture. The final stage is that
of moral maturity which is characterized by the paradox of losing one’s life
in order to find it, where loyalty is liberty and service is freedom. It
is the level of self-discovery through social service. The mature individual
learns that moral progress is dependent upon social friction. This is the
level toward which all should strive if life is to be meaningful and full.
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In the history of ethics, it is interesting to note that each of
these phases of individual esperience has "been adopted hy moral philosophers
and has been accepted as the end of progress. There are those who have
advocated egoism, and have thought of it as the ultimate in moral growth.
Like the first level in the growth of the individual, the egoist answers
the question of the duty of the person in a world of other people that
there is no duty outside of self-assertion, self-pleasure, satisfaction of
one’s own desires, Peahody points to Hohhes as the classical example of
this school of philosophy, Hohhes' position was that all voluntary acts
must he judged on the basis of the good that will come of them for the self.
Self-consideration becomes the highest virtue, A slightly different and
more modern type of the same thing can he found in the writings of Nietzsche
and his philosophy of self-assertion of the roaster class. The survival of
the fittest is the fundamental principle operative in the social order as
it is the dominant principle in the physical order of nature. Peahody is
verjr critical of the school of ethics. He points out that both of these
systems assume that life is much more simple than it really is. The
narrowness of these views is likely to defeat the attainment of the goal of
happiness they are designed to achieve, Peahody calls such approaches
provincial and narrow. However, he is not willing to disregard them alto-
gether, for, as he says: "Self-interest, even though it leads when logically
p'JTsued to social anarchy, has its part to play in the creation of morality."
This is true because the first step in the development of the character is
the recognition of worth and value for the single person. Self-possession
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is essential before the losing of one's self becomes a possibility. This
is the positive worth of Nietzsche's philosophy for Peabody. In the
development of character the trait of self-interest is not to be done away
with, rather it must be educated. "To free the higher self from the
domination of the lower self; this process may itself leave one v;ithin the
limits of the philosophy of egoism, but it is none the less the essential
starting-point on the way to moral maturity."^
With these contributions in mind, one turns to the ethics of
prudential! sm to seek an answer to the problem of duty. Here one finds
himself in the realm of calculated duties. Here pleasure becomes paramount.
One must seek those pleasures which give the least pain to others. All
pain which does not contribute to the higher pleasure must be avoided.
Expediency becomes the dominant note. There must be a balance maintained
between the interests of the self and the interests of other people. This
might be characterized as a system of social equilibrium. Spencer developed
a rule of conduct which was measured in terms of length of life. The rule
states that the good life is the long life. However, Spencer later modified
the r'Jle to include the breadth of life as v;ell; quality as well as quantity.
Length and complexity were the two standards. The good life involves the
length of life with the breadth of experience. Peabody recognizes in this
doctrine the actual conditions of life under which morality is to be
developed. There is no atten5)t of isolation of self-interest from the
9 Peabody, A S Q,. , 118-119.
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world of the common good as is true of Egoism. It leads the seeker to
a recognition of the social aspects of the problem, and it discards
isolation as a condition of interpretation. Peabody adds to this:
t?'
Pradentialism has also the farther merit of representing
the ordinary motives of average life, so that its teachings
have in them an appearance of sanity* sagacity, and worldly
wisdom. It does not ask too much of haman nature; it accepts
the fiction of the world as inevitable and makes itself as
comfortable as circumstances permit.
Peabody feels that few persons are really egoists, yet most people are
prudential! sts. They seek to establish an equilibrium betiveen obligations
and righ.ts. This creed is essentially a practical expediency.
There is a higher level, Peabody warns, v;here Pradentialism is no
longer valuable. There is a level where quality supplants quantity, and
here the sagacious creed of Pradentialism is of no service. Peabody's
major criticism is that at the times when noble deeds must be done, or when
sacrifices must be made, expediency is no longer an answer. The person must
therefore seek another creed as a guide in the heights of living.
Using the words of Emerson as a motto, Peabody then proceeds to build
the case for ethical idealism.
Though love repine and reason chafe,
I heard a voice without reply,
'Tis man's perdition to be safe
If for the truth he ought to die.H
The history of human progress is filled with exan^les of the defiance of
10 Ibid.
,
123
11 Ibid. 125
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prudentialism, it my not "be the sane way, hat it is nevertheless a very
definite way among human kind. This call is hea.rd not only in acts of
supreme sacrifice, hut in everyday single living. Such acts of heroism
and loyalty are the result of attaining a higher plane of morality. It
is the plane of ethical idealism. Heroic acts are seen upon examination
to he the reaction or response to one's ideal whether of vocation, duty,
country, or God. The ideal is not the attainable, hut the symbol of
perfection which draws one forever onward.
The Kingdom of God for which Christians pray is not a perfect
world which actually exists, or is even likely to exist; yet
the Christian Church survives by faith in that ideal, and is
nurtured by that prayer. It is the same wdth each humble act
of moral hero ism. 12
Koral philosophy must take into account huxosn conduct when it mounts to
these heights if it is to give a true account. The great thinkers of the
ages have discovered the truth that duty is absolute; there are no
exceptions. The moral ideal though itself unrealizable, leads one to the
real.
Ethical idealism is to philosophy what the mature moral life in
the process of moral growth is to the individual. Egoism and Prudentialism
can have no answer that is all sufficing. It is because of this fact that
only ethical id.ealism can be adequate basis for the Social (Question. The
Social Question can find its fulfilment only in ethical idealism. Thus
the treatment of each social problem would be traced through the same process
12 Ibid. , 131
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of moral growth until it reached its final culmination in ethical idealism.
As sources of his idealism, Peahody drew rather heavily upon Jesus,
Plato, Kant, Fichte, and Martineau. Beyond the distinctively religious
source, Kant seems to have exerted the greatest influence upon the thinking
of Peahody. Peahody refers on numerous occasions to the ideas of Kant. He
drew from Kant the idea of the island of ethics lying within the greater
circle of religion. He relies on Kant’s analysis of religions into two
distinct kinds, with his characterization of Christianity as one of the
great ethical religions. He is obviously impressed by the concept of the
categorical iii^jerative, and he agrees con^letely with Kant in placing the
emphasis upon the will in moral experience,
Martineau is the mnst recent of the sources upon which Peabody drew.
Martineau was of course in the direct line of descent from Kant, Martineau
advocated that the moral consciousness was a union between Divine and human
minds. These two thinkers, Kant and Martineau, are probably the two major
sources of Peabody’s idealism, Peabody, like Kant and Ms.rtineau, comes out
at the same point i;5)cn completing his study. Ethics leads inevitably into
the realm of religion. This is the ultimate end of ethical idealism. Such
a conclusion is con^^letely in accord with the teachings of Jesus. Upon
these grounds and supported by such thinkers, Peabody takes his stand in
the strong advocacy of ethical idealism.
Peabody readily admits the remoteness and intangibility of ethical
idealism. It has much less to offer in the way of actual proofs than the
other two schools, Hov/ever , it is precisely this remoteness which serves
man so well, Peabody likens it to a mountain peak which draws men to
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explore its heights. Though men climh they never attain the limits, yet
from the attainable heights man is far more capable of understanding life
as it exists below in the valley, for there is attained perspective which
is peculiar to this level of ethics. Vision and horizon are the rewards
of the climber. As the seeker ascends the heights of his ideal, the real
falls into place below him.
As there is an ethical ideal there is an esthetic ideal, a scientific
ideal, a scholastic ideal, etc. The artist paints on canvas with color,
but this reality is a reflection of the ideal which be adheres to in his
work. The scholar has the ideal of truth, and though he discovers many
truths, he is ever seeking the truth itself. Thus the ideal of ethics is
associated with the ideal of ether fields. Furthermore, the ethical ideal
lies back of the ideals of other fields, for within each field there is
need of an ideal of conduct upon which all else is dependent. The scientist
V’ithcut sincerity, devotion, honesty is of no real value to science. The
scholar through his devotion to truth discovers truths. Ethical idealism
thus lies back of all of human activity supplying the meaning and the
direction.
Peabody in his adherence to ethical idealism is consistent with
Progressivism for he applies the principle of evolution to ethics. The
presentation of the moral development of the moral being is used as evidence
to support a belief in moral evolution. Just as the baby is born an egotist
in morals so the first stage in moral evolution is that of egoism. The
young adolescent is a moral prudential! st , and this is according to Peabody,
the second stage in the evolution of morals. The final stage in the moral
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development of the individual is self-sacrifice through service. Ihis is
the final stage in the evolution of morality and is knov/n as ethical
idealism. This position "becomes quite clear in the statement that follov/s:
Insta"bility in the family is not chiefly, as is often fancied,
the result of in^^erfect legislation or of economic change; it
occurs, most of all, through the survival in the family of the
rudimentary instincts from which mora-lity sprang- the egoistic
instincts of the "beast or the "ba"by, the prudential instincts of
the trader or the speculator. ^3
He goes on to state tha.t these methods or levels of morality have "been
tried and found wanting. The result has "been the evolving to a higher
level, which is idealism, and here the family finds new sta"bility and
permanence. This is also true in the ethical development of economics,
V/hat was thought of for a long time as an economic sphere now is discovered
to "be very much of a moral sphere. Beneath the mass of trading, dollars
and goods lies the basic ethical consideration of justice, equality and
right. In speaking of the Labor (Question Peabody says:
Through these successive phases of rudimentary morality emerges
by degrees the real Labor (Question. It is not, as has often
been imagined, a mere struggle of industrial forces for control;
it is rather a struggle of industrial idealism for existence. ^4
Thus the modern Labor Question becomes a product of the evolution of
morality to the level of ethical idealism. Short of this level, the rela-
tions of management were on the levels of a dog eat dog economy of self-
interest, and later a temporary equilibrium maintained between the two
13 Ibid. . 148.
14 Ibid.
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through an equal shov/ of force, Neither of these served as a permanent
solution to the problem. Ethical idealism has finally come into the region
of economics in sufficient strength to make a decided difference in the
approach.
In the v;ri tings of Peabody, ethical idealism becomes the highest
form of morality. It can be traced throu^ the history of the human re,ce.
Each civilization has followed the same development, but just as individuals
some civilizations never reach the fullest development. Those who attained
the level of ethical idealism are ranked as the advanced civilizations,
such as, the Greek and the Hebrew, The lesson to be learned through the
application of this theory to history is that when ethical idealism is
abandoned through some form of regression, the civilization is soon to
perish.
It must be pointed out that Peabody was not attempting to set up a
hard and fast rule in his ethical evolution concept. He does not claim
that the progressive trend is uniform in its development, nor does he hold
to the idea tiiat a person or a group can attain absolute ethical idealism.
In any given situation, the actual is more a mixture of the three levels
than a true example of any given one. This is quite evident in the
following: "One's moral experience must be, on the contrary, very meager
if it does not recognize in itself all three of these competing creeds, and
incline in turn to different masters.
This can be seen even more clearly in a statement by Peabody in
another work:
15 Peabody, C C. , 253-254.
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At one moment the current of conduct straggles past the shoals
of self-interest; at another moment it flovs through tranquil
reaches of idealism; yet through all these eddies and windings
it is a continuous stream. One is never safely and irretrievably
selfish, or wholly and consistently self-sacrificing. The
same man may he an idealist when he is in love, and a materialist
when he is hungry,^®
Morality is therefore, a series of imperfect adjustments being neither
wholly perfect nor wholly hopeless. ¥ithin the social order itself,
individuals and groups may be at any given stage of development, and
manifest actions \i^hich can be classified in all three levels.
The third stage or level which is ethical idealism is considered
#
the highest level of the three. This does not make clear whether Peabody
assumes that ethical idealism is the final stage in the moral evolution.
Judging from the writings themselves, it seems that this was believed by
him to be the ultimate stage. There is no mention of a possible further
development or evolving. Thus ethical idealism becomes the equivalent
of moral perfection. Granted th-at no individual attains this level
completely, the fact still remains that as the ideal, this level is
potentially obtainable. Here is evidence of the expounding of the position
of ethical idealism as being superior. This is done in practically every
instance in connection with the discussion of the social questions and
their correlation. Granting that the Social Q,uestion is an ethical ques-
tion, Peabody concludes: "The Social Question in this aspect is but the
contenqjorary form which moral progress assumes, a chapter in the history
of morals told in the language of the present age.**-'
16 Peabody, A S Q.
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Tills position is restated in a later passage "by Peabody when he
writes;
If, therefore, the Social Q,uestion is an ethical question, it
may also he true that its progress is to he a further repro-
duction of the same moral process which has been traced, first
in the experiences of the individual, and then in the history
of the race, and which fulfills itself in moral idealism,^®
The point to he observed is that there is evidence in abundance that the
major concern was not for the correlation of the Social C^uestion, but a
substantiation of ethical idealism. However, this in itself is far from
being conclusive proof of such a point, and there is a possibility that
ethical idealism is but a stepping stone to a larger interest.
Each aspect of the Social Question illustrates the same three
possibilities. Each phase of the Social Question reriiains unsolved until
it finally evolves into the stage of ethical idealism. Peabody declares
himself as a realist, which he feels is the dominant philosophy of the
times. There is a mighty swing away from pretense and artificiality. Instead
of sham there is a search for the facts of life. It is here that one
discovers that the stars are as real as the mud, that poetry can be wrought
out of steam engines and lighthouses; that the deeper currents of life are
as real as the scum. It is this return to the real which makes acceptable
the ideal. In fact, the ideal is seen to be the most real of life. Realism,
in any other form, presents a meager picture of life with its emphasis on
the insignificant facts of life. The great ages of humanity have supported
18 Ibid. , 1S4-135
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this "belief in the ideal as the most real of human possessions. The thirst
of humanity cannot he satisfied with anything short of the permanent! the
spiritual, the ideal.
The greatest single source of this idealism, and the authority upon
which Peahody relies, is Jesus. He was the greatest of all idealists.
The teachings of Jesus are marked hy the sense of the ideal as the means
of understanding the real.
Thus hy word and deed Jesus testifies that the real life is
life directed toward its ideal. His teaching is not a theory
of reality, hut a discovery of reality. He does not evade
material facts; he translates material facts into his idealism
....The subjects of his parables are the commonplace and trivial
incidents of life, hut the purpose of his parables is the
idealization of the commonplace and trivial.^®
The v/orld is not what it appears to he when one assumes that it is
material gain and glory, for the real is the ideal, the unseen, Peahody
says that the paradox of destroying and fulfilling the law is an example
of the ideailism of Jesus. Jesus in destroying the formal law brings forth
the ideal law which is the permanent aspect worthy of fulfilment. The
ideal of the Kingdom of God seemed to many of his day to he nothing more
than visionary. However, to later followers it is apparent that this
ideal becomes the aim of his entire ministry. This was to Jesus the
ultimate of his entire work, therefore, it was of supreme reality to him.
The hopelessness of life under the Roman rule and the cruelty and harshness
of life, made unintelligible these teachings. Yet it is apparent today
that this ideal has had a tremendous effect on those who would build a
19 Peahody, C C. , 226-227.
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iDetter world, and is of the utmost reality. Peahody sums this up in the
follow^ig way: ”He is the greatest of idealists, not as a philosopher
expounding a system, hut as a character consciously sustained hy an ideal
aim which to him is the supreme reality. ”20
Life thus becomes directed toward its ideal for Jesus. Through
this teaching one discovers reality. The material facts are translated
hy Jesus into his idealism. However, to remain in the realm of ethics
is to miss the ultimate end toward which the teachings of Jesus are
directed. It is here that the answer to the problem posed at the beginning
of the chapter may be found. Ethical idealism is very definitely a means
in the teachings of Jesus and in the writings of Peabody, It is an
answer, but hardly the final answer. The search of Peabody finally finds
its resting place in the area of religion itself. It is here that all of
his writings seem to have been directed,
Peabody states that the teachings of Jesus, though using the language
of ethics, lead one repeatedly to a point where this language is no longer
adequate. He, therefore, concludes that Jesus is not essentially a teacher
of ethics, but a witness of religion. This can be further seen in the
exaioination of modern treatments of ethics. Though the virtues be
classified, and apparently sound, one cannot escape the realization that
they do not touch the core of the matter with which they are concerned.
Ethics, in short, is but a preparatory stage, an outer chamber to religion,
Peabody then proceeds to build his case by presenting the relationship
20 Peabody, 0^. Git. , 226
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betv;een ethics and religion.
He classifies ethics as work, and religion as faith. !lhe forraer is
the sense of duty the latter is the sense of God, Ethics is conduct,
therefore, contemporary, sociological, and human. It is concerned with
the conduct of individuals and groups. Individuals do not live in isolation,
they are parts of the social whole. The concern of ethics is how to fit
individuals into the social order,
"On the other hand", says Peabody, "in the field of religion the
individual is still concerned with adjustment to the whole, but he must
go beyond the human, the contemporary, the sociological," The concern is
enlarged to include the eternal and God. Instead of the social order, the
individual becomes concerned with the universal order. Assuming that there
is a spiritual intention in the universe, a divine plan, then it becomes
the major concern of the adherent to cooperate with this plan. The doing
of the will of this Eternal Purpose becomes the major objective of the
religious person. This gives authority to ethics, and, therefore, serves
as its base. The relationship is described in the following passage by
Peabody:
It is not surprising, then, that ethics, though having a certain
completeness of its own, betrays a sense of a greater environment.
The outer edge of ethical inquiry is the inner margin of larger
problems. Prolong the radius of duty-doing, and one enters the
territory of faith. Ethics goes its own way toward its own end;
but the end of ethics is no sooner approached than there appears
beyond it a further ideal , as one reaches what seems the summit
of a mountain only to discover a higher peak beyond. 21
21 Ibid.
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This does not mean that some ethics cannot exist apart from religion.
However, any such ethics is small, and conventional, feeling secure within
a very limited circle indeed. The very moment that the heroic and the
ideal appear on the scene, such morality is no longer adequate for there
is the need of the categorical ic^erative. Likewise, religion may exist
apart from morality, hut this is a religion which is concerned solely with
the contemplation of God. This, however, is hut a mere manifestation of
religion, and not religion itself.
"Religion, as a way of life, is a flower of the whole of life. It
does not outgrow morality, it grows out of morality." ITormal religion is
hut the extension of the radius of ethics, it is conduct in relationship
with the will of God. "Thus the relationship", says Peahody, "between
morality and religion is the relation of the smaller to the larger of the
part to the whole. The two become concentric circles, each coir^jlete in
itself, yet one within the other, morality within religion.
Jesus made clear this relationship between religion and ethics. He
is so certain of the connection between the two that this fact is taken for
granted in his writings. Peabody declares him to be at first a teacher of
morals, and offers as evidence the Sermon on the Mount. This teaching is
primarily an ethical teach-ing. Jesus does not stop here, his conduct is
illuminated by a sense of the presence and will of God. Cliaracter develop-
ment is his aim, but this character development is consciously the will of
22 Ibid. , 242-243.
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the Father. Duty and obedience are hut two aspects of the same whole for
J esus.
Accepting this relationship between ethics and religion, Peabody
then is ready to add the last section to his schema, namely, that the
SocieJ. (Question is but another name for practical religion. It is true
that one must approach through the region of ethics, but ethics serve
merely as the key to open the gate into the broader land of religion. As
the seeker applies to the Social Question the principles of ethical
idealism, he is passing thro’rgh the realm of ethics into that of religion.
The direction of life toward an ideal end, the pull on conduct by the unseen
and the eternal is but a witness of the strength of the religious life.
It is here that the role of mediator ascribed to Peabody becomes
apparent. There are many devout Christians who see in this change of
emphasis of religion cause for alarm. Religion to them is a devotion and
reverence for Christ not to be identified with boys’ clubs and socieJ.
settlements. Such things as phila,nthrophy
, though legitimate Christian
deeds, seem to these people dangerously close to a substitute for religion.
They too often become a substitute rather than an expression of the Christian
faith. Deed seems to be supplanting creed, and the love of man supplanting
the love of God in traditional religion. There is a similar fear often
expressed by those on the opposite side. The traditional religion has held
itself too aloof from the needs of the everyday world. The many divisions
within the Church have served as a hindrance to organized social service,
it has therefore been forced to secularize itself. A very good example of
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this point is the la"bor movement with its distrust of the Church in its
traditional form. "To the one group social amelioration appears a meager
substitute for religion; to the other group it creates a new religion,
with the same appeal to brotherhood and sacrifice which traditional religion
has made, Peabody says in reply to the charges of both these extreme
positions that this wide gulf betv/een the two groups does 310 1 necessarily
imply that religion has lost its hold on the conten^jorary generation. The
two miss the true natures of the Social (Question and religion. Peabody
then goes on to say;
There is little in common between debates on the orders of
clergy or the condition of sinners after death and discussions
of a wage-scale or an eight-hour day. But if, on the other
hand, both religion and the Social Q,uestion are primarily
concerned with life, conduct, duty, feeling, hope; if both are
interpretations of experience in the world that now is, - then
it is not only needless, but it is inpossible, to hold them
asunder. The religion which is fit for the present age must
be a social religion; the Social Question which the present
age has to answer must be a religious question; and both for
religion and the Social Question the most imminent peril of
contenporary thought is the peril of provincialism,- the
dealing with great truths as though they were small and shut-
in experiences, set in a corner of life as the special
concern of a single class»24
Both religion and ethics must have a universal meaning if they are to have
any value at all. This leads Peabody to a presentation of the characteris-
tics of the Social Question and of religion which are held in common.
Both have a similarity in practical consequences which suggests to
23 Peabody, A S Q . 170-171.
24 Ibid. , 171-172.
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Peatody a similarity in origin. The same ideals and emotions so long
common to religion are now taken over by the Social Question. Religion
no less than the Social Q,uestion is concerned v;ith service, works are a
test of discipleship. The Social Q,uestion is but the modern manifestation
of the religious life. It is the commitment of the will, the way is through
ethical idealism to the doing of the will of God. Some approach religious
faith through reason, others through emotion and feeling, yet there is
another path which is that reserved to many more common souls through
simple duty-doing. Rationalism and mysticism though suitable for other
ages are not fitted for the present age which is the age of the Social
Question. For Peabody, the authority for the ascendancy of the will is the
teaching of Jesus. He provided food for the reason and for the emotions,
but the primary teaching was directed to the dedication of the will. The
solution to the problems framed by the Social Question must lie ultimately
in that dedication. Row if the Social Question is the action of the social
conscience within the social order, if the Social Question is the movement
of ethical idealism manifesting itself in society, then according to
Peabody, it is headed toward an end beyond itself which is none other than
religion. The vast multitudes of impulses to social service are but
manifestations of a new 'practical religion. Though the deeds of service
are unconscious of religion in their motivation, their manifestations can
be classed as nothing short of religious. "Such seems to be the relation
of the Social Question to the religious life. The two are not con5>etitors
or alternatives, but successive experiences, logical steps in the education
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of the human race, In order that the two might be brought together in
perfect harmony there must follow a socialization of religion and a
spiritualization of the Social Q,uesticn. This is the major task which
confronts the modern me.n. The Church concerned with faith alone is in
itself incoE5)lete, likewise those efforts at social service v;hich lack a
consciousness of the larger spiritual aim surrounding them, are incomplete.
Doing the will of God whether consciously or unconsciously is a religious
act, and failure to recognize this is failure to miss the larger meaning.
Both the opposing sides which cannot see value in the other have missed this
larger meaning, and are clinging to only partial truths. Peabody sums up as
follows:
The final justification of hope and courage among the perplexities
and perturbations of the present age is in this final recognition
of a religious significance in the Social Q,uestion. Inq^erfect,
tentative, experimental, these social schemes and dreems may be,
but they ha.ve their share in the large purpose of the Eternal....
Our little systems ha.ve their day within the perma.nence and
patience of God. Round our incompleteness flows his completeness;
round our restlessness his rest. We began with social science; we
end with social religion. We began with works; we end with faith.
We began with our plans of social redemption; we end by casting
them all into the great movement of the Divine V^ill.^°
It becomes apparent from the above paragraphs that Peabody is basing hie
whole treatment of ethics on religion. What appeared to be a philosophical
basis of the principle of social correlation turns out to be a religious
basis. The Social Question being considered ethical questions turnSout to
be no more than a partial answer as such. It is true that Peabody held the
25 Ibid. , 191.
26 Ibid. , 203-204.
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Social Question to te ethical, hut he also held it to he much more. In
the end the Social Questions become religious questions. This does not
mean to in^ly that all engaged in the Social Question are religious hy any
means. However, -it does mean that if followed to its logical conclusion
that such a person could not escape entering the realm of religion if he
follov/ed his ideal sufficiently far.
As was mentioned earlier, Peahody gives evidence of accepting the
belief in a moral law. This did not concern him to any large extent. He
seemed to have taken this as an established fact and therefore, bent his
efforts in less certain areas. The moral law was based or rooted in the
Divine Will, and its fulfilment meant that one could not escape religion.
Cne could not be wholly moral without being wholly religious for the latter
is the soil out of which the former took its growth, and was again the end
toward which the former found its consummation. It also seems likely that
Peabody would have accepted the definition of the moral nature as presented
by Knudson as ’’capacity for moral experience". 2'^ It must be repeated, how-
ever, that this was not a major concern of Peabo<ty judging from the content
of his writing, and space is not allotted for a discussion of this matter.
Such conceptions as the moral law and the moral nature seem to occupy the
positions of unexpressed presuppositions. The absence of such considerations
from his writings is a source of some surprise to the reader at first, for
it seems so certain that Peabody is basing his v/ork on ethical idealism, and
such things would have to be included. A closer examination of the end
27 Albert C. Knudson, The Principles of Christian Ethics , Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, ITev/ York and Nashville, 1943, 65.
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toward which the writings move reveals that religion v;as the major con-
sideration, and the absence of treatments of the moral law and the moral
nature of man then becomes more understandable.
One result of the above discussion seems inescapable. It seems
almost certain that the major concern in the writings of Francis Greenwood
Peabody was that of Christian apologetics. Peabody was essentially a
pioneer in the movement laiown as Social Christianity. He was faced with
hostility from both sides in the maintenance of such a position. The
Christian orthodox on the one hand rejected such a position as too radical
a departure from the true role of the Church. On the other hand, the more
radical socialist movements rejected Christianity and sought to seek
salvation by other means. It therefore seems reasonable to assert that the
concern of Peabody was the Justification of social Christianity as a middle
ground between the two extremes, a middle ground sufficiently inclusive to
meet the needs of the people of his day. If this be true, then it is quite
understandable that his works would take the direction of an establishment
of this new approach to religion. As has been mentioned in an earlier
chapter, Peabody was very well acquainted v:ith the findings of other fields
of learning, and these he brou,'^'ht to the aid of his religious position.
This seems even more true in his use of ethical idealism. This philosophical
position represented the high water ro3.rk in ethics. The formation of the
principle of social correlation, though in itself a distinct contribution,
did serve as a means of bolstering his religious position. It does not
seem unfair to say that the problem posed at the beginning of this chapter
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has "been answered. The principle of social correlation was not a means
of establishing ethical idealism, nor was ethica.1 idealism used primarily
as a basis of the principle of social correlation. Both served the larger
end of bolstering his position, namely, that of the Christian religion.
Social Christianity was a new launching into the deep, those who chose to
atten^jt it must be given a great deal of credit. There was a definite
recognition of the fact that the older forms of Christianity were failing
to meet the needs of the masses of men adequately, and this was a fresh
attempt. It is not surprising, therefore, that the works of Peabody would
be primarily concerned with such a Justification. ITeither sociology nor
philosophy were the principal business of Peabody. His was definitely a
religious interest, his works would, therefore, Justifiably have a religious
point of view.
The same emphasis can be observed in Peabody's concept of the good
life. It can be clearly seen from his ideal of the good life that he was
primarily concerned with religion, and that both the Social (Question and
ethical idealism are supplementary to religion in his thinking. It must
be admitted that this concept of the good life of Peabody is nowhere
explicitly stated. G?hat which is presented below is more of a deduction
than a direct statement. However, the concept can be so plainly seen in
his treatment of other matters that there is little danger of misinterpre-
tation on the part of the reader of his works.
Peabody uses as his central idea the social ideal of the Kingdom
of God. This was for him the form of the good life. Drawing his ideas
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directly frcu his interpretation of the teachings of Jesus, Peahody maintains
that the social order is not a product of mechanism, hut a product of
personality* This personality can he fulfilled only v;ithin the social order.
This can he understood only in terms of religion however. As Jesus held,
the life of man is made known to itself only through the service of Ood
the Father. This dependence upon God creates a freedom from the world. The
individual is at the center of the stage, hut this individual cannot find
fulfilment except that he serve the social order. This is God's world, and
men are God's children, the final end is the fulfilling of God's will
through social service, or in other words, the building of God's kingdom
on earth.
The Kingdom of God contains within itself three working principles
for those v/ho would become a part of it, Peahody offers the following
description of these principles:
The Kingdom of God is to he ruled by spiritual power; the
instr’jment of that power is to he personality, and the
initiative of personality is to he discovered in the will.
ITot programmes, hut persons; not environment hut character;
not opinions hut decisions- such are to he the marks of the
conduct of life in the Kingdom of God. 28
This in^jlies the connection between God and men as being close and broken
only through the falling away of men. This is God's world, and the social
ideal is placed in the world by God. This ideal is potentially realizable,
lying just beyond the grasp of the children, yet available to them. This
ideal further, is a future possibility and a present reality. It is both
28 Francis G. Peahody, The Social Teaching of Jesus Christ , The
Press of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1924, 48.
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external and internal. It exists within the hearts of those who have
given themselves over to God, and it will exist externally as men work
toward its "building in cooperation with God. That is good v;hich tends to
promote the establishment of the Kingdom, and that which tends to hinder
this progressive establishment is evil. Mankind is progressively moving
toward the realization of this ideal, not at the same rates of speed in
different generations, but always moving forward. The efforts so wide-
spread during his time in the form of the Social Question were but
cooperations of his generation with the eternal purpose at v;ork in the
world. The facts of experience become the raw material out of which the
better world is to be constructed. The good life is achieved through the
placing of one’s life and actions in perfect harmony with the will of God.
The Social Q^uestion is the atteiirot of the modern v/orld to seek a
unity between the parts and the whole, and an attempt to adjust the
individual to the social order, and the social order to the individual.
It is, in other words, the attempt to attain the good life. However, this
in itself is insufficient, it is the progressive adjustment. The good life
itself is attained at that point when the coir^letely developed person meets
the completely consistent world, and the two become merged into one. This
in other words, is the definition of the Kingdom of God, and its realization
requires more than the desires and efforts of men alone. It is finally
attainable only through cooperation with the Father. It is in its nature
a spiritual Kingdom, and Peabody says of it:
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The Christian religion is either the vainest of mockeries,
or else it is an unconquerable faith that the Kingdom of
God is more than a dream, and that His will may some day
he done on earth as it is in heaven,
Those persons who have found the good life are those who have found the
life and power of the spirit. It is the finding and association with
others who have found life in God.
There seems little room for doubt, if this description is an accurate
construction of what Peabody conceived as the good life, that his thinking
moved in a religious realm. The good life is couched in religious language,
it is based upon religious concepts, and its end is distinctly religious
in its nature. Ethical idealism is a very definite ingredient, but the
roots of the good life extend much more deeply, they extend beneath ethical
idealism to the more basic and con^jrehensive level of religion itself,
G?he basing of the principle of social correlation on religion is
quite understandable in the case of Peabody from another point of view,
Peabody admittedly thought of ethics as being social in nature. This would
be inconsistent with the individualism which he had so consistently
chaji5)ioned. Religion on the other hand, was felt to be much more indivi-
dualistic in character, and therefore, a more suitable base for any theory
an individualist might develop. Just as there is a place for society in
the scheme of things of the world in which we live, so there is a place for
ethics, but ethics could not be the final answer, just as society is not the
final answer. To allow ethics to serve as the ultimate base would mean that
29 Peabody, MJ’ 172,
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one must a"bandon individualism, that is if ethics is to he considered a
t
social product. A religious foundation allowed Peahody to maintain his
middle position between the traditional and the progressive positions.
This is offered not as a conclusion necessarily, hut as a possible expla-
nation to supplement the earlier explanation, namely, that Peabody was
first of all a minister and only secondly a sociologist. If this is a
correct evaluation, then we have here farther evidence of his attempt to
play the role of the mediator, or one seeking to effect a new synthesis
between the old and the new without giving up too much of either. In his
day one could no longer remain a strict individualist and feel himself to
be intellectually respectable. The evidence was beginning to be presented
in such volume that the social had to be recognized. On the other hand,
there were many in positions of leadership who were persistent in clinging
to the older doctrine. To bring these two together into some sort of
conpromise would, he seems to have felt, have been a real service rendered.
The worth of the evidence leaves little room for ignoring such a conclusion
in an examination of the writings of Peabody. This does not mean to charge
a deliberate attempt at riding the fence, it merely maintains that for
whatever the reason. Peabody gives evidence of attempting to work out a
middle way at which the two opposing positions could find a common meeting
place.
A religion such as Christianity contains both ethics and religion
for Christianity is an ethical religion. Thus ethics becomes the practical
manifestation of the religion, a religion that is applied. Therefore,
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Pealiody attempts to "bring the t\vo together into a coherent system. Faith
is the downward movement of religion, while ethics is the upward movement
of duty. The two merge into each other. A true application of the
teachings of Jesus would involve "both faith and works. To attempt one
without the other is to move only half the distance. The most adequate
expression of this two-fold approach is to "be found in the social
Christianity as advocated "by the social gospel movement. Here was a
rediscovery of the actual meaning of the teachings of Jesus. This point
can "be clearly seen in the following statement:
The dynamic of Church work remains what it has always "been
the sense of the divine reality . Let the churches take to
themselves the full reproach of the ethical movement, and
apply themselves to a better philanthrophy
, but let them
take this other lesson of the same movement,- its confession
that the sources of the moral force are intangible and ideal.
It would be a sad day for any religious body if, in its
desire to be as ethical as the ethicists, it should depreciate
the moral lift of religious inspiration. 30
Ethics alone are not enough, Peabody seems to be addressing those within
the modem social movement that ethics alone cannot solve the problem.
Ethics is an essential, but not the whole story by any means. He then
turns to the opposite side and makes available the other half of this truth
when he says
:
Many mysteries of truth may be, for the moment, undisclosed; many
exhaulted experiences of religious feeling may seem visionary and
unrealizable; but the call to social duty, the imperative of social
idealism, the finding of life and the losing it, the happiness of
living not to be ministered unto but to minister,- these persuasions
30 Francis G, Peabody, ”The Thirst for the Living God", Sermons
On Great Themes , Special Series , Kings Chapel, Soston, Mass., 1886, 8
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issue from the very nature of the modem world and the very
instincts of the modern mind; and if a way to religious
confidence is to he found at all, it is likely to he found,
not hy rejecting the path which lies before one and re-
opening ways that lead from other times and other needs, hut
in setting out along the open road where the will leads and
the reason and feelings follow,
There are many approaches to religion, ethics is one of these. Even more,
it is the way most suited to the present age. This does not mean that all
other ways have become obsolete, ethics seems to have been chosen by this
generation. An ethics which tries to establish itself as sufficient unto
itself is soon ineffective and falls of its own weight. A form of
religion which atterig)ts to eliminate ethics is far afield from the teachings
of Jesus, it is destined to become sterile and dry, Masses of common people
have set aside metaphysics and theological speculation as belonging to a
remote age and have sought to imitate the character of Jesus Christ with
its en^jhasis on deeds rather than creeds. The end is the same, the way is
the difference. The Social Question is an ethical question, more it is a
question of ethical idealism which in its turn is but another form of the
religion of Jesus Christ.
As has been pointed out earlier, Peabody was unwilling to go the
lengths that others of the social gospel movement did go. There seems to
be an5)le support for the assertion that Peabody felt that many of the writers
in the movement moved away from religion as they sought to advance their
social concepts, Peabody is very severe in his criticism of Ceorge D. Herron.
31 Peabody, A S Q, , 183.
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He refers to Herron’s exegesis a.s teing extravagant and his social
interpretations as "being pessimistic. Pea"body was not willing to a"bandon
the existing economic order as was Herron. He was not willing to accept
Herron’s denial that a Christian could "be a "business man within the existing
order. He charges Herron, for exair^le, v;ith the misinterp>retation of the
teachings of Jesus as a meeins of substantiating the socialistic ideas which
Herron supported.
There are relatively fey references made to other social gospel
vrriters. The works of Eauschenbusch are used by Peabody sparingly and only
to support his own analysis of the social order. Beyond this point there
is no further evidence of Peabody’s having recognized the position of
Eauschenbusch on issues where the two men took different stands. Mathews
is praised by Peabody for his interpretations of the social teachings of
Jesus, interpretations which v;ere much more conservative on the whole than
v;ere those of Eauschenbusch. This factor was pointed out in Chapter II.
A possible explanation of this lack of use of other works in the
field to support his position is the fact that most of the social gospel
writers were pursuing lines which led sherply away from the position of
organized Christianity of the day. Peabody was occupied with a Justification
of Christianity, and this he saw as including the organized contemporary
form irrespective of shortcomings. Peabody was an internal critic, and he
never seemed willing to run the risk of being branded as an external critic.
Peabody also gives evidence of being much more concerned v/ith the
Justification of Christianity than did most of the other social gospel
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writers. This renders his writings on the v;hole as "being far less on the
practical side than were most of the other writers concerned. Peabody was
priinarily a defender of Christianity whereas the others were primarily
concerned with the applications of Christian principles to practical affairs.
An analysis by Peabody of the business order reveals for him the
fact that no rearrangement of external coneitions would remove the problems
which beset the business world. The economic question must be solved in
the end by a development of Christian character, for the business or
economic question is an ethical question. It is a question of the caring
for one's sour. The evils of the business world have proceeded out of the
hearts of men, Peabody asserts; therefore, they can be subdued only through
the change in the hearts of men. Spiritual regeneration becomes the answer
to the economic questions confronting the modern world. "Eusiness" , says
Peabody, "under any conceivable economic readjustment will remain a scene
of contention and self-seeking unless it be lifted to the level of a
spiritual opportunity and utilized as an instrument for the Kingdom of
God."^^
There is little possibility of con^jletely changing the present order
to the extent that all of its present ills are corrected. The teaching of
Jesus leads his followers to concentrate on the changing of the persons
who must dwell in the in5)erfect order. "The social idea,l of the Kingdom
of God is not the hope of a perfected social order", says Peabody, "but
32 Peabody, M W . 83,
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it is a moral and religious ideal which is a spiritual rule of those
followers of the principles of the teachings of Jesus," Thus "business is
not the concern of the Christian as such, "but those who are engaged in
"business "become the "business of the Christians,
,..So the "buying and selling, the hiring and producing, of the
"business world, though it may a"bound in sordiness and "brutality,
is taken up into the same idealism of Jesus and becomes a school
of character, a field for the religious life, a parable of the
kingdom.
Service becomes the Christian ideal for the business world. Those who are
engaged in business must think of that which they control as a trust, their
money is not owned but owed, the doctrine of stewardship is the way of
Christianity for the business man. This means that those who disregard
this Christian way are responsible for the suffering and cruelty which has
been laid directly at the door of modem business. The economic question
is therefore a moral and a religious question.
So meet the forces of commercialism and idealism in modern trade,
and to many a looker-on it seems as if the resulting river must
be a turbulent and destructive stream. Steadily, however, let
the springs of idealism, which lie far back in the high places of
Christian faith, send down their full supply, and by degrees the
angry rush of reckless self-interest may be submerged in a clearer
stream, and the Rhone of a purified industrialism may flow to the
ocean of human service, unvexed and free, 34
The principle of service is the means by which a man can conduct his busi-
ness, and remain loyal to God at the same time. The business rran must not
be thought of as a robber and a pirate, but rather one doing the work
33 Ibid. , 88-89.
34 Ibid. , 104-105.
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necessary for the ongoing of the v;orld in which he lives. Each person who
goes into the world with the desire and determination to serve can remain
a good Christian,
This view of economics and the business world is far more simple
than the facts seem to warrant. It is here again tha.t the individualism
of Peabody becomes apparent. There seems to be little recognition of the
forces brought about by sheer cumulation that once launched move in spite
of the actions of isolated individuals. It is similar to the criticism
pointed out in Chapter II. However, there seems to be a much too naive
concept of economics as he relates it to ethics. There may be the protests
and the demands for a change, but Peabody refuses to accept a change as a
means of meeting these ethical demands. He rather sees in the business
world an opportunity for individual Christians in the utilization of unhappy
situations for the strengthening of cha,racter. He even finds a moral code
existent among business men which he defends as strengthening to character.
Such codes, though not altogether Christian, are of benefit, and will
eventually lead to the Christian level of ethics. In short, business as
it existed during his time, though admittedly corrupt, was of value as a
training ground for individual Christian lives. There is no v;eighting of
the damage the system wrought to many Christian and potentially Christian
lives. This is consistent with the change that Peabody was seeking far
more to defend the existing order than he was seeking to criticize it.
Ethics are only secondary considerations and served more as the defender's
means than as the investigator's result. Instead of the economic question
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being an ethical question, ethics is used "by Pea'body as a support for the
"business structure.
This criticism can "be further supported when it is recognized that
nowhere in the writings of Pea'body is the idea of a classless society
considered as a Christian possibility for the present world. He seems
rather to adhere to the Pauline idea of a Christian being content with his
station in life and doing well the task assigned to him. Peabody’s advocacy
of justice or right was always presented as justice or right within the
present order. The ethical idealism as applied to this world did not seem
to go beyond improvements in the existing order. A change of order was
a possibility to be avoided. His warning to capitalism, for example, was
that if something was not done to meet the demands of the masses, it would
be faced with the bitter alternative of being eliminated. This was given
as a solemn warning to capitalism to do better. Christians ought to be
brothers across class lines, but this did not include the elimination of
these lines. Thus in terms of business, Peabody’s ethical idealism was
used as a patch work reform, it was far from being thorough-going.
On the basis of the above investigation, there is little doubt of
the validity of Dombrowski’s criticism of Peabody;
It is probably not unfair to say that he was more concerned with
Christian apologetics than with social justice. As a result of
his analysis he wes able to substantiate the moral interpretation
of the universe and to refute the pessimistic view of human nature,
implicit in the fiction of the economic man.*^^
35 James Lombrowski, The Early Eays of Christian Socialism in America ,
The Morningside Heights Columbia University Press, ITew York, 1936, 70.
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There seems little possibility of ig:noring this clu.rge when one views with
care the writings of Peabody. Although a great deal of space is allotted
to social reforms in particular, and to social justice in general, these
seem to be mere by-products to the major aim. In theory there seems little
doubt that Peabody could be classed as a liberal, however, his practical
application is far more conservative in nature. Peabody consistently spends
a great deal of time and space in his work in justifying the existing social
order. There is no evidence of any desire or advocacy on the part of Peabody
for any complete social change. He might well be called a chanpiion of the
existing order. His mind seems consistently directed toward improvement
rather than innovation. Even further, the reader is left with the impression
that Peabody is drawn to a position of social justice by force rather than
by choice. The social gospel, he advocates, must be a pert of the existing
social unrest if it would justify its existence. Christianity has not lost
its usefulness; it has a part to play in the unrest of the times in the cry
for a better social order. The Christian religion need not be by-passed;
it is of value here as in other times. His social justice is narrow and
limited as it takes the form of practical proposals. The social conscience
dei^iands social justice, but its demands are for a regeneration of the
individual within the social order far more than a reconstruction of the
social order. This demand is based upon the interpretation of the teachings
of Jesus as purely spiritual, an interpretation which is far from being a
radical departure from traditional interpretations.
There is another problem which must be dealt with in any attexnpt
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at discovering the basis of the social theory of Francis Greenwood Peabody.
This problem has to do with the relationship of moral autonomy to any
coherent proposal of social solidarity. It seems lilcely that any writings
on this subject must include the coining to grips with this seeming
inconsistency of two apparent opposites. Strangely enou^:h, Peabody never
gives evidence of being faced with the problem. This is possibly due to
the fact that he never fully accepted the position of social solidarity.
He was consistently individualistic in position. The only exception to
this Was in the area of ethics. Even here, his references to the social
nature of ethics were to a philosophical ethics. It also served his own
case well, this social nature of ethics, and therefore served as grounds
for holding that ethics in itself was insufficient. Moral autonomy was
accepted by Peabody as valid, but there is no evidence to support a thesis
that because of this acceptance, he was forced to stop short of social
solidarity. There is little evidence to support a charge that this was
responsible for his remaining an individualist.
If the position be taken here that the primary aim was for Peabody,
that of Christian apologetics, then Do mbrowski ' s criticism given in a
preceding paragraph will tu- ve to be carried a step further. Instead of
attenroting to validate a moral interpretation of the universe, Peabody
was atterrpting to defend the Christian religion. The moral interpretation
becomes a phase, and a very in5)ortant phase, but not the final aim.
Furthermore, moral autonomy of the individual becomes a result of his study
rather than a factor influencing his study. Moral autonomy would constitute
a serious problem for one seeking to establish a solidaristic view of
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society, "but to one retreating from such a view, moral autonomy serves to
"bolster individualism.
The fundamental problem dealt with in this chapter is that of
determining whether ethical idealism is the philosophical basis of the
principle of social correlation, or whether the principle is a further
means of justifying ethical idealism. The examination of the evidence
has led/ to the conclusion that neither of these alternatives was the case,
iiather, Peabody based his principle of social correlation upon religion.
In addition, the principle and its primary base of ethical idealism were
used by him as further justification of Christianity. The conclusion here
presented is that Peabody used the Social (Question concept, the principle
of social correlation, and ethical idealism as means of supporting his
defense of Christianity, This is not intended as a condemnation nor as
a harmful criticism, it is merely a statement of the opinion of this
investigator. The conclusion is an amoral one, the question of the good
or bad of this employment by Peabody lies beyond the scope of this work.
A religious basis for the principle of social correlation seems in the
opinion of this writer to be as sound, if not sounder, than any other.
Dr, Peabody does an excellent job of achieving that which he set out to
achieve. It is possible that some of the effectiveness of his theory was
lost in this restriction of his goal, yet if it be correct to maintain
that his main purpose was the defense of Christianity, then credit must
be given him for a job well done.
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CHAPTER VI
CRITICISMS AND CONCLUSIONS
Francis Greenwood Peabody, preacher, teacher, and writer stood on
the dividing line of tv;o centuries. He saw in this division more than a
mere measure of time, it was a division between the old and the new within
the Christian religion which he so faithfully served. He had thrown
himself into the new movement of social Christianity, a movement which
sought to penetrate the hardened crust of theological speciilation, and
return to the teachings of Jesus as the source of authority—the basis of
a new approach to the world. His vras the self-appointed task of bridging
the gap between the old and the new, thus preventing the rift which seemed
so inevitable in his day. With the old, the traditional being the thesis,
and the new representing the anthithesis, he sought to effect a synthesis.
He refused to accept the charge that orthodoxy and the social gospel
movement were incompatible and opposite. Instead, he sought to combine
the good points of each into a fuller concept of Christianity. Thus, in
the role of mediator, he sought to move through an analysis of the social
order to an adequate interpretation of Christianity fitted for his times.
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The major result of his search was the discovery of the principle of
social correlation. The social gospel movement verged on radicalism which
was considered hy Peahody as a definite threat to Christianity. Orthodoxy,
on the other hand, v/as fast approaching total ineffectiveness fanning far
short of meeting the needs of the modem world, and it was therefore in
danger of abandonment. He set himself to the seeking of the middle way,
and the defense of this middle way from the dangers of both extremes.
The principle of social correlation served as one of the means to this
end.
Being strongly influenced by German scholarship, Peabody launched
his own search for the social teachings of Jesus. These tea,chings he used
as the authority for the development of a Christian sociology. Since his
early theological studies he had been a strong believer that the Church,
under the influence of orthodoxy was failing in its mission. He, therefore,
dedicated his scholarship to a study of the Jesus of history in the hope
of finding authority for a social Christianity. As a result of his studies,
he was able to formulate a number of principles which he felt adequately
interpreted the social message of Jesus. It might well be supposed that
the Kingdom of God idea would serve as the frame of reference for such
principles. However, this is not the case with Peabody at first. He sought
his principles directly from the teachings of Jesus, and the ideal of the
Kingdom of God served simply as one of the principles along with the idea
of the approach to society from within, and the view of society from above.
These principles served as the necessary authority for the Church in the
modern world. This served as evidence to disprove the older idea that the
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Church could only he concerned with individual believers. This proved
beyond doubt the,t Jesus had a message for society as well as for the
individual.
With these teachings as the authority* Peabody proceeded to develop
a social creed which was theistic in nature. He held that the Fatherhood
of God was paramount, and from this initial position it followed that all
men were brothers. The viev; from above, the approach from within, and the
ideal of the Kingdom of God were possible because of the Fatherhood of God.
This was God’s universe, and men were his children. Society in all of its
phases was therefore the direct concern of the Christian Church. This
served as the necessary authority for Peabody against those who would hold
the Church aloof from the modern world on the grounds that this was not the
concern of the Church, and again, this served as the necessary authority
against those who would restrain the Church as incapable of entering a realm
totally unfamiliar to it.
By 1924 this position was strengthened by the withdrawal of the ideal
of the kingdom as one of the social principles, it was then used as the
frame of reference into which the social principles were fitted. Peabody
denied the apocalypticism surrounding the kingdom idea. He held tha,t
Jesus merely used the language peculiar to his time in order to meet the
people of his day on their own level. The kingdom idea existed both as a
present reality and a future possibility. The present reality could be
found in the hearts of those accepting Christianity as a way of life. From
these little cells of believers, the ideal was to be grad'ually realized
through the Christianizing of society. Thus the present reality of the
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kingdom does not mean that it covers the whole range of the Social Q^uestion.
The problem of the social environment is a new problem with ee-ch succeeding
generation; however, it does cover the persons in each generation. Such
persons will be capable of dealing with any problems peculiar to any
generation or age. Here Peabody escaped the paradox of identifying the
kingdom with any particular age. Though the social order is bad. the person
can be good. Conditions remain subordinate to persons.
The study of social reforms, for exan^jle , serves as amiple evidence
that the spirit of God is at work in the affairs of men. It is here that
the force of religious ideas becomes very clear. It is here tha,t Jesus
placed strong emphasis, for it is in the seemingly human endeavors that one
becomes acutely aware of the presence of Gk)d. Unfortunately, argues Peabody,
the Church of history largely moved in another direction, and concentrated
on theological matters and the life in the next world. It is against this
that the teachings of Jesus make such a strong case. He who would serve
God must serve his fellovman.
Peabody, in seeking to stay clear of the other extreme relative to
the teachings of Jesus, namely, that Jesus was primarily concerned with
social mechanics, made clear his belief that the social teachings of Jesus
were by-products of his religious teachings. Jesus was first of all
concerned with the relationship of the human soul to God. The instrument
of social redemption is the person, and Jesus does not concern himself with
methods. This fact gives to the social teachings a universal nature, for
they grow out of the relation of the human person to God. The authority
they offer becomes even stronger as a consequence. Jesus was primarily
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concerned with the spiritual transformation of mankind.
Throughout the writings of Peahody there is ample evidence that he
sought to interpret the teachings of Jesus as lending support to the
approach of individualism to the social order. The discovery of the social
principle of the worth and sacredness of human personality was one of the
major means of preserving the individualism characteristic of the teachings
of the Church and the relation of this to the new need for a social message
of Jesus. The sacredness of personality hecame a new expression of this
individualism in a respectable form to the spirit of the age. The develop-
ment of the person became the end of the reconstruction of the social order.
This served for Peabody as a means of resolving the conflict betv/een the
individual and the social, Peabody saw in the teachings of Jesus the
individual as the key to the solution of the problems of the social order.
This position he consistently maintained. Writers such as Walter
Hauschenbusch held that the approach must be made from the social if the
individual is to be saved. Peabody, on the other hand, began with the'
individual and moved toward the social. He saw in the teachings of Jesus
a place for both, but he also saw as the major emphasis that of the individual.
Peabody devoted a great deal of his time and efforts to an application
of the teachings of Jesus to specific problems facing modern man. In
considering the problem of riches, Peaboc'y saw in the teachings of Jesus a
sanction of the traditional position of the Church which is that of steward-
ship. Jesus asks of men their all and not a fair proportion of their gains.
Peabody held that no specifics concerning the problems of money, private
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property, and the like could he found in the teachings. There are inherent
dangers in the possessing of riches, hut this does not mean that such
possessions are entirely condemned. One must see in the riches he possesses
a chance for service. One is the agent of the wealth he possesses. It has
been entrusted to his care hy God.
The State as well as all other forms of life must he brought under
the influence of Christianity. Peabody saw in the State another manifesta-
tion of opportunity. The concern of the Christian must he more than mere
protection and welfare. The Christian responsibility includes the world.
The human race was a single unit, so that v;hatever affected one affected
all. Christ's teaching* was for a universal government responsible for all.
The ideal of the Kingdom of God was applicable to all of mankind, and to
all aspects of life here on earth.
Peabody varied in the strictness of his interpretation of the teach-
ings of Jesus as he viev/ed the various problems handled by Jesus. On the
problem of the family, Feabod^' is a strict constructionist, whereas, on
the problem of riches and the economic order in general he is much more
free in his interpretation. Pea.body consistently maintained in principle
that the teachings of Jesus must be taken as a whole if one would really
understand the message of Jesus. He admitted that there were contradictions
when one attempted to follow isolated passages. One, therefore, must seek
the spirit of the whole. Although he advocated this in principle, in his
application of the teachings he strayed time and again as it suited his
own particular position. The interpretations given by Peabody bear a
striking resemblance to those positions which he supported, and his
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interpretations "bear a striking resemlDlance to the circumstances of his
own life. On the question of the family Peahody chose to follow the letter
of the teachings, on the problem of the rich he chose to seek the spirit.
After heving read the treatment of various problems in the light of the
teachings of Jesus, there is little which varies from the traditional
position maintained by the Church, It seems safe to sissert tb^t Peabody
made no new approach to the teachings of Jesus. The position here
maintained is that the conclusions he drew from the teachings were
prefabricated, and the evidence he found in the teachings must be cle^ssi-
fied as a second step rather than a first one. Peabody v;as essentially
conservative in his interpretations, a defender, rather than an innovator.
The teachings of Jesus no matter how they were interpreted, served
Peabody as the necessary authority for his work with the social problems
of his day. They gave to him the necessary license which enabled him to
disregard the vehement protests of the secular social movements. In
addition, the teachings served as support to the positions he maintained
as a result of his investigations. The formulation of the social teacbJ.ngs
of Jesus served Peabody as the necessary frame of reference for his
Christian social theory.
The principle of social correlation as developed by Peabody was
concerned largely with social reform. Peabody describes the spirit of the
time as that of a demand for justice and brotherhood. Within the social
order there are a number of problems w'hich face society. These problems he
gathered together under the over-all idea of the Social Question, Men
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everjrwhere were concerned with the prohlems which so sorely heset humanity.
This concern Peahody attributed to the functioning of a social conscience.
The social conscience directed social energy, and the social energy is in
actuality moral energy. Moral energy stems directly from the functioning
of ethical idealism within the social order. Men v/ho had emerged into
moral ma.turity were by the very nature of things ethical idealists, for
this is the highest form of ethical evolution, according to Peabod^’’. The
principle of social correlation, therefore, rests upon a foundation of
ethical idealism,
A superficial reading of Peabody’s works might very easily lead one
to conclude that Peabody grounds his principle in a philosophical ethics.
However, a more careful examination will disclose th^it this is not the
case by any means. Peabody accepts the idea of the moral lav, further,
there is evidence that he takes this for granted in his writings. Yet, he
does not care to stop with the explanantion that the moral law is in the
nature of things, and that it is therefore an adequate foundation for his
theory. Being primarily religious, Peabody carries the origin a step
further. He seeks a source of the moral lav/ itself, v;hich is for him, God
the Father, the creator and suste.iner of the universe and all that lies
within it. Thus for Peabody the ultimate grounds for his theory of social
correlation is in religion.
Jesus is the great giver of the moral principles v/hich must govern
the affairs of men, Jesus is for Peabody the greatest of many great ethical
teachers. He serves as the final authority in the presentation and the
interpretation of these moral principles or laws. The principle of
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correlation is not a new creation. It was presupposed "by Jesus himself.
It is true the,t physical science discovered it and applied it to physical
phenomena, hut Peahody goes to great length to shx>w its implications in
the teachings of Jesus. Peahody demonstrates its application to the realm
of social reform, hut this is a discovery and not a creation in his eye.
The principle of social correlation, though based upon ethics, is
in the mind of its discoverer based upon a Christian ethics and not a purely
philosophical ethics as might he supposed. The principle is therefore not
an elimination nor an evasion of Jesus. Rather, the principle has as its
center Jesus himself. Ethical idealism though philosophical in nature is
ultimately religious. Peahody maintains that Jesus was the greatest of
all ethical idealists, and that tMs idealism is essentially religious in
character. The Christian religion embraces ethical idealism, Christianity
is the source rather than the resultant.
If the hypothesis presented in Chapter II he true, namely, that
Francis Greenwood Peahody was essentially concerned with Christian apolo-
getics, then it becomes apparent that any social theory advanced by him
must have Jesus as its center. Though the sense of maladjustment and
injustice he moral in nature, the attea^t to correct these ills is in the
final analysis a cooperation with God whether it he conscious or unconscious
in nature. The Social Q,uestion itself, becomes a fulfilment of religious
duty. Being a Christian ethicist, it is only natural that the rootage of
the ethics would he in God. To stop short of this conclusion would he to
leave an incompleted system. There follows from this the conclusion that
any social theory based upon morality would eventually have to he grounded
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in God and, therefore, within the sphere of religion, Jesus was unmis-
talcably the center of the principle of social correlation as Peabody
conceived it.
One of the major characteristics of the writings of Peabody v/as the
marked individualism he exhibited. Throughout his writings this strain
stands out clearly. Although he v;as considered as one having departed from
the traditional position of orthodoxy in the main, there is ample evidence
to classify him as an individualist in his thinking. It is true that
portions of his writings are clothed in quite respectable socie.1 language
current in his day, but when taken as a whole, the writings cannot escape
being classified as individualistic,
Peabody drew upon the authority of the teachings of Jesus as a
justification of the position which he maintained. He finds in the gospels
an unmistakable interest on the part of Jesus for the individual. The
sacredness of the human personality is an unquestionable mandate to the
follov^ers of Jesus to be concerned primarily With the individual. Jesus
was working for the salvation of individuals th.ro ugh the remaking of
character. The social aspects of his teaching were definitely subordinate.
The development of character would eventually take care of the rebuilding
of the social order. The shepherd seeks the one lost sheep even though the
ninety-nine are saved, the giving of the cup of water to one of the least,
-
all these are exaJi^les of the concern for the individual person as taught
by Jesus. Externality and mechanism were only secondary considerations in
the mind of Jesus, His first concern was the changing of the hearts of men.
As Jesus viewed his mission as the teaching of the relationship between God
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the Father and mankind his children, the saving of persons v/as his
principle husiness. Peahody concluded from the teachings of Jesus that
if men are saved, the social order will be saved. Ho matter how much
external change is wrought, the hearts of men must be changed if lasting
res’jlts are to be obtained.
The individualism of Peabody stands out in practically every important
concept which he developed. In the development of the idea of the social
conscience, an examination of his definition will disclose that the social
conscience is little more than a mere collection of individual wills acting
in concert. It is an awakening of the individual responsibility on the
social level. The individual has responsibilities not only to himself, but
to the social order as well. Thus social duty is the exercise of individual
duty within areas which are social in character. There is no idea of the
social conscience being more than the sura total of the individual consciences
which conpiose it. In his famous figure of the concentric circles, it be-
comes apparent that this treatment of the social order is but a manifestation
of individualism. The individual stands within the center of the ever-
widening circles, end the ever-extending radius is but the extension of the
individual duty within other realms.
Peabody, though willing to admit tha.t man is a social animal, and
though advocating the solidarity of the human race, still insisted upon an
individualism. Though he at times used quite acceptable social terminology,
he was never quite able to transcend the traditional individualism which
seemed to be so much a part of him. Character always took precedence over
environment. Drunkards and beggars are what they are as a result of a lack
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of character, and not as a result of social conditions. Individuals
corrupt society far more than does society corrupt individuals. The
creation of consecrated people must precede any changes within the social
order if such changes v;ould he lasting ones.
This problem of individualism vras no doubt of ma-jor concern in the
thinking of Peabody for he jnakes repeated efforts to disassociate his
views from those of a philosophy of individualism. He described his own
advocacy as being that of a religion of the individual as contrasted v;ith
a religion of individualism. This latter excludes any social responsibility
whatsoever. However, the distinction seems to have been one of degree far
more than one of kind. There is an unmistakable individualistic flavoring
which cannot be explained aw'ay no matter how' strongly one would wish to
defend the position taken by Peabody. His beliefs tliat a large- part of
social suffering and social maladjustment stems from the acts of individuals
and that personal responsibility plays a major part in the work of social
amelioration are unmistakably individualistic in nature.
There is evidence to support a claim that as he developed in his
thinking, he gradually moved to a more collectivistic position. His
later works did not exhibit so definite an individualistic stand as did
his earlier v/orks. However, this does not mean to iaroly an abandonment of
individualism by any means. It seems reasonable to assert that his most
extreme collectivistic position was little beyond halfway on an imaginary
individual-collective scale. Necessity seems to have been largely
responsible for this shift such as it was. V/ith the rapid development of
the social sciences it was growing increasingly difficult to cling to a
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purely individ’«3alistic position. Such a position became less and less
tenable.
There are two possible explanations for the individualism of
Peabody, The first is tha,t Peabody was strongly influenced by the
tradition of the Church which was strongly individualistic. The social
gospel movement was a venture in faith which if followed to its logical
conclusion* would effect a break with the older theological position. It
is highly probable that Peabody was unwilling to go this far.
The second possible^ explanation for the individualism of Peabody
lies in the evident dislike he repeatedly exhibited for the socialist
movement which was gaining so much ground in his day. This movement was
highly collectivistic in its outlook, and to have embraced collectivism
might have been synonomous with the embracing of socialism in the mind of
Peabody. It is quite certain that Peabody felt that socialism was a direct
threat to Christianity; it is possible that he felt obligated to defend an
individualistic position if he would defend Christianity itself.
It can be maintained here that Peabody is identifiable with neither
of the extreme views. He was aaas here attec^ting to strike a middle way.
The individualism of Christian orthodoxy he could no longer accept, and
the extreme social of the secular socialist movement he was not prepared
to draw upon both extremes for the material with which to construct a
defensible middle position. He drew the good points as he sav; them from
each of the extremes, and remained safe from identification with either.
Another possible explanation of the position taken by Peabody in
this theoretical scale of individualism-collectivism is that Peabody was
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unatle to resolve the paradox of moral autonomy and a collectivistic
concept of the social order. This hardly seems to have "been of major
importance in the thinking of Peahody for he never seems to have approached
the collective position sufficiently close as to have "been confronted with
such a problem. The position maintained in the above paragraph seems
valid here, Peabody was a middle of the roader by choice rather than by
necessity. He never gives evidence of weakening or relaxing from the
stand he finally took midway between the two extremes.
Though the principle of social correlation was a con^jletely new
application of the doctrine of the conservation of energy, and though
the principle anticipated the later theory of cumulative causation
formulated by liyrdal, the principle as conceived by Peabody did not expand
in its scope to cover more than the development of an instrument for
improving social reform technique. It can be further asserted th.at Pea-
body's major use of the principle was that of an aid in bolstering his
defense of Christianity. It is unfortunate that this theory which could
have been of tremendous importance if applied to practical social problems,
Was restricted so greatly in its use. Here again it becomes apparent
that Peabody was essentially conservative in character. He was primarily
concerned with the defense of the existing order, otherwise Cliristiani ty
might well be charged with having outlived its usefulness. The principle
of social correlation was definitely restricted in its application to a
justification of the existing social order, thereby a place was retained
for the work of Christianity as he conceived it.
If the above position be a correct analysis of the situation, then
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it "becones less difficult to understand the cause for the limited use of
this tool v/hich was potentially so effective. Throughout his writings,
Peahody applies his theory only to those problems which are so constituted
that his prefabricated conclusions are supported. In short, the principle
of social correlation was limited to a means of justification rather than
as a -neans of analysis. If the social order was composed of one basic
element which was social energy, and if this social energy could be show,
to be moral in nature, than there is a place for practical religion in
this modern movement. This was a direct refutation to both extremes.
It rejected the criticism of Christian orthodoxy in the sense that it
made a place in the theological creed for practical application, and it
rejected the denial of a place in social reforms by scientific socialism,
for even the social order is within the reign of God, and the social un-
rest was religious in nature.
The principle of social correlation also served as a means of
justifying a continuation of the existing social order. If social energy
is transrautable
,
then there is no need for a complete change in the order
itself. The many parts of the social organism are interrelated, therefore,
a change at any point would cause a change in the v/hole. This meant that
the social order needed to be repaired rather than replaced. Peabody was
essentially middle-class in his thinking. He consistently rejected any
proposals for the overthrow of the existing system. He consistently
defended the possession of vast amounts of wealth so long as they were
administered in a Christian fashion. He admitted the need for reforms,
he admitted that certain aspects of the existing order were far from
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satisfactory. However, he was not an advocate of a thorough-going change.
Instead, he sought to bring about patch-work reforms. Capitalism was
the system which was the operation of democracy within the economic sphere.
Democracy itself was considered to be the best form of government available
for the fulfilment of the demands of Christianity on earth. The principle
of social correlation was of extreme value in supporting such a position
for it served as a means of meeting the needs which was far short of
revolution. The social energy is the same irrespective of the system
which directs it. The system itself becomes of importance. ITo matter
v;h.a.t the system, this social energy can be adequately distributed. Since
the social energy is correlated, it means that if properly directed it
can be used for good rather than evil. Thus there is no real need for
the changing of the present social order, rather the emphasis should be
placed upon the direction of it. The present social order can, therefore,
be maintained while at the same time the desired ends can be a.chieved.
This point though never explicitly stated by Peabody, is nevertheless
strongly implied.
In the actual use of the principle, Peabody saw its value in dealing
with specific problems of social service. He saw in the liquor question,
for exanple, a number of factors which were correlated with each other.
This meant that any solution must take into account many factors rather
than a single cause. Domestic, economic, psychological, and racial factors
are directly tied v;ith the problem of drink. Again, the problem of
philsinthrophy is directly related to the problem of the economic order.
In order to solve the problem facing philanthrophy , there must be economic
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Justice in the economic order. This in turn involves the wliole question
of the labor movement in the United States, In so doing, however, he
uses the principle to confirm and substantiate his own conviction on the
matter. Peabody' found no wide gulf separating capital and labor. Instead
he maintained ths.t these two factions are but two parts of a single whole.
This he concluded as a result of the application of the principle of
social correlation.
Irrespective of the applications of the principle made by Peabody,
the fact still remains that he made a distinct contribution to the field
of social service in particular, and to the field of social theory in
general. The social worker could take new courage in the knowledge that
what little she was able to do on a particular case would be felt all
along the line. She could take great courage in knowing that the problem
as vast and con^jlex as it seemed, could be grasped at any point, wherever
one happened to come in contact with it. In social theory here was a
new viewing of the relationship between cause and effect. Although it
was not until much later that a thorough-going theory of cumulative
causation was formulated, the principle of correlation did serve to point
0 ut the way.
Unfortunately, Peabody seemed very little influenced by his own
theory. He had set out on an inductive study of ethics at Harvard,
however, this study seemed largely deductive in its methods, or at least
it was directed toward some generalizations which would be consistent
v;ith Peabody's own thinking on the subject. This seems largelj’- responsible
for his failure to fully use his own instrument. As it has repeatedly
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been shovm in this study, Pea'body restricted his application of the principle
to those few problems "by which the preconceived solutions held "by him could
"be sustained. Consistently his earlier conclusions- were maintained, even
though the principle could well have served as a means of achieving more
satisfactory solutions.
The principle of social correlation was formulated "by Pea'body some
time prior to 1900, it was presented in his first "book, Althou^. he wrote
many other "books later, there is little evidence of the principle having
had a substantial effect upon his ov/n thinking. This is a possible
espjlanation of the little notice paid to the writings of Prancis G-reenwood
Peabody. His was a valuable discovery, but he knew it not.
Peabody, throughout his writings, devoted a great deal of attention
to the role of the Church in the modem world. He defined the role of the
Ch'orch as being that of the perpetuation of the power and light as given
by Jesus Christ, This purpose has been fulfilled at times, but there have
also been periods when this purpose has been far from actual fulfilment.
Intolerance and spiritual pride are two very important factors which are
responsible for failure to fulfill the mission of the Church, These
faults were most prevalent in the Church of his day; he was convinced of
this. From his early theological school days, Peabody had resented the
intolerance and the spiritual pride. He resolved during this period to
do what he could to eliminate such stumbling blocks from the path of the
modern Church. It seems highly possible that reaction against such faults
v;as responsible largely for his joining forces with the social gospel
movement
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The conservatism and the individualism he exhibits in his writings
can serve for some of his readers as a means of doubting the wisdom of
classifying him as a social gospel writer. However, there seems little
choice of classifying him with any other group of his time. There is ample
evidence to support a claim that Peabody did not actually wish to break
with the existing Church as did some of his contenrporaries , he merely wished
to effect reforms of those things hxe considered as weaknesses in the existing
Church. He was interested in practical Christianity, this is true, but
this seemed to be a position taken by him out of necessity rather than
choice. It, therefore, seems valid to assert that his major criticisms of
the Church were intolerence and spiritual pride.
In addition, Peabody found that the Church had become too inte]/ectual
in its approach. There v;as an abundance of theological specula, tion. Creeds,
doctrines, and dogma were the principle concerns of the Church leadership.
Cold formal statements had so overlaid the Christian character that the
Vvarmth of fellowship and the moral strain were corrpletely eliminated. The
concern for people which was so characteristic of Jesus Christ was rapidly
being si:3)planted by concern for creed, Peabody was strong in his insistence
that Christian discipleship was life and not do^?na. As a cure for this
mistaken mission, Peabody offered a formula of simplification, socialization,
and spiritualization.
Peabody saw the grovring strength of the secular social movements as
direct evidence of the failure of the Church to meet the needs of the
people. He viewed this modern trend with a great deal of alarm. The Church
must meet the needs of the times, or else it must be faced v;ith certain
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annihilation, Peahody repeatedly asserted that the Christian Church is
the organization of Cliristians for social red-emption. It ha.s priority
on the leadership of a troubled world by its very nature. It is the
representative of God in God’s world. The world is the field of the
kingdom of God. The Church is, therefore, directly responsible for taking
its place at the head of the moral upsurge which was so chajracteristic of
his generation. The Church must launch out into the v^orld rather than
remain aloof from the world. Religion cannot survive in a departmentalized
v.’orld. It must by its Yery nature, rule the whole of life, otherv/ise
substitutes will be found. This was the threat which was so greatly
troubling Peabody. He saw that the Church must justify its claim if it
would survdve.
This urging on his part did not mean that the Church was to go to
the extreme in its socialization. This Peabody wished to make very clear.
He was not willing to run the risk of the Church being identified with the
secular movements of his day. To go overboard meant for Peabody placing
the major empimsis upon external chang-e , and this he was net prepared to
accept. His urging was for a more socially conscious Church which would
compete and yet remain sufficiently aloof so as not to lose its ovn peculiar
i dentity.
The Social Question offers to the Church a new opportunity for unity.
Peabody saw in the Church too much disunity, too much bickering and
quarreling over doctrines and organization. There was now a new opportunity
on the ethical level where doctrine was eliminated. The Church could not
afford to remain separated when the rest of the world was seeking to break
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dovoi "barriers which separated men from each other. Life, conduct, feeling,
hope, were concerns, or should he concerns of every denomination and creed.
Here was an excellent chance for the Church to begin the long roe.d hack to
the one Church of Jesus Christ.
Perhaps the most outstanding contribution made by Peabody was the
contribution of an internal criticism. Although he was concerned with many
other things in his many writings, this concern seems to be most character-
istic of them all, Peabody was a churchman first of all. He loved the
Church, and he spent much of his life trying to serve it. Because of poor
health he had been denied active parish work. He, therefore, was forced
to seek a second way. This he did through his writings. He had seen the
failures of the Church at first hand in the realm of the social order. He
saw the increasing growth of secular social movements. He ^^;as not prepared
to abandon the Church as having outlived its usefulness, nor could he bear
to see it outstripped. He therefore, sought to work from within for a
more vitalized mission. Although he was at times severe in his criticisms
of the practices of the Church, he never failed to defend the Church
against outside attack. The Church was God’s representative, and because
of this, if for no other reason, the Church must be defended. The major
thesis of this investigation is tha.t Peabody was fundamentally a Christian
apologist. This becomes understandable when we view the life which lay
behind the writings. The Church was his life, and for its presei*vation he
v;orked unceasingly.
The above can well serve as an explanation of his reluctance to
swing to the extreme which many of the other social gospel writers had
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attained. Such an extrene position no matter how consistent it might he
v/ith the actual facts could very v;ell constitute a threat to the very
existence of the institution he loved so dearly. He was not prepared to
take this risk. Instead, he sought to seek a compromise v;herein the
Church might more effectively serve without having to undergo the danger
of a loss of identification. This did not mean that he must accept the
Church as it was, it did not mean that he must condone its existing
practices which were proving failures in meeting the needs of the times.
Bather, he sought to effect this change from within the existing organi-
sation, this as contrasted with a withdrawal from the Church. The
withdrawal was the path which so many of his time were talcing, forsaking
the Church as an outmoded institution.
The above interpretation is entirely different from the interpre-
tation offered in the text of this study. The previous interpretation
held that Peabody was essentially conservative, that he was concerned with
clinging to his individua.listic outlook, and that his defense of Christianity
was a rationalistic rather than a critical analysis. This position is
quite applicable to the social order in general, but it is far less de-
fensible with respect to the institution of the Church. The treatment of
the Church by Peabody seems to be the exception to the rule. This can be
seen in his severe criticism directed ag;ainst the Church, There is no
evidence of white-washing the faults and failures of the Church. Peabody
was an apologist for Christianity and not for the Church. He saw very
clearly its shortcomings, and these he sought to eliminate as best he
could. As he saw the shortcomings of the Church, he also saw clearly its
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values, and these he was not prepared to abandon. His individualism
and conservatism were a part of his ov;n thinking, and these he, therefore,
did not ascribe to the Church, He sought very diligently to reinterpret
the mission of the Church in this world in the light of the rediscovery
of the ideal of the Kingdom of God. In other words, Peabody was not
concerned with mere justification of the Church as a necessary institution
in the modern world. He sought to revitalize the Church so that it might
fill the place already provided for it. There never seemed to be any
doubt in his mind that the Church was needed, therefore, he did not have
to face the problem of justification. This distinction must be made
betv/een Christianity and the Church, otherwise the major thesis would not
explain the sharp criticisms which Peabody repeatedly aimed at the Church,
Throughout this investigation the position has been consistently
maintained that Francis Greenwood Peabody made a distinct contribution to
both Social Christianity and to social theory. His principle of social
correlation was a distinct contribution which should earn for him a place
in the history of scholarship. This principle was a drawing together of
several earlier efforts in the same direction.
To Peabody must go the credit of putting it in a final form
applicable to the social order. The principle of the conservation of
energy had been formulated on the physical level at a much earlier date,
ether social thinkers had adopted the principle for social purposes, but
their applications had been directed to specialized ends. Peabody not
only recognized the existence and conservation of social energy, but he
used this to move on to his own distinctive contribution, namely, that
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of the principle of social correlation. Adding the earlier concept of
the organic nature of society, he then was able to show that the various
manifestations of social energy were correlated. These manifestations
were interpenetrating in nature. In theory this principle was a forerunner
of later theories of cumulative causation. Peahody was primarily concerned
with social service, just as Spencer had been concerned with socie,!
evolution. He, therefore, did not carry his theory to its greater
possibilities such as a means of understanding the relationsMp between
causes and effects. It is difficult to determine whether Peabody's formu-
lation had an influence upon later thinkers, yet it can be asserted that
whether used or not used, Peabody did anticipate later social theorists,
Peabody bases his entire analysis of the social order upon social
energy. This social energy is moral in its essence as he understood it.
He offered no grounds of substantiation of this assertion. Throughout his
writings there are similar statements which are presented v/ithout any
proof whatsoever. This tends to diminish the weight his writings might
carry for the social scientist, for many of his ideas must rema,in in the
realm of opinion or speculation. The validity of the principle of social
correlation was placed upon the assumption that social energy is moral
energy. Portunately, the principle is sufficiently strong and accurate to
stand alone. Such considerations lend support to a belief th^t Peabody
was not primarily concerned with social science, he rather sought a working
knowledge of social science for the task he had set before himself, namely,
that of defending Christianity against those who would discard it as a
force for good in the modem world.
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Time and time again during this investigation the attention of the
reader has been called to the modernity of the writings of Francis G.
Peahody. Irrespective of the use that he made of the insights that he
gained in the course of his studies, the fact still remains that he did
gain some very important insights which are consistent with the much more
highly developed sociology of the present time. Peahody saw rery clearly,
for example, the certainty that this v/as one-world in which v;e live.
Again, he was quite aware of the fact that the idea of the historical
continuum is a means of interpreting the facts of experience. 1/hatever
else may he said of the writings of Dr, Peahody, there can he no denial of
the fact that he anticipated at many points the v;ork of later sociologists.
In conclusion, it may he stated that the writings of Francis Greenwood
Peahody represent a stage in the development of a thoroughly grounded social
Christianity, He was not necessarily a child of his age, for he had
successfully gained a sound understanding of the materials with which he
had to deal. He was fairly certain of the ground upon which he chose to
stand. His position of a middle-way was one of choice and not one of
necessity. He remained individualistic and conservative, hut this does
not mean to imply tha-t he was unaware of other possibilities. His writings
were based upon the authority of the teachings of Jesus. These teachings,
just as the principle of social correlation v;hich he formulated, were
used to substantiate his own position. His role was primarily that of an
apologist for the Christian religion, and to the end of defense he bent
the major portions of his time and energy. He worked diligently for a
place in the modern social movement for Christianity. For this purpose he
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mastered the sociological principles and concepts of his day. Scientific
socialism was admittedly his greatest enemy for it represented to him the
major threat to Christianity. In order to ward off this threat he,
consciously or unconsciously, sacrificed his opportunity for renown in the
field of sociology. He avoided or co]i5)letely ignored many definite
sociological conclusions in the interest of preserving the schezaa of
protection he had sought to erect around the place of Christianity. The
principle of social correlation which was potentially of tremendous value
as a means of interpretation and action was never given the chance it
deserved.
Be this as it may, any history of the social gospel movement and its
contributions would not be complete without taking into account the writings
of Francis Greenwood Peabody. He v/as one of the chief exponents of the
need for a practical Christianity, and he saw very clearly the service it
could render within the social order. The principle of social correlation
was the tool which he forged from his own labors. It was a tool which he
sincerely believed would enhance the work of a practical Christianity.
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Abstract
Francis Greenwood Peabody, one of the social gospel writers during
the latter decades of the last century and the early decades of the
present century, was an ardent supporter of the new movement of social
Christianity. He, like so many of his contemxjoraries, sought to penetrate
the hardened crust of theological speculation and return to the teachings
of Jesus as the souice of authority for a ne^v approach to the problems of
the modern world. His was the self appointed task of reconciling the
ever-widening rift between the old and the new within the realm of
organized Christianity. With Christian orthodoxy as the thesis, and with
the social gospel as the antithesis, he sou^t to serve in the role of
the mediator effecting a synthesis. Thus he sou^t to move through an
analysis of the social order to an adequate interpretation of Christianity
fitted for his times.
Peabody sought to discover for himself the social teachings of Jesus
to serve as the necessary authority for the development of a Christian
sociology. As a result of this search he was able to formulate a number
of principles which he felt adequately interpreted the teachings of Jesus
on the social level. Peabody in attempting to avoid the belief that
Jesus was primarily concerned with social mechanics, made clear his belief
that the social teachings of Jesus were by-porducts of his religious
teachings. Jesus v/as first of all concerned with the relationship of the
human soul to God; this gives to the teachings a universal quality. These
teachings served Peabody as the necessary license for attacidng the social
problems of his day. In addition, the teachings served as support to the
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positions he maintained as a result of his investigations. The social
teachings of Jesus served Peabody as the necessary frame of reference for
his Christian social theory.
The principle of social correlation as developed by Peabody was
concerned largely with social reform. On aiialysis, Peabody discovered
that the spirit of the times is that of a demand for justice and brother-
hood. Within the social order there are many social problems. These
problems he gathered together within the single concept of the Social
Question. Within the social order more and more people were seriously
concerned with the problems which so sorely beset humanity. This concern
Peabody held to be the functioning of the social conscience. The social
conscience directed social energy which is in actuality moral energy.
Moral energy is the direct resultant of the functioning of ethical idealism,
which is the hipest stage in the evolution of morals, and was a direct
proof of the moral maturity of his generation.
The principle of social correlation therefore rests upon the founda-
tion of ethical idealism. Hov/ever, Peabody carried the process on step
further, he held that ethical idealism was a part belonging to ihe whole
which was religion. Throu^ such a process the reader is led finally to
a conclusion that for Peabody the principle of social correlation is rooted
directly in Christianity. Ethical idealism itself has its source in Cod.
The principle of social correlation was in the mind of Peabody based
upon a Christian ethics and not a philosoijhical ethics. Ethical idealism
thou^ philosophical in n..ture is ultimately religious. The Christian
religion embraces ethical idealism, Christia,nity being the source rather
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than the resultant. Sven thou^ the sense of injustice and nuladjustraent
is moral in nature, the attempt to correct these ills is a cooperation
with (iod. The Social Question is in actuality the fulfilment of religious
duty. Peabody maintained that the relationship between ethics and religion
was that of two concentric circles. Ethics thou^ complete in itself yet
lies within the greater circle of religion.
The principle of social corr election is the theory that all social
problems are correlated, each problem has a pri t in tiie solution of all
the other problems, and all are in a j>art dependent upon the r^rogress of
each. This theory is predicated upon the hypothesis that the v7orld is a
single unit which me-,ns that even the remotest of acts have their effect
upon the whole for all are inextricably bound together. There is therefore
no such thing as wholly cause or wholly effect.
Peabody mahes no attempt to claim originality in the formulation of
the principle of social correlation. He drew upon tv/o widely separated
sources for his material. The first of these sources was the worJt done
in the physical sciences culminating in the principle of conservation of
physical energy. Heat, li^t, and motion are but different manifestations
of the same energy. The second source was that of the teachings of Jesus
Jesus, according to Peabody, had anticipated the physical lav/ v;ith his use
of the idea in terras of social conservation. Further, both Herbert Spencer
and John Fis^e had made applications of the same principle on the social
level, but both of these predecessors made applications in entirely
different directions. Peabody was one of the first to apjply the principle
specifically to social reform with strong implications for the social order
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Unfortunately, this theory was never given a thorough-going application.
Feabody largely restricted its use to a substantiation of his ov/n pre-
determined conclusions. This principle was limited largely to a means of
justification rather than as a means of analysis. In spite of the limited
application of the principle, and in spite of the fact that Feabody saw
value in the principle only as a tool for the improvement of social reform
technique, the fact still remains that this theory did anticipate to a
remarlcable degree, the later theories of culul itive causation. Further,
this theory irrespective of its application was a distinct contribution to
the field of social service in particular, and to the field of social theory
in general.
\7ithin the writings of Francis Greenwood Feabody there can be found
a strong strain of individualism. He saw this individualism in the teach-
ings of Jesus with its emAasis on the person. He was also strongly
influenced by the traditional position of the Church which was largely
individualistic. Thou^ he gained a number of insists into the social
aspects of life, and thou^ a gTeat deal of his writings was couched in
social terms, basically the general flavor of the writings renE.ined strongly
individualistic. There is ample evidence to show that this position was one
of choice and not one of necessity for Peabody exhibited a sound Knowledge
of the social theory of his day.
Peabody was undoubtedly very much concerned with the problem of
individualism. He made many different attemxjts to disassociate himself
from any such charge. He consistently maintained that he was an advocate ^
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of the religion of the individual rather than a religion of individualism.
Such things as his belief tha-t a large part of social suffering and social
maladjustment stems from the acts of individuals, and that person^.1
responsibility plays a major part in the v/orlc of social amelioration are
unmistaisably individualistic in natui'e. As Peabody developed in his
thinldng he gradually moved tov/ard a more collectivi Stic r-osition. Hov?-
ever, the most extreme of his collectivistic views were little more than
a minor shift in position. This seems largely due to the increasing dif-
ficulty in maintaining an extreme individualistic view in the light of
the grawing social theory. This quality coupled with that of a nurAed
conservativism which made him a defender of the status quo, reduced sub-
stantially his effectiveness in the field of the social sciences.
The mind of Frnacis Grecnv/ood Peabody v/as not directly concerned with
the establishment of any particular social theory. Instead, he was pri-
marily concerned with Christian apologetics. Peabody was first of all a
religionist and only secondly a sociologist. His major concern was the
provision of an adequate place in the modern social order for Christianity.
Within Christianity he sought to return to the teachings of Jesus and
thereby obtained sufficient ground to support his strong belief in the
necessity for a practical religion. His writings might well be given the
status of a definite stage in the development of a thoroughly grounded social
Christianity.
The principle of social correlation as a means of interpretation and
action was never given the chance it deserved, nevertheless, this tool
which Peabody forged was but one of his many contributions tov/ard the
establishment of a practical Christianity.
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